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This thesis, FACILITATED DIFFUSION OF OXYGEN IN TISSUE AND MODEL 
SYSTEMS, deals with the interaction of diffusion and chemical reac­
tion. The problem is formulated in the first two chapters, where also 
the fundamental processes are established, diffusion, chemical reac­
tion, and how these are coupled (§1.2). Also, general concepts are 
found there, like the theoretical and experimental approach, basic 
description, basic solutions of the resulting mathematical equations 
and ideas about how to treat measurement data. The outline of the 
thesis is explicited in §1 3.2 . 
The main part of the theoretical treatment is covered in chapters 3 
through 6, each devoted to a different situation. These are plain dif­
fusion (no chemical reaction), facilitated diffusion (reversible chem­
ical reaction), diffusion plus consumption (irreversible chemical 
reaction) and their combination respectively. 
Plain diffusion of oxygen is a phenomenon that is basically well 
understood and can be formulated mathematically in terms of simple 
differential equations The mass transport, the flux of oxygen, is 
driven by a gradient in partial pressure of the gas. Flat homogeneous 
layers can be well described and transport parameters can be measured 
(§3.3 2, §3.3.3, §3.4.1). 
More complicated situations arise when this diffusion is coupled 
with chemical reaction. A reversible chemical reaction, like the bind­
ing of oxygen by the proteins myoglobin or hemoglobin (Eqs. 4 1,4 2, 
4.7, 4 8), offers the opportunity for a concurrent diffusion of the 
oxygen-protein complex, which is called facilitated diffusion. The 
total transport of oxygen is now due to a combined gradient of both 
species, free oxygen and chemically bound to the protein (see Eq. 
4.36, also 6.4), and the facilitation, the transport enhancement, as 
the gradient ratio (Eq 4 38) However, this description is not com-
iv 
píete because the interaction between diffusion and chemical reaction 
disturbs the equilibrium between binding and release of oxygen as 
expressed in the saturation level of the protein For calculation of 
this disturbance, we need в full solution of the describing differen­
tial equations that combine reaction and diffusion (Eq 1 3 with 4 2 
or 4 8, 4 9) Such a solution is complicated Introduction of the 
'Combined Damkohler Number Technique', explained in §4 4 2 (Eq 4 24 
ff ), greatly simplifies this problem and makes possible an analytical 
approach that results in direct expressions for the oxygen partial 
pressure and oxygen saturation of the protein in some situations 
(e g , Eqs 4 39, 4 51) 
A different type of chemical reaction is oxygen consumption by 
biologically active tissue Oxygen diffusion is needed for a steady 
supply to the locations in the tissue where the gas is irreversibly 
metabolized As with facilitation, the chemical reaction interferes 
with diffusion, complicating the resulting describing differential 
equations An additional problem is how the consumption reaction can 
be mathematically formulated, four types are considered here, in 
§5 2 1, Zero-order consumption, Michaelis-Menten, Linear model and 
Exponential model The relations between consumption and oxygen par­
tial pressure are visualized in Fig 5-1 and mathematically expressed 
in Eqs 5 6, 5 13, 5 14 and 5 15 respectively These systems can at 
least partly be solved analytically, leading to useful equations like 
the classical Krogh-Erlang formula for diffusion in a tissue cylinder 
(Eq 5 53), or the relationships between flux and oxygen partial pres­
sure as formulated in Eq 5 30 and Fig 5-3, or Eqs 5 39 through 5 42 
and Fig 5-4 
Most interesting is the case where both types of reaction, reversi­
ble and irreversible, are combined This situation is biologically the 
most intriguing because of the question whether facilitated diffusion 
is helpful in the diffusional transport of oxygen in the tissue The 
ν 
describing differential equations can be solved by (a combination of) 
the same techniques as laid down in the foregoing chapters. The myo­
globin here can provide an extra transport by concurrent Mb02 diffu­
sion at low oxygen partial pressure, leading to an enhanced flux (Eq. 
6.21). The chemical equilibrium is additionally disturbed by inter­
ference of O2 diffusion with consumption, expressed as a difference 
between actual and equilibrium saturation (Eqs. 6.22, 6.24). The tis­
sue situations considered before again can be solved mathematically, 
leading to similar equations now incorporating a 'facilitation term'. 
For the Кroghian tissue cylinder this is explicited in Eqs. 6.71, 6.73 
and visualized in Fig.6-3; for the flat layers, facilitation by myo­
globin leads to an enhanced flux (Eqs. 6.27, 6.45, 6.47, 6.54, 6.65) 
as clearly shown in Fig.6-1 . 
In the course of the mathematical treatment of the above situ­
ations, the relation between theory and experimental results, espe­
cially of oxygen diffusion as measured in flat layers, was also con­
sidered, leading to equations (3.7, 4.55, 5.73, 6.78) that describe 
measurements as performed in the diffusion chambers represented in 
Fig.2-3. In these experiments, nitrogen diffusion interferes with the 
measurements of O2, which in turn could be utilized to determine the 
permeability of nitrogen together with oxygen (Eq. 3.10). With Hb and 
Mb, facilitation was present in agreement with theoretical description 
(§4.5.3, §4.5.4). 
The last chapter 7 presents a general discussion of facilitated 
diffusion. The mathematical treatment is condensed in a set of 
descriptive parameters which make it possible to judge the phenomenon 
in any situation. These parameters are discussed in §7.1 . Facilita­
tion pressure P_ (Eq. 4.37) expresses the maximum enhancement in driv­
ing pressure whereas facilitation capacitance Δ (Eq. 7.1) gives the 
limit for the augmentation in flux. The Damköhler number Ϊ (Eqs. 7.3, 
7.4) indicates the degree of nonequilibrium due to finite reversible 
vi 
reaction velocities, two regimes can be discerned, the equilibrium 
regime (high Ï, deviations from chemical equilibrium negligible) and 
the diffusion limited regime (small I, no facilitation) Finally, the 
ratio M/{kc_) (consumption over dissociation reaction velocity times 
binding capacity) is a measure for the disequilibrium due to irrevers-
ible reaction Especially the concept of P- makes it easy to incorpo-
rate facilitation in tissue modelling, the more so if (approximate) 
chemical equilibrium can be assumed An example is shown in Fig 7-1 
Facilitation m vivo is discussed in §7 2 through 7 4 Although 
the literature data are controversial, it is concluded here that, 
whereas hemoglobin is of limited value in facilitating O2 transport, 
myoglobin is able to significantly enhance O2 transport at low Ρ-
Interpretation of experimental results, however, remains difficult, 
mainly because of the uncertainties of the appropriate tissue mod­
elling and the respective parameter values 
VII 
Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift, GEFACILITEERDE DIFFUSIE VAN ZUURSTOF IN WEEFSEL 
EN MODELSYSTEMEN, houdt zich bezig met de wisselwerking tussen diffu-
sie en chemische reactie Het onderwerp wordt uiteengezet in de eerste 
twee hoofdstukken, waar ook de fundamentele processen worden behan-
deld diffusie, chemische reactie en hoe deze gekoppeld zijn (§1 2) 
Ook worden hier de algemene concepten behandeld, zoals de theoretische 
en experimentele aanpak, wat de grondslagen zijn voor de beschrijving 
en de elementaire uitwerking daarvan, en op welke manier de meetgege-
vens behandeld moeten worden De opbouw en algemene lijn van het 
proefschrift is uiteengezet in §1 3 2 
De theoretische beschrijving spitst zich vooral toe op de hoofd-
stukken 3 tot en met 6, die elk gewijd zijn aan een verschillende 
situatie Dit zijn, achtereenvolgens diffusie zonder chemische reac-
tie, gefaciliteerde diffusie (reversibele chemische reactie), diffusie 
met zuurstofconsumptie (irreversibele chemische reactie) en combinatie 
van beide chemische reacties 
De grondbegrippen omtrent diffusie van zuurstof zijn welbekend en 
kunnen wiskundig geformuleerd worden in termen van eenvoudige diffe-
rentiaalvergelijkingen Het massatransport, de zuurstofflux, vindt 
plaats tengevolge van gradiënten in de zuurstofdruk Met name in 
vlakke lagen is de beschrijving eenvoudig en kan men de transport 
parameters meten (§3 3 2, §3 3 3, §3 4 1) 
Veel ingewikkelder wordt de zaak wanneer er een koppeling is met 
chemische reactie Bij een reversibele chemische reactie, waarvan de 
binding van zuurstof door de eiwitten myoglobine en hemoglobine een 
voorbeeld is (Vgln 4 1, 4 2, 4 7, 4 7) kan het zuurstof-eiwit complex 
in dezelfde richting diffunderen als de zuurstof dit heet gefacili-
teerde diffusie Zuurstoftransport vindt plaats tengevolge van beide 
gradiënten, die van vrije en die van gebonden zuurstof (zie Vgl 4 36, 
vin 
en ook 6 4), de facilitatie, de toename van het diffusietransport, is 
de verhouding van beide gradiënten (Vgl 4 38) Echter, deze be-
schrijving is niet compleet De wisselwerking tussen diffusie en che-
mische reactie veroorzaakt een verstoring in het evenwicht tussen bin-
ding en afgifte van de zuurstof, uitgedrukt in de saturatie (zuurstof-
verzadiging) van het eiwit Om deze verstoring te berekenen hebben we 
een volledige oplossing nodig van de gecombineerde reactie- diffusie-
vergelijkingen (Vgl 1 3 met 4 2 of 4 8, 4 9) Een dergelijke oplos-
sing is zeer gecompliceerd, maar wordt sterk vereenvoudigd door toe-
passing van de 'Combined Damkohler Number' methode beschreven in 
§4 4 2 (Vgl 4 24 e ν ) Met behulp van deze methode kan men expli­
ciete vergelijkingen vinden die zuurstofdruk en saturatie beschrijven, 
tenminste in een aantal situaties (bv Vgln 4 39, 4 51) 
Een ander type chemische reactie is de consumptie van zuurstof in 
biologisch actief weefsel Hierbij is zuurstofdiffusie nodig om de 
zuurstof naar die plaatsen in het weefsel te krijgen waar zij irrever­
sibel wordt omgezet Net als bij facilitatie interageert ook hier de 
diffusie met de chemische reactie waardoor de beschrijvende differen­
tiaalvergelijkingen ingewikkelder worden Dan is er ook nog het pro­
bleem van hoe men de consumptie- reactie wiskundig moet formuleren In 
§5 2 1 worden vier verschillende beschrijvingen behandeld Nulde orde, 
Michaelis-Menten, Lineair model en Fxponentiecl model, weergegeven in 
Fig 5-1 en geformuleerd in respectievelijk Vgln 5 6 , 5 13, 5 14 en 
5 15 Voor de resulterende vergelijkingen kunnen, tenminste gedeel­
telijke, oplossingen gevonden worden, zoals de klassieke Krogh-Erlang 
formule die diffusie in een weefselcylinder beschrijft (Vgl 5 53) of 
zoals de verbanden tussen flux en zuurstofdruk, uitgedrukt in Vgl 
5 30 en Fig 5-3, of in Vgln 5 39 t/m 5 42 en Fig 5-4 
Het meest interessant is de situatie waarin beide soorten reactie, 
reversibel en irreversibel, gelijktijdig aanwezig zijn, dit is biolo­
gisch gezien ook het meest relevant vanwege de vraag of gefaciliteerde 
lx 
diffusie het transport van zuurstof in het weefsel kan bevorderen De 
beschrijvende differentiaalvergelijkingen zijn op te lossen met behulp 
van (een combinatie van) dezelfde methodes als tevoren Myoglobine kan 
weer een extra hoeveelheid zuurstof transporteren door parallele dif­
fusie van МЬОг bij lage zuurstofdruk, resulterend in een toegenomen 
flux (Vgl 6 21) Chemisch evenwicht wordt verder verstoord, door de 
wisselwerking van diffusie met zuurstofconsumptie zoals tot uitdruk­
king komt in een verschil tussen actuele en evenwichts saturatie van 
het myoglobine (Vgln 6 22, 6 24) Voor dezelfde weefselsituaties die 
eerder bekeken waren kunnen vergelijkbare wiskundige oplossingen 
gevonden worden, waarin een 'facilitatie term' is toegevoegd Voor de 
'Krogh cylinder' wordt dit Vgln 6 71, 6 73, weergegeven in Fig 6-3, in 
de vlakke weefsellagen leidt facilitatie door myoglobine tot een toe­
name van de flux (Vgln 6 27, 6 45, 6 47, 6 54, 6 65), zoals duidelijk 
te zien is in Fig 6-1 
Bij de behandeling van bovengenoemde situaties werd ook aandacht 
besteed aan het verband tussen theorie en experimentele resultaten met 
name van zuurstofdiffusie in vlakke lagen Dit leidde tot vergelij­
kingen (3 7, 4 55, 5 73, 6 78) die de metingen beschrijven uitgevoerd 
in de diffusie kamers van Fig 2-Э Daarbij "stoort" stikstofdiffusie 
de zuurstofmetingen, waarvan juist weer gebruik gemaakt kon worden 
doordat dan samen met die van zuurstof ook de permeabiliteit van de 
stikstof gemeten kon worden (Vgl 3 10) Met hemoglobine en myoglobine 
werd een facilitatie gevonden conform de theoretische beschrijving 
(§4 5 3, 4 5 5) 
Het slothoofdstuk 7 bevat een algemene discussie over gefacili-
teerde diffusie Voortvloeiende uit de wiskundige behandeling, wordt 
een stelsel beschrijvende parameters gepresenteerd waarmee het ver­
schijnsel facilitatie in een willekeurige situatie beoordeeld kan wor­
den, deze parameters worden besproken in §7 1 De facilitatiedruk P. 
(Vgl 4 37) is de maximale (virtuele) extra druk waarmee de drijvende 
χ 
kracht voor zuurstofdiffusie verhoogd kan worden teruijl de 
facilitatiecapaciteit Δ (Vgl 7 1) pen bovengrens aangeeft voor hoe­
veel de zuurstoff lux kan toenemen Het Damkohler getal Τ (Vgln 7 3, 
7 4) is een indicatie voor de mate van niet-evenwicht tengevolge van 
reversibele chemische reactie, ruwweg twee gebieden kunnen worden 
onderscheiden, het evenwichtsgebied (hoge ï, verwaarloosbare afwijkin-
gen van chemisch evenwicht) en het diffusie gelimiteerd gebied (lage 
ï, geen facilitatie) Tenslotte geeft het quotient M/{kc-,) (consump-
tie gedeeld door reactiesnelheid maal bindingscapaciteit) aan hoe 
groot het niet-evenwicht zal zijn tengevolge van irreversibele reac-
tie In het bijzonder het concept van de facilitatiedruk, P_, verge-
makkelijkt het opnemen van facilitatie in weefselmodellen, vooral wan-
neer men (bij benadering) chemisch evenwicht mag veronderstellen Een 
voorbeeld daarvan is gegeven in Fig 7-1 
In §7 2 tot en met 7 4 wordt de facilitatie in vivo besproken 
Ofschoon de literatuur op dit punt tegenstrijdig is, wordt op deze 
plaats de conclusie getrokken dat de rol van hemoglobine in facilita-
tie van O2 transport betrekkelijk is, maar dat myoglobine een duide-
lijke vergroting van zuurstoftransport geeft bij lage PQ Het is 
echter moeilijk om experimentele resultaten te interpreteren, met name 
vanwege de onzekerheden hoc het weefsel correct in model gebracht moet 
worden en met welke parameter vaarden 
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XIV 
1 PRINCIPLES AND MECHANISMS 
1 1 Transport of oxygen 
For most metabolic processes in man and other living organisms, a suf­
ficient supply of oxygen is indispensable Although there is plenty of 
oxygen in the ambient air - 21% of its total composition - it may be a 
real problem to get the oxygen to the place where it is needed Diffusion 
of oxygen, due to the Brownian motion of its molecules, is only effective 
in transporting the species over short distances, and in an amount limited 
by the oxygen solubility of the medium, ι e , the capability of dissolving 
the gas in its structure Therefore diffusional transport is only suffi­
cient in small organisms, like bacteria, or over short distances, like the 
cornea of the eye 
For larger structures, transport systems are needed for an adequate 
supply of oxygen In man, air is inhaled into the lungs where it is taken 
up into the blood and transported by the blood circulation to the tissue 
where It is needed Air flow by breathing and blood flow driven by the 
hoart pump are convoctive transport processes, much more effective over 
large distances, but only possible in either a gaseous or a fluid environ­
ment For the transport in the intermediate stages, from the terminal 
bronchioli into the alveoli and further into the blood in the lungs, and, 
at the other end, from the blood into the tissue as the terminal transport 
level, diffusion is the only alternative Therefore, both phases have an 
extensive network of tiny blood vessels, the capillary bed, to make the 
transport distances so short that diffusion no longer is a problem 
In this picture, only part of the problem is envisaged, the other part 
is the low solubility, the limited amount of oxygen that can be taken up 
by water and aqueous media such as the tissue In the blood, this problem 
is solved by the presence of the protein hemoglobin, which is capable to 
reversibly bind oxygen and thus to increase the amount of oxygen in the 
- 1 -
Transport of oxygen 
blood very considerably, as an example, whereas a liter of water could 
dissolve in the lung at most 0 14 mmol O2, a corresponding blood volume 
can take up 9 mmol of the gas The hemoglobin is stored in red blood cells 
for other reasons, e g , to avoid metabolic decomposition followed by 
excretion in the kidneys. 
It is easily understood that, without this oxygen-binding hemoglobin, 
the transport capacity of the blood for oxygen would be far from adequate 
Less clear, on the other hand, is the role of another oxygen-binding pro-
tein, myoglobin, found in red muscle tissue Diving sea mammals like 
whales and seals have large amounts of this protein in their muscle tissue 
and here the function of the myoglobin obviously is to store enough oxygen 
to allow the animal to overcome even very long diving periods without 
breathing fresh air In land animals, however, there is no need for such 
long apnoeic periods and its concentration is very much lower than in sea 
mammals, here the precise role of the myoglobin still needs to be clari-
fied 
But there is another phenomenon where both proteins can be involved As 
stated earlier, diffusional transport of oxygen is limited by the amount 
of oxygen that can be dissolved in the transport medium Since hemoglobin 
and myoglobin can take up and release large amounts of oxygen, the ques-
tion arises whether they also contribute to its transport For such a 
transport, the proteins have to be mobile, so that they can carry the 
bound oxygen over a certain distance by diffusion of the oxygen-containing 
molecular complex Although both species are large molecules and conseq-
uently have mobilities that are much lower than that of the small O2 mol-
ecule, their capability to take up O2 is so large that such an additional 
transport is very well possible indeed this phenomenon is called facili-
tated diffusion The oxygen is taken up at some place, carried slowly but 
in dense amounts to another location and released there 
In this context, there is a possible role of myoglobin it might, by 
concurrent diffusion of the oxygen-myoglobin complex, facilitate the 
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transport of oxygen from the capillary to that location in the tissue 
where the oxygen is needed (consumed in the metabolic process) 
But the hemoglobin can be involved too Also in the capillary, though 
a small structure, there must be transport of oxygen from the interior of 
the red blood cell (erythrocyte) to outside the capillary The interior of 
the red blood cell can be considered as a viscous fluid but it is not 
clear if there is convectional transport and to which extent Moreover, 
the amount of transport has to be considerable First, the oxygen has to 
be released in a limited time, the residence time of the blood in the tis­
sue capillary In the second place, because of the small size of the 
capillary the oxygen flux has to be large to supply the whole area of the 
surrounding tissue, so that much larger gradients are involved than at the 
tissue level Therefore, hemoglobin might well play a role in the release 
of oxygen through the mechanism of facilitated transport, where the 
enhancement is found in the transport from the interior of the red blood 
cell to its periphery 
1 2 Fundamentals 
In the phenomenon of facilitated diffusion, two fundamental processes 
are coupled diffusion and chemical reaction Before we can go further 
into this topic, the fundamental ideas and properties of these constituent 
processes have to be established 
1 2 1 Diffusion 
Transport of a species can be described by its flux, a 3-dimensional 
vector defined as the amount of species transported across a unit area in 
a unit time in the direction of the vector The diffusional flux J of a 
species with (low) concentration с (amount per unit volume) in a fluid is 
described by Fick's law 
(11) J = - DVc 
Fundamentals 
where D is its diffusion coefficient, a measure of the mobility of the 
species in the medium, and V is the gradient operator, the first deriva­
tive with respect to position (З/Эх, Э/Эу, 3/3z in cartesian coordinates 
x. У. 2). 
According to Eq (1 1), for a description of the diffusional transport 
we need to know the diffusion coefficient D This diffusion coefficient 
depends not only on the diffusing species, but also on the medium where it 
diffuses in, as well as on the reference frame in which it is defined As 
an example, displacement of a molecule in a fluid environment must be met 
by counter displacement of (an)other molecule(s) The counter-moving mol­
ecule could be one of the same species and in such case the net transport 
is zero Thus prior to a treatment of diffusion, the appropriate circum­
stances have to be defined 
Because of its low solubility, oxygen concentration in water is very 
low and there is no problem in defining the diffusion coefficient of this 
particular species But the concentration of hemoglobin or myoglobin is 
much higher. The diffusion coefficient that applies here is the tracer 
diffusion coefficient, which is determined by labelling some of the mol­
ecules in an otherwise homogeneous medium and following their transport in 
the solution In our case, the hemoglobin or myoglobin molecules are 
labelled by taking up oxygen and consequently the adequate diffusion coef­
ficient is the tracer diffusion coefficient 
1.2 2 Chemical reaction 
For chemical reaction, because of the multiple forms it can assume, a 
general description as with diffusion is not possible Through such chem­
ical reaction(s), species appear (are produced) or disappear (are con­
sumed) or both The most general way to account for chemical reactions is 
by defining a (net) reaction rate r, as the net amount of species that is 
produced by the reaction(b) per unit of time г is positive if the chem­
ical reaction actually results in a production of the species and negative 
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if the species disappears, for chemical reaction systems where both 
processes are at work the reaction rate can be zero 
Among the different forms of chemical reaction, a classification can be 
given in terms of the order of the reaction E g , for a (slow) simple 
reaction of the type A -» B, the reaction rate is proportional to the con­
centration of A, and the reaction is first order In the type A + В •* С, 
two species are involved and the reaction rate is proportional to the 
product of the two concentrations, so the reaction is second order 
For hemoglobin and myoglobin, there is binding of oxygen to the protein 
(two molecules involved) and release (one molecule involved, the oxygen-
protein complex) and the overall reaction rate will be a combination of 
first and second order reactions 
On the tissue level, there is also consumption of oxygen in the meta­
bolic process This can be treated in several ways, as will be shown 
later 
1 2 3 Mass coupling 
What is important here is the interplay of diffusion with chemical 
reaction The coupling of both processes is done through the continuity or 
mass conservation equation 
(12) || + V J = r 
where t is time and the symbol · in V*J denotes the inner product of the 
two vectors,1' the sum of the product of their respective components 
(V^ + V J + V 7 ) This continuity equation accounts for the change in x x y y z z ' J ι β 
species amount (3c/9t) due to both diffusion (the term 7*7) and chemical 
reaction (the term r) 
Eq (1 2) allows for coupling of both phenomena also in that case where 
there is no longer a change in (local) species concentration, then, 
" The inner product of two vectors a=(a , a , a ) and b=(b ,b , b ) is 
defined as a^b = a b + a b + a b 
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3c/3t = 0 and the local mass change due to diffusion must equal that of 
chemical reaction 
(1 3) V«J = г 
This situation is called steady state 
1 2 4 Electric charge 
Although the description of both diffusion and chemical reaction is 
subject to various different conditions and limitations the most important 
complicating factor is electric charge Thus, despite of the fact that 
the phenomenon of electric interactions is not subject of study here, it 
cannot be neglected and some words are called for here 
Hemoglobin and myoglobin are molecules covered with sites that can bind 
and release H + and/or OH" and other ions and thus charges Therefore, 
their behavior will be affected by electric potentials and by other 
charges, those of neighbouring molecules Whereas electric forces are very 
strong forces, their effect in solution is limited due to the constraint 
of zero charge, ι e , the sum of all ionic charges must be zero But even 
in the absence of an externally applied electric field other ions influ­
ence the motion of the proteins as well as their binding properties Since 
it is only the charge and not the type of molecules that is involved here, 
the ionic strenght I is important, which is defined as 
(14) I = iZZ i
2
c i 
1 
ι e , the sum of all species concentrations с multiplied by their respec­
tive charge Ζ squared, where Ζ is the number of unit charges (charge of 
a proton, H +) of the ionic molecule Even m the absence of any other 
electric effect, ionic strength is a property that will play a role in 
diffusion and/or chemical reaction 
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1 3 Approach 
The basic purpose of this thesis is to theoretically describe and 
investigate the phenomenon of facilitated diffusion of oxygen in biologi-
cally relevant situations This line of work, however, is closely related 
to other lines of investigation at our department, especially the FUNGO 
projects 13-36-21 (Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
transport of oxygen and CO2 in metabolizing tissue, notably in intact mus-
cles in vitro) and 13-36-39 (Determination of chemical reaction velocities 
in oxygen transport by hemoglobin) In these projects, measurements of 
oxygen diffusion were done as facilitated by hemoglobin or myoglobin 
Therefore, the theoretical description is mainly devoted to the situations 
considered in these parallel investigation lines, and to the experimental 
results obtained there 
Two types of theoretical treatment can be discerned and are separated 
in the paragraphs of the following chapters First, there is the descrip-
tion of the situation in the diffusion layer, the mathematical modelling 
of the transport This requires application of the physical and chemical 
laws to the relevant species and the subsequent solution of the resulting 
mathematical equations This could be called transport modelling Sec-
ondly, the question has to be resolved how these phenomena are 'seen out-
side', 1 e , what is the relation with data as measured in the experimen-
tal set-up This could be called experiment evaluation The path from the 
measured data to the end results of, e g , fluxes, or to an interpretation 
according to the theoretical model turned out to be non-trivial and not 
solvable with standard methods Therefore, the author also developed the 
theoretical treatment of the measured data as well as the computerized 
approach and the computer programs This part of the work also led to new 
insights and possibilities and therefore is a substantial part of this 
dissertation 
Of course, the experimental design was parallel to the theoretical 
investigations and especially to the computer data treatment In the 
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course of both projects mentioned above there was a continual interplay 
between the experimental work and the theoretical and computerized treat­
ment. This was a fruitful interaction leading to results that were not 
expected before, such as the determination of permeability ratios (chapter 
3) and of oozing fluxes (chapter 5). 
1 3.1 Experimental approach 
The easiest way to measure diffusional transport is by applying a known 
concentration difference across a flat layer and measuring the flux as the 
amount transported into or out of the layer. Especially for gases this is 
a good method, and we will focus on it here Diffusion in the gas phase is 
very fast, much faster than in fluids, and thus the gas in a small com­
partment bordering the diffusion layer can be considered to be of uniform 
composition. For (nearly) ideal gases like O2, N2, CO2 and CO, the amount 
of gas η can be determined from its volume V, pressure Ρ and absolute 
temperature Τ as : 
r, -Π. 
n
 " K T 
where R is the universal gas constant. Thus the gas flux can be inferred 
from recording the changes in P, V and T, where the latter can easily be 
kept constant in a thermostated water bath 
An extra advantage in measuring oxygen transport is that there is an 
accurate measuring device, the Polarographie oxygen electrode, that can 
measure the pressure of the gas in a mixture, fluid or gaseous, irrespec­
tive of the other constituents 
Chemical reactions are important through their coupling with diffusion, 
if there is no influence on the diffusional transport, they are not 
detected outside. E g , in the presence of hemoglobin, diffusion is 
coupled with chemical reaction between oxygen and the protein and the oxy­
gen transport will be different from plain diffusion where no chemical 
reaction interferes 
Principles and mechanisms 
First, we are interested in the facilitated diffusion, the coupling 
with the reversible binding of oxygen by hemoglobin and myoglobin, and 
this can be studied in aqueous layers where the proteins are dissolved 
Then, also the irreversible consumption of oxygen in tissue is considered, 
as well as its coupling with facilitation 
1 3 2 Outline and theoretical approach 
The theoretical approach not only involves the description of the 
respective process, plain or facilitated diffusion and/or oxygen consump-
tion, but also the treatment of the measurements in order to extract the 
desired information The theoretical treatment of the situation in the 
layer in principle can be done independently from the experimental situ-
ation But the treatment of the measured data, of course, strongly depends 
on the processes in the diffusion layer and thus will be different for 
each situation. Therefore, both theoretical treatments have to be worked 
out in each chapter 
Some aspects of the theoretical and experimental concepts, however, are 
general and thus will be treated first They involve basic considerations 
and general treatment e g of the measurements This is done in the next 
chapter 
Then simple diffusion is considered Experimental results of diffusion 
coefficients in these inert layers are important for the understanding and 
evaluation of the situations considered m the chapters to follow 
Facilitated diffusion is handled as a coupling of reversible chemical 
reaction with diffusion Ideas and concepts are worked out here that elu-
cidate the possibilities and restrictions of facilitated diffusion, by 
defining some important parameters of the process 
In tissue, there is also consumption of oxygen in the metabolic pro-
cess This is handled as diffusion with irreversible reaction, where the 
tissue is considered as a homogeneous medium Several models of the O2 
consumption reaction and their consequences for 0? diffusion into and 
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through the tissue are worked out 
Then, facilitated diffusion is considered in a consuming (tissue) 
layer, the combination of reversible and irreversible reaction. The 
interaction of both phenomena is taken into account for the different mod-
els of the oxygen consumption. 
Finally, a chapter is devoted to the relevance of facilitated diffu-
sion. 
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In this chapter, some fundamental ideas and procedures are described 
that are general for all the following treatments These involve concepts 
of theoretical modelling, the experimental set-up, and the basic treatment 
of the data obtained from the experimental set-up 
2 1 Basic concepts 
2 1 1 Steady State 
Most of the diffusion measurements and considerations are for steady 
state or systems near steady state In steady state, all processes are 
balanced so that there is no net change in (local) concentration with time 
and thus 3c/3t = 0 for any species This is an idealized situation In 
practice, steady state is only more or less closely approached In the 
measurement set-up explained in the next section, §2 2 , steady state 
first is approached by a steady supply of gases which has to be continued 
long enough to be sufficiently close Then, during the measurement, after 
closing the valves, there must be no significant deviations from steady 
state such a situation is called quasi-steady state This can be achieved 
by a proper physical design of the system and by restricting the measure­
ments to the initial measuring phase 
The stead>-state solution is determined by combining the set of equa­
tions that is obtained by applying Eq (1 3) to each species ι 
(2 1) V«J = r 
' 1 1 
Under certain conditions, pertaining here (see Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1970, 
Hanna and Garner, 1983), this set of equations leads to a set of unique 
steady-state solutions If we denote the time-dependent non-steady-state 
solutions by superscript n, during approach to steady state these time-de­
pendent concentrations с can be written as 
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2) c£(f . t ) = c ^ F ) + Δ ε . ( ί , Ι ) 
where F i s pos i t ion ( x . y . z ) . The steady s t a t e so lu t ion, c . ( F ) where 
Ac.(r,t ) ·• 0, i s found by combining Eq.(2.1) with E q . ( l . l ) for species i : 
3) -VD^c.CF) = 1^ 
where r. is the steady state reaction rate. Similarly, for the non-steady 
state we derive, by combining Eqs.(l.l), (1.2) and (2.2) for species i: 
a
 S r
· 
4) -VD.Vc.if) + (f^-VD^Ac^F.t) = Г^ = r i + ^ U C ^ F . t ) + ... 
where ... are higher-order deviations of r. from г.. During the approach 
to steady state, these higher-order terms become negligible and we can 
look for solutions H.(F)0(t) to build up Ac.(f,t); insertion of such a 
type of solution into Eq.(2.4) leads to: 
5) 1.£_1.Γν.η.ν-.
 +
 Ä.l - -ì 
e dt =ÍL ι ι jSCj jj t 
This equation characterizes the approach to steady state: note that, 
since the left part is independent of F and the middle part is independent 
of t, both parts must be independent of both F and t and thus must be a 
constant defined as -l/τ (Eq.(2.5) is derived for time-independent D. but 
this is not imperative). Solutions of Eq.(2.5) for different T'S are the 
basis for the steady-state approach term Ac.(F,t). In principle, we can 
look for solutions for any τ but there are two constraints: 
• The solution 0(t)=exp(-t/T) has to vanish for large t. This 
excludes negative values of τ. 
• The solution for :.(F) has to be zero at the boundaries (because 
boundary conditions are steady state). Generally, nonzero solutions for 
:.(F) can only be found for discrete values of τ (e.g., Sneddon, 1957; 
p.286). l> 
" A related classical example is displacement of a string followed by 
(damped) oscillation at only discrete values of the oscillation frequency. 
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The full solution for Ac now consists of a combination of terms with 
different i's Such a solution is denoted a relaxation and the \'s are 
called relaxation times The terms with the shorter relaxation times will 
damp out faster whereas the term with the largest τ ("the" relaxation 
time, to) will last longest and will determine the ultimate approach to 
steady state In the experiments, to be sufficiently close to steady 
state, the chambers have to be flushed for a multiple of time to 
2 1 2 Reaction invariants 
In steady-state reaction-diffusion systems, the concept of reaction 
invariants is very helpful (Schultz et al , 1974) In this concept, combi­
nations of Eq (2 1) are sought so that the reaction terms cancel out 
E g , for each reversible reaction in the system, we can sum the respec­
tive equations multiplied by the stoichiometric occurrence E of the spec­
ies in the reversible reaction 
(2 6) ν·{ΣΕ J ) = ΣΕ r = 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
The set of numbers E is called the reaction invariant, the combination of 
ι 
reactions according to E has a net reaction rate of zero This is associ­
ated with the conservation of (the total amount of) a species (global non-
reactivity, Schultz et al , 1974) such as total amount of hemoglobin or 
total amount of oxygen 
The combined equations as in Eq (2 6) generally are much easier to 
solve than the individual equations (2 1) Moreover, they can be solved 
without the complications encountered in the solution of the full sys­
tem 2 > Then, these solutions can be used as a firm basis for solving the 
rest of the system The sum of the reaction rates of Eq (2 6) must be 
exactly zero Deviations and approximations are not allowed since these 
intrinsically upset the reversibility of the reaction and thus the steady 
z >
 Such as what is called 'stiffness' in a problem, e g , as caused by the 
boundary conditions (Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1986) 
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state. This is an unavoidable constraint 
2 1 3 Partial pressure 
For gases obeying the ideal gas law, Eq (1 5), the amount of gas can be 
related directly to its pressure Ρ This concept can be extended to mix­
tures of gases too, where the relevant pressure now is the partial pres­
sure P-, that part of the total pressure that is due to the presence of 
the molecules of gas G only 
(2 7) n GRT = PgV 
We assume that all gases are ideal 
The same concept can be used in a solution, where the concentration 
[G], the amount per unit volume, of the gas is directly proportional to 
its partial pressure in the solution (Henry's law) 
(2 8) [G] = <iGPG 
where a., is the solubility coefficient of G Note that [G] is a different 
way of writing с- " 
Both partial pressures in the gas phase and in the solution are defined 
to be identical if there is equilibrium between the phases This implies 
that at least at the interface both partial pressures are the same 
By inserting into Pick's lau, Eq (1 1), the partial pressure concept 
also can be applied to the diffuslonal transport of the gas in the solu­
tion 
(2 9) JG = - D GVa GP G = - 7 G7P G 
where ?„ = D Ga G is called the permeability of the gas 
However, these different notations are separated later to discern 
between partial and total amount, e g , [Hb] and с.., 
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2 1 4 Flat layers 
-L 
(2 10) 
Figure 2-1 Basic scheme of a flat layer, of thickness L, 
placed betveen a bottom and a top gas chamber, χ is distance 
into the layer 
In flat layers with uniform conditions, as shown in Fig 2-1, the solu­
tion only depends on the single coordinate χ perpendicular to the surface 
and Eq (1 1) becomes 
dc 
J, = - D -г"1 i i dx 
The flux J (1-dimensional) is in the direction of χ whereas J refers to 
the 3-dimensional situation Similarly, Eq (2 1) reads 
dJ 
(2 11) ^ i = Г 
(2 12) 
For any non-volatile species j (a species confined to the diffusion 
layer) transport cannot be extended across the boundaries and thus 
dc 
- D at x=0,L 
J J dx 
Volatile species (gases), however, can penetrate the bottom and top bound­
aries of the layer and the resulting fluxes are denoted by J. and J for 
gas ι and for bottom and top respectively (see Fig 2-1) These fluxes are 
a reflection of the transport properties of the layer for the respective 
gas, Eq (2 9) 
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(2.13.a) Jti = - ?.· 
dP. 
dx 
x=L 
dP 
(2.i3.b) Jbl = - V s r 
x=0 
2.2: Measurements of facilitated diffusion. 
2.2.1 Measurement set-up. 
Measurements of facilitated diffusion are based on measuring the amount 
of oxygen that is taken up by or released from the medium. Experimentally 
this can be achieved by placing a flat layer between two closed gas cham-
bers and recording the rise or fall in oxygen partial pressure in one or 
both of the chambers (see Fig.2-2). Polarographic oxygen electrodes (Kim-
figure 2-2: Schematic representation of measurement set-up. A 
flat diffusion layer (1) is clamped between tuo gas chambers 
(2,3). Each chamber can be flushed with a gas mixture of known 
composition by opening the waives (4). If a stable gradient has 
developed in the layer, valves are closed and O2 pressure is 
recorded by the O2 sensing electrodes (5). 
mich and Kreuzer, 1969) are excellently suited for such a measurement. In 
our laboratory, a measurement set-up was built and described by ir. J. de 
Koning for measuring facilitated diffusion in chicken gizzard smooth mus-
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ele (de Koning et al., 1981). A slightly different device was built for 
measuring facilitated O2 diffusion through thin layers of hemoglobin solu-
tion (Bouwer et al., 1985). Cross sections of both diffusion set-ups are 
Figure 2-3: Cross sections of both diffusion chambers as used 
in our laboratory (see text). (1) Diffusion layer and support; 
(2),(3) gas chambers; (4) gas supply and valves; (5) O2 elec-
trode; (6) steel or rubber rings to hold the layer in place. 
shown in Fig.2-3. 
A complete experiment consists of measuring the O2 transport for a 
series of different O2 partial pressures in both chambers. In each trans-
port measurement, the chambers were first flushed with gas mixtures of 
known composition until steady state could be assumed in the layer. The O2 
electrode was calibrated, the chambers were closed and O2 electrode sig-
nals were recorded in equally spaced time intervals. These signals were 
stored on paper-tape. 
To improve the accuracy of the measurements, electrode signals U , were 
sampled in two parts: a 'compensation voltage' U and a 'difference 
voltage' U,
 f (de Koning et al, 1981). The signal U is a fixed voltage 
generated at a value chosen beforehand. U,., is the difference between U , 
air ei 
and U . Now the electrode signal is in the range of 0 to 4000 mV depend-
ine on O2 partial pressure, but U can be chosen so that the initial 
" *
 r r
 ' com 
value of V,.. is about zero; thus the rise or fall in this signal can be 
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recorded much more accurately (-0 05 mV) 
2 2 2 Data processing 
The data from paper-tape were fed into a computer system (PDP 11-
series) by simply copying them into a file on disk This was done by the 
standard PIP-command of the system Files, or datasets, are named by a 
two-part name separated by a dot ( ) Different versions of the same file, 
e g an 'uncorrected' and a 'corrected' version, are distinguished by an 
(octal) version number, appearing after a semicolon (,) directly following 
the name Each experiment was copied in a separate file with the name 
Q DAT and versions numbered consecutively, these version numbers served as 
a unique reference 
As a second step these 'paper tape images' were processed into a format 
better suited for further calculations (program LEES) In detail data 
items that belonged together were put on the same line (time, experiment 
code, channels output) and a coding of each channel was added (e g VCOM, 
to indicate that the channel data was a compensation voltage) The start 
of a new series was automatically indicated, triggered by a combination of 
a different experiment code and a break in time Frrors in the data were 
detected (such as a missing code, or inconsistent line length) and indi-
cated Channel data all were translated to mV, overloads were truncated to 
4000 mV, meaning no measurement The first experiment code was translated 
into a date indication used for naming of the output file, together with a 
letter Q and the consecutive experiment number As an example, if the file 
Q DAT,135 contained the (date) code 191279, the output file was named 
Q1912C 135 (C for '79) Before further processing, this file could be 
inspected and corrections made by hand The initial letter Q identifies 
the file as "first translation" 
As a next step, the data were reduced to entities of relevance (pro-
gram 0HV) 
• From the barometric pressure minus the water vapor pressure and the 
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oxygen fraction in the respective flushing gas, the partial oxygen 
pressure in each chamber was calculated Water vapor pressure (in kPa) was 
calculated from the temperature t (m 0C) using a polynomial-exponential 
fit to the data from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1963) 
P H . = exp{(b3t
3
-b2t2+b1t-bo)/81) 
(2 14) H 2 0 
where Ьз = 6 16 К Г 5 , b 2 = 2 312 ΙΟ
- 2
, οχ = 5 87, bo = 39 95 
• The corresponding sample time was transformed into an integer number 
(seconds form 0 00 h) 
• Compensation voltage U and difference voltage U, , were 
(re)combined into the electrode signal U . representing the actual voltage 
response of the electrode to the oxygen partial pressure 
• From the rest of the series, the slope of the electrode response 
voltage was calculated (subroutine HELL) The procedure will be described 
in detail below For each point it was checked whether the subtracted com­
pensation voltage was the same as the initial one (within 0 25 mV) If 
not, the difference was accounted for 
These resulting data were stored in a file with the same coding name 
except that the first letter was replaced by a V ("V-file") In the exam­
ple mentioned above the name of this file would be V1912C 135 The ini­
tial letter V identifies the file as a "second translation" 
In calculating the slope of the oxygen electrode response, several 
difficulties had to be met 
• The rise or fall in electrode signal must be linear only in quasi-
steady state Immediately after closing the valves, the signal may show 
'relaxation effects' (possibly induced by a small absolute pressure) so 
that the first few points may not be in line with the rest of the data 
This initial relaxation effect had a typical relaxation time of about 16 
seconds, so that, if needed, a term exp(-t/16) was added in the data fit­
ting procedure 
• Fitting of data points was consecutive It started with the first 
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three points, and for each next point a test was performed whether the new 
point was within an approximate 1% confidence limit of the line already 
calculated. By this procedure, outliers" are automatically removed and a 
curvilinear course is easily detected. 
• Finally, a visual check on the course of the electrode signals of 
both chambers was possible on a plotter screen, together with the calcu-
lated lines. When inspecting this plot, a message could be inserted into 
the computer output 
All these checks made it possible to correct and/or remove poor data 
points from the resulting V-file For instance, if a valve was not prop-
erly closed, this would show itself as a curved electrode signal course on 
the plotter screen. Outliers also were easily detected. So, if corrective 
action of the computer was wrong or absent (as would happen if an outlier 
occurs within the first four data points) the true nature of the error yet 
could be recognized and corrected for. 
In the final recalculating program (OMP), voltages and voltage changes 
were translated into pressures and pressure changes First, calibration 
lines were calculated relating electrode voltages to O2 partial pressures 
Calculation started with a separate calibration line for each gas bouree. 
If there was a significant difference between these lines (indicating that 
the oxygen content of one of the sources was not given correctly), a warn-
ing was issued. If not, the data were combined into a single calibration 
line for each electrode. In each stage, a test for outliers was performed 
on an approximate 1% confidence level. Also here, lines and data points 
were represented on the plotter screen for a visual check If outliers 
were encountered and recognized, the partial pressure given was assumed to 
be in error and a corrected value was calculated from the electrode signal 
(indicated by adding a minus sign to the gas source code) 
Then, from the calibration lines and electrode signal changes, partial 
*' Data points that fall outside the data population 
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Data Papeгtape 
AcquisiCion Storage 
"~Q Q DAT.nr 
Qdate nr 
Vdate nr 
Pdate nr 
Figure 2-4 Flou chart of computer preprocessing of experimen­
ta] data 
pressure changes were calculated in each chamber 
Moreover, data were divided into groups by adding a single-letter code 
to each data line measurements whore in one of the chambers oxygen par­
tial pressure was zero were assumed to belong to another group than meas­
urements where at both sides the pressure was non-zero, this makes sense 
especially for the measurements in consuming tissue as described in chap­
ters 5 and 6 
The resulting data were stored in a file again with the same coding 
except for the first letter to be a Ρ ("P-file") It is the end product of 
the computer preprocessing Such a P-file contained, after the header 
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lines" of experiment date, temperature, pressure etc and calibration 
line parameters, data of each single measurement serial number, sample 
time, group code, and for each chamber gas source, oxygen pressure (in 
kPa), and oxygen pressure change (in Pa/sec) 
The modular design and seemingly complicated algorithms of the computer 
procedure are necessary for a good data processing Especially in cases 
when measurements are difficult (Bouwer et al , 1985, Hoofd et al , 1984) 
a thorough quality control is imperative 
2 3 Relation of measured and theoretical data 
Combination of the experimental set-up of the former section with the 
equations derived for the flat layers in section 2 1 4 leads to the basic 
ideas of how the measurements have to be treated so that they can be con-
nected to the processes occurring in the layer and their theoretical 
description 
2 3 1 Relation to transport 
The measurements provide data of the rise or fall in oxygen partial 
pressure of each chamber, whereas the phenomenon to be studied is the oxy-
gen transport in the layer Therefore, first the relationship between the 
measured data and the oxygen fluxes at either side of the layer has to be 
established The change in gas amount is due to a flux into or out of the 
diffusion layer 
dn . 
(2 15 a) JtiAt = -jli 
dn. 
(2 15 b) JbiAb = - - ^ 
where A is the area at the top side and A, at the bottom side of the dif-
fusion layer In the gas phase, according to Eq (2 7) the change in 
5>
 Data lines containing general information, on top op the file 
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amount of a gas with index ι is related to its change in partial pres­
sure 
dn dP dVt (2 16 a) — — - Κ ι = —i-i-V. + P. -
dt dt г t l dt 
(2 16 b) — ¿ i RT = —2i-V. + P, £ 
dt dt b bl dt 
where V is the volume of the respective chamber So the measured quanti-
ties dP /dt and dP, /dt are related to the diffusion according to 
dP dV 
(2 17 a) V,. — = A^RT-J,. - P,. -
* dt t t l І 1 dt 
d Ph, d Vh 
C2 17 b) V. — = - A. RT-J. - P. — 2 
b
 dt Ь b l b l dt 
2 3 2 Bulging 
In Eq (2 17), the right-hand side shows a dependency not only on the 
flux J. but also on a change in (chamber) volume dV/dt In the experi­
ments, chamber volumes indeed vili change Due to unequal mobilities of 
the gases in the layer, there will be unequal transport through the layer 
and the total amount of gas will change in the top and bottom chamber As 
a result, a net absolute pressure difference develops across the layer 
But the layers considered here are flexible, they will bulge due to the 
pressure difference and this layer bulging implies volume changes of both 
chambers 
We can account for layer bulging principally in two ways 
• Elimination When the layer bulges, the total volume of top and bot­
tom chamber together will not change (dV /dt+ dV,/dt = 0), and we can add 
the different forms of Eq (2 17) in such a way that the terms dV/dt cancel 
out 
• Elaboration We can work out Eqs (2 13), (2 17) such that an equa­
tion results expressing dV/dt in known terms 
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The second possibility is preferable, but, as we will see, it cannot 
always be done, elimination is applicable universally 
These two possibilities of accounting for layer bulging are elaborated 
as follows 
Elimination In this treatment, we make use of the fact that V, +V is 
a constant and thus dV,/dt and dV /dt cancel if added together For 
Eq (2 17), this can be done by multiplying by P, and Ρ respectively and 
adding, for the resulting difference P. A J -P A, J, we get 
dP dP. 
(2 18) RT.{PbiAtJtr
PtiAbJbi> = Р Ь Л - ^ Г + PtiV^r 
The right-hand side consists of known or measured quantities and thus is a 
direct measurement result The left-hand term contains the fluxes J and 
J. . we want to know Eq (2 18) is independent of layer bulging but we pay 
for it in that it gives no information about the individual fluxes J and 
J, separately, instead, a weighted difference of these fluxes is related 
to the measured data and wo need additional information about the relation 
between J and J, e g by modelling the transport in the layer But the 
equation is valid generally and therefore very useful especially in those 
cases where layer bulging cannot be quantified 
Note, however, that in some special situations it makes no sense, e g , 
if pressures, area and fluxes are equal at either side of the layer it is 
reduced to an identity (0 = 0) 
Elaboration Another approach is to quantify the volume changes dV/dt 
If we multiply Eq (2 17) by V. and V respectively, subtract the lower 
from the upper term and sum over all species i, again using the fact that 
dV./dt = - dV /dt, we arrive at 
r
dP _ dP. _-, dV,. 
V»V. — — - — — \ = RT Σ (VA, J, + V, A,. J ) - (^Р.
т
+ V. Р ,
т
) — -% bl- dt dt J ik t b bi b t ti-" t bT b t T · ^ 
where Puy, P t T are the total pressures (sum of all partial gas pressures) 
in the respective chambers But the volume change dV /dt is due to the 
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total pressure difference P. - - Ρ - that develops between the two chambers 
and causes the layer to bulge If we quantify this bulging as 
(2 20) Д = V b-V b 0 = V t 0-V t = g(P b T-P t T) = gÄPT 
where V.., V - are the chamber volumes in the absence of a pressure dif-
ference, g is the proportionality factor expressing the compliance, the 
volume change (Д ) per (total) pressure difference (ΔΡ..) in the system 
(see Fig 2-5 below) Then, Eqs (2 19), (2 20) lead to 
(2 21) f î = - ^ = RT VWbi + VbVti> 
dt dt v tP b T + v bP t T + vtvb/g 
The factor g defined in Eq (2 20) depends on the mechanical properties of 
the layer For a stiff layer, the volume changes are small and g will be 
small For a flexible layer, the layer will bulge until P._. - Ρ _ virtually 
vanishes and g will be large As long as deviations from the initial state 
are small (quasi-steady statel), g will be approximately constant 
However, the influence of g on the calculation of layer bulging is 
quantified more easily if a dimensionless quantity is defined (Hoofd et 
al , 1986) 
v tVg 
(2 22) η = rr-p
 ν
 ρ 
4%Τ VtT 
which simplifies equation (2 21) to 
(2 23) Üï* = - ^ Ь
 =
 RZ_ V W b i + VbAtJti> 
dt dt 14η V tP b T + V b P t T 
In quasi-steady state, as long as g is a constant, η also will remain 
constant η expresses the bulging resistance the relative pressure change 
across the layer per the relative volume change of both chambers It is a 
dimensionless inverse compliance of the layer in the diffusion set-up The 
validity of this approach was tested by Hoofd et al (1986) for plain dif­
fusion through flat layers 
Theory - experiment 
2 3 3 Flexible layers 
For flexible (elastic) layers, an estimation of the compliance g and 
ÄV 
/ 
Figure 2-5 Bulging of an elastic layer, circular with radius 
a, over a distance h, causing a volume change LV R is the 
radius describing the spherical shape of the layer, which is 
displaced due to a pressure difference LP-
thus of the bulging resistance η is possible 
A fluid layer bulges under an absolute pressure difference ΔΡ
Τ
 spheri­
cally, with radius R (see Fig 2-5), according to Laplace's law 
(2 24) ΔΡ
Τ
 = 2| 
where α is the strain in the layer (force per unit length), for a thin 
fluid layer this strain is the surface tension 
The same principle is valid for elastic thin layers as long as the 
force effects (due to ο, ΔΡ_) are reversible — a characteristic of elastic 
materials — and the deviations are small and have no appreciable influence 
on o, for this, note that the whole treatment is for small deviations' 
A small displacement h of the layer with circular radius a is con­
nected with a large sphere radjus R according to 
(2 25) 
^^-h 
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The corresponding (small) volume change Д i s (Burington, 1965, p . 1 9 ) : 
(2.26) Д = | h ( 3 a 2 + h 2 ) = ¿uba2 = J | -
Now g i s eas i ly estimated from inser t ing Eqs . (2 .24) , (2.26) in to i t s de f i -
n i t i o n , Eq.(2 .20) : 
r? 971 „ _ ¿V - та" R . на" 
u
-
z /
· '
 g
 ΔΡ
Τ
 " AR ' 2 α " 8σ 
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3 PLAIN DIFFUSION 
3 1 Introduction 
Diffusion through a homogeneous layer of constant thickness, in the 
absence of chemical reactions and with uniform conditions at either side 
of the layer, is the most simple system and thus ideal for measurements of 
diffusion properties Theoretically, the layer has to be extended infi­
nitely but impermeable walls perpendicular to the diffusion area are math­
ematically equivalent Diffusion in the gas phase is so much faster than 
in the layer - diffusion coefficients typically are in the proportion of 
10' to 1 - that this gas phase can be considered as uniform 
3 2 Transport in homogeneous layers 
For a homogeneous layer where no reaction takes place (r = 0), 
Eqs (2 9), (2 11) are easily solved for a gas as 
(3 1) J χ = f (Ρ _„ - Ρ ) 
ι ι i,x=0 ι' 
with a constant J and one of the boundary conditions already inserted 
This equation relates the partial pressure Ρ to the position χ in the 
layer The other boundary condition relates the flux J to the partial 
pressure difference across the entire layer 
(3 2) J L = t (P _. - Ρ _.) 
' ι ι i,x=0 ι,χ=Ι/ 
an equation that holds for each of the gases present Note that for homo­
geneous layers Ρ n = Pu a nd Ρ r=P«- ( s e e Fig 2-1) and that a homo-
1,X—U Dl ι,Χ—" ti 
geneous layer implies that the diffusion area is the same throughout the 
layer A = A =A. 
Eq (3 2) can be used to calculate the volume changes of Eq (2 23) but 
first we transform the latter equation into a special form In inert lay­
ers, J. = J t l, and initially, at least before the chambers are closed, 
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the total pressures in top and bottom chamber are the same and equal to 
P_ = atmospheric minus water vapor pressure, here equal to Ρ,+Ρτ Then, 
Eq.(2.23) reads: 
dV t dVb ART 
( 3
·
3 )
 dt~ = "dT = (1+D)P T'^
JI 
We restrict the treatment here to systems with binary gas mixtures (two 
gases) where the first gas, with index 1, is oxygen; the second gas, with 
index 2, mostly will be N2. The partial pressure difference of importance 
is that of the first gas, oxygen, and we will denote this difference as ΔΡ 
so that: 
(3 4) JjL = ^(Pbj- P t l) = J>l4P 
But since both gases make up the same total pressure P_ the partial pres­
sure difference of the other gas must be -ΔΡ and therefore: 
(3.5) J 2L = 3>2(Pb2- P t 2) = -jyP 
or: the flux of the complementary gas 2 is opposite to but driven by the 
same partial pressure difference as gas 1. Now Eq.(3.3) yields. 
dV. dV. ART ?і-?2 
<3·6> з г = - dT = ( Τ Ϊ Ϊ ) Ρ -
Τ
· —
Δ Ρ 
Insertion of Eqs (3 4), (3 6) into Eq (2.17) relates the measured val­
ues of dP ../dt, dP. j/dt to the diffusion in the layer so that a little 
algebra yields: 
dP t l ART ?і г І-У2/У1 (3.7.а) ^ о — . - д р ^ . — j . ptij 
dP. ART ?і г 1-*2/*1 ι 
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3.3: lleasurements. 
According to Eqs.(3 7), the measured data can be fitted to the simulta-
neous equations: 
dPtl (3.8.a) -£* = atAP{l - cPtl} 
dPhl (3.8
 b ) _|1 = . V p { 1 . cp b i } 
where the parameters a , a. and с are: 
ART ?ι ART ?i 
(3.9.a;b) ^ = — ^ ;
 % = — ^ 
Eq.(3.9.c) yields the permeability ratio: 
(3.10) Ti/Pi = 1 - c(l+iOPT 
But the O2 permeability ? 0 =T. can be calculated both from the parameters 
a or a. . However, these parameters contain a quantity, the respective 
chamber volume, that is not known precisely since it depends on the exact 
placement of the diffusion layer between the chambers. It is easily seen 
that for the volume ratio· 
(3.11) V t / V b = a b / a t 
The total gas volume, however, V_ = V + V, or total volume minus layer vol­
ume is known with much more accuracy. Therefore, we calculate ?_ from 
the combination of a, and a,. : b t 
(3.12) J- = -LJ-O2 ART · a T 
3.3.1 Fitting procedure. 
In bottom and top chamber, different oxygen partial pressures are 
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applied resulting in a partial pressure difference ΔΡ According to 
Eq (3 8), the measurements, the changes in P
n
 dP/dt, depend not only on 
this partial pressure difference ΔΡ but also on the P. in the respective 
chamber This is visualized by the crosses in Fig 3-1, where in each 
measurement one of the chambers was flushed with pure N2, so that either 
P. . =0 or P t i
= 0 There is O2 inflow and thus a positive dP/dt for this 
N2 containing chamber, and, according to Eq (3 8) with zero P~ , a linear 
relationship to ΔΡ as represented by the crosses above the abscissa 
(dP/dt>0) in Fig 3-1 In the other chamber dP/dt will be negative and 
nonlinearly related to ΔΡ as represented by the crosses below the 
;; 
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Figure 3-1 · Represent at ion of an experiment where the oxygen 
partial pressure change dP/dt for each chamber is plotted 
against the actual oxygen pressure difference LP (x) or against 
ЬР' = ЬР(1-сР\), to account for layer bulging (o) Broken and 
solid lines are the functional relationships Dotted lines 
interconnect identical points 
abscissa If, however, we account for layer bulging by defining a 'recal­
culated' (Hoofd et al , 1986) Ρ- difference as ΔΡ'=ΔΡ(1-οΡ
η
 ), the 
υ2 υ2 
relationships of Eq (3 8) become linear dP/dt = ±аЛР' This Is repre­
sented by the circles in Fig 3-1, and the slopes a, and a can be obtained 
by simple linear regression in such a plot 
For the recalculation to be applied, however, a value of с had to be 
used If the permeability ratio ?2І?і (and also η, P_) of the layer was 
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known, с could be calculated from Eq.(3.9.c). Or else, if с had to be 
evaluated from the experiment also, It was fitted by the least-squares 
method too so that the sum of the residuals - the squared differences 
between measured and calculated dP/dt of each chamber - was minimal. The 
search for с was done by successive bipartition: starting from an esti­
mated minimum and maximum value of c, the value in between was tested; if 
it was too high, it became the maximum for the next step, otherwise the 
minimum. 
In the situation represented in Fig.3-1 this means that с must be eval­
uated such that the circles below the abscissa come to lie on the continu­
ations of the straight lines above the abscissa. 
Experimental data were gathered for series of related experiments, 
e.g., where the same layer type was measured. Here, the following proce­
dure was adopted: 
• First, с was determined and 7*2/^ 1 was obtained from Eq.(3.10) for 
each experiment separately. 
• Then, from these data, a mean value of Уг/Р-і was calculated, which 
should be identical for all experiments. 
• Next, using this mean value of ^г/^іі a value of с was calculated 
using Eq.(3.9.c) for each experiment and a, , a were again evaluated, now 
using this predetermined value of c. 
• From the values of a, , a found in this way, J"» was obtained using 
Eq.(3.12). 
• Finally, a mean value of ?_ was calculated for all the experiments 
pooled. 
In all the calculating procedures, a test was incorporated that removed 
outliers, i.e. data points with a probability below -1% of belonging to 
the respective population, where the variance in the population is the 
square root of the mean squared difference between measured and calculated 
values. For the parameters determined within an experiment, error bounds 
were evaluated, as "standard error of the mean" (SE): these SE's were 
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taken as the variance times the square root of the diagonal element of the 
inverse jacobian matrix divided by the degrees of freedom The jacobian 
matrix is the square matrix where each element is the mean product of the 
derivatives of the functional relationship, the derivative with respect to 
the row parameter and the derivative with respect to the column parameter 
The degrees of freedom number is the number of measurements minus the num-
ber of parameters This procedure leads to the usual SE's for mean values 
and straight lines, but can be applied to other functional relationships 
Emphasis must be laid on the fact that the error bounds defined in such 
a way are an extension of the standard SE definition, chosen because of 
its relative simplicity. There are other ways to define error bounds, 
often leading to non-symmetrical values, i.e , the upper bound is differ-
ent from the lower one The bounds defined here are symmetrical and will 
be denoted by SE although this is strictly valid only for mean values and 
straight line parameters. 
In all calculations of end results as the mean of values determined m 
different experiments, summation was weighted taking into account the 
accuracy of the individual values This weighting was done such that val-
ues with a large inaccuracy - SE -, as compared with the variance in the 
mean, counted less. Explicitly in all summations for variance and mean 
values, each element in the summation was multiplied by a weighting factor 
equal to one over the sum of the squared variance and the squared individ-
ual SE. Then, large SE means low weighting factor and thus less impor-
tance in the summation. The idea behind this approach is that part of the 
scatter in the individual values is due to uncertainty uithin each meas-
urement (reflected in the SE) and the rest is due to other, independent, 
factors not incorporated in the measurements. For example, ? 0 in 
Eq.(3 12) is calculated from a. ,a , measured with error bounds SE in the 
experiment, and from other factors (VT, L, A, T) determined separately, 
without knowing error bounds Since these factors are unrelated, their 
relative contribution to the total scatter is found by summation of the 
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squared individual contributions. Finally, also the sum of the weighting 
factors is one over the resulting accuracy; in other words, the standard 
error in the mean is (defined as) the square root of the inverse of this 
sum. This definition again is consistent with the standard definitions if 
either the variance or each individual SE is vanishingly small. 
3.3.2 Measurements in Plastic layers. 
A good example of diffusion in a homogeneous inert layer is diffusion 
through a Teflon membrane, as represented in Fig.3-2. Teflon TFE (poly-
tetrafluoroethylene; Dilectrix Co.), type C, was used, with a thickness of 
¿mil" =6.35 pm. Because of the high permeability of such a single thin 
Figure 3-2: Computer plot of в measurement on a threefold 
Teflon membrane (19urn). Οι pressure change dP/dt against pres­
sure difference, similar to Fig.3-1, where now solid lines and 
crosses are omitted and circles are replaced by sequence number 
in experiment. One of the measured points is recognized by the 
computer as an outlier and is marked by an asterisk. 
layer, however, in the experiments a threefold layer (19ym) was clamped 
into the chamber. The computer plot of Fig.3-2, representing a typical 
experiment, is as in Fig.3-1 except that the crosses and the solid lines 
" A mil = a milli-inch is equal to 25.4 \m. 
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are omitted The measurements are indicated with their sequence number in 
the experiment and plotted against UP(l-cP 0 ) after fitting с The dot­
ted lines point to the corresponding P
n
 difference ΔΡ as in Fig 3-1 As 
can be seen from the figure, accurate parameter values can be determined 
for each experiment (SE in a, ,a around ΙΌ), even the dP/dt of the top 
chamber for ДР=-20кРа is recognized by the computer as an outlier 
although it seems close to the fitted line 
The mean ?„ /7
n
 of 14 experiments was 0 224+0 024 (SE) There was a 
"2 u2 
problem, however, with the mean ? 0 The Teflon layers were cut from 
sheets, for the latter 10 experiments a new sheet was utilized, and the 
?- 's of both sheets were grouped into values with a difference of 8%, 
which was significant according to a Student's t-test (P<i5i) So, the 
sheets had different properties, probably a different thickness (Hoofd et 
al , 1986) If the mean PQ is calculated for a thickness of 6 35 um its 
value is 0 423±0 006 10" 1 1 mol-m"1 kPa^-sec - 1 This is an indication 
that if Teflon is utilized in other experiments, as a supporting membrane, 
its permeability should be determined separately, the more so because 
there is also considerable variance in the literature data (Hoofd et al , 
1986) 
3 3 3 Measurements in Millipore-soaked solutions 
MF-Millipore filters are composed of porous cellulose -acetate and -ni­
trate in such a way that the pores together form a labyrinth of tortuous 
channels through the filter A photomicrograph of such a filter is shown 
in Fig 3-2 The pore size can be controlled, so that these filters can be 
used to separate particles of different size For diffusion experiments, a 
filter is soaked with the desired solution, serving as a support for the 
liquid The advantages are obvious there is no need for a supporting 
membrane, since the fluid is kept in place by the filter, and the layer 
thickness can be easily determined with a micrometer The filters tear 
easily and care must be taken not to soil the pores but with some caution 
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Figure 3-3. Internal and surface pore structure of an HF-fíil-
lipore membrane magnified at 3500* From Ulliipore Catalog (Mil-
lipore Co., Bedford, Massachusetts). 
this can be avoided But there are other disadvantages. 
• Not all the layer is available for diffusion through the fluid, 
resulting in a limited diffusion area on each cross-sectional level. An 
attendant effect is that the areas containing the fluid, the pores, do not 
form straight pathways through the filter but rather are scattered around; 
this means that also diffusion is not straight through the layer but has 
to follow these tortuous pathways, thus elongating the effective length of 
the diffusion distance. The first effect, decreased diffusion area, can be 
estimated from the porosity of the filter, the fraction that is actually 
open space; this can be determined by measuring the volume of water (by 
weight) absorbed by a wet filter divided by the filter volume itself (by 
measuring its dimensions) The reduced diffusion area A is the actual 
area A times the porosity, any cross section through the filter will have 
an open space proportional to this porosity. But the second effect, the 
lengthened pathway L , is not determined easily. Kreuzer and Hoofd (1972) 
estimated an upper limit for L /L of 11/2 or +570o For diffusion through 
inert fluids, only the combination A /L is relevant, as can be seen from 
Eq (3.9 a;b) 
• Apart from this, diffusion may be not limited to the pores alone, 
but some of the gas(es) might bypass through the filter material E.g., 
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for a porosity of 80%, the estimated diffusion area A =0 8 A If now the 
permeability of the filter material would be one tenth of that of the 
fluid, e g , the remaining 20% of the area provides an additional 
0 1x0 2xA diffusion area so that the total area effectively is 0 82 A 
But this additional diffusion not only leads to a parallel transport, it 
thereby also mitigates the effect of tortuosity, since for a tortuous 
channel some of the gas can bypass through the filter material As a mat-
ter of course, this effect will be different for different gases with dif-
ferent permeability properties, consequently, such an effect would be 
reflected in a permeability ratio different from that of the fluid itself 
For example, ?„ will be decreased by the filter material but ?„ may be 
decreased more, leading to a lower ?„ /TQ ratio for N2/O2 mixtures 
• As a last point, there is the possibility of interaction of the mem-
brane or its components — the MF-Millipore filters contain Triton, a wet-
ting agent - with the fluid Although the filter material itself is chem-
ically inert, it is easily charged electrically Charged (microscopic) 
locations persisting while soaked with fluid will interact with ions, 
especially in narrow pores 
From the above considerations it is likely that Millipore filters are 
only moderately suitable for diffusion measurements Absolute measurements 
are not possible because of the unknown area/pathway of diffusion Even 
relative measurements - for instance the decrease in permeability when a 
solution is more concentrated - may be troubled hith deviations due to the 
last two considerations, parallel diffusion and interaction However, 
because of the advantages mentioned also, the filters were actually used 
in experiments particularly on facilitated diffusion (see chapter 4) 
Some evidence for the influence of the Millipore filter itself on 
permeability was found in measurements on filters soaked with water (Hoofd 
et al , 1986) Two filter tjpes were utilized, type SM with pore size 5 0 
Pm and porosity 84%, and type GS with pore size 0 22 11m and porosity 75* 
? N / ? 0 for all 8 filters together was 0 444±0 026 SE, significantly dif-
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ferent from the water value of 0 54 calculated from data of the Handbook 
of Chemistry and Physics (196Э)2' at 25CC (Student t-test Ρ < 1%) This 
lower value cannot be due to disregarding the layer resistance against 
bulging, η in Eq (3 9 c ) , as pointed out by Hoofd et al (1986) 
3 4 Diffusion m multiple-leyer systems 
In the measurements described in the former paragraph solid or semi­
solid layers were involved In other measurements, like with liquid lay­
ers, a support is needed The support can be a single permeable layer 
Figure 3·4 MulCipJe layer system, where a liquid layer (2) is 
sandwiched between a bottom (3) and a top layer (1) 
under the diffusion layer or also a layer on top of it The system is 
shown in \ig 3-4 The diffusion layer, with thickness L, is supported by a 
bottom layer of thickness 6, and permeability A for gas i, and covered 
by a top layer of thickness δ and permeability ? (if the top layer is 
omitted we simply take 6 =0) According to Eq (3 2), this three-layer 
system is described by 
2 Ϊ
 The diffusion coefficient ratio is one over the square root of the quo­
tient of the molecular weights, the permeability ratio is this figure 
times the quotient of the solubilities 
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(3 13 a) J 16 b = ? b l(P b l - P l j X = 0 ) 
(3 13 b) J 1 L « V
P i , x - 0 - P i , x = L > 
(3 13 о J i6 t = » t l ( P 1 > x = L - P t l) 
where the flux J has to be the same for each of the three layers The 
above set can be combined to yield 
(3 14) j (J.+ _ + _ £ . ) . ρ Ρ 
bi i ti 
This equation is similar to Eqs (3 2), (3 4), (3 5), except that L/? 
is replaced by an "observed" value [L/P ] , = (Su/JY + L/? + * t/' t l) s o 
that the basic treatment of §3 2 and §3 3 is unchanged, the equations 
(3 10) and (3 12) yield values of the whole three layer system in this 
case If the thickness/permeability ratio of each gas in each bordering 
layer is known, the values observed for the whole three layer system can 
be corrected to yield ?_ and Яг/^І of the liquid layer alone 
(3 15) 
Ό 2 - W i l o t e - V b r V t i 
Note that [L/?i] . is the value obtained directly f-om Eq (3 12) In the 
same way the permeability ratio for the middle liquid layer is found as 
L
^ 0 2 
(3 16) ъ/ъ = [L/^ι^,/ι^/^ι^-β,,/^ -at/*t2 
where again [Уг/^ІІ v. l s the ratio obtained directly from Eq (3 10) 
The describing equations (3 13) - (3 16) are derived for a layer that is 
inert to all the gases diffusing through it But often, similar relations 
can be derived for other cases, as will be shown in the following chap­
ters Mostly, the only equation that has to be changed is Eq (3 13 b), and 
only for the gas that is non-inert The rest, and usually the whole 
scheme, is left unchanged Whereas the derivation of equations incorporat­
ing the bordering layer(s) leads to very complicated formulas, a simpler 
solution is given in terms of 'observed' parameters like in Eqs (3 15), 
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(3 16) 
3 4 1 Diffusion in inert liquid layers 
Using the Teflon ?- and ?,, /?_ measured in §3 3 2. permeabilities 
U2 N2 U2 
were determined in water layers and methemoglobin layers sandwiched 
between two such membranes, i mil thick Methemoglobin (MetHb) is an 
inactive form of hemoglobin (see next chapter), so nonreactive, whereas 
the molecules of both species are very similar 
Four measurements were done with water between Teflon Correcting for 
the bordering layers as described above, a value of ?_ of 2 7610" 1 1 
mol-nT'-kPa"1 -sec"1 was found, and a P., /Ρ* of 0 480±0 037 These values 
N2 O2 
are in agreement with the literature values, as described by Hoofd et al 
(1986) The best comparison value for ?_ is 2 75 1СГ11 
mol ra-I'kPa~1*sec~1, measured by Stroeve et al (1976) in a comparable 
(diffusion) set-up A, /?. is not different from the literature value of 
0 54 (Student t-test P>10%) These results supported confidence in the 
procedures of measurement and theoretical treatment 
Measurements in methemoglobin layers were for a methemoglobin concen­
tration of 2 84 mmol/1 containing various amounts of salt, added as KCl 
? N /?„ of 0 56+0 05 was not dependent of salt concentration but ?.. was, 
these data were published assuming an exponential relationship (Breepoel 
et al , 1982) However, as pointed out in chapter 1, interaction of 
(charged) molecules may be expressed bettor in terms of the ionic strength 
1 as defined in Eq (1 4) Ju and Ho (1985) plotted the permeability1 ' of 
oxygen against the square root of I for aqueous salt solutions and found a 
linear relationship for each salt (KCl, NaCl, MgSO^, N32804) Therefore, 
in Fig 3-5 our measurements also are plotted against </T All the ions, 
charged forms of methemoglobin, K + and CI", contribute to the ionic 
strength through their squared charge The squared charge of K+ and CI" is 
and not the diffusion coefficient as reported in their figures 3 and 4 
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Figure 3-5: O2 permeability and N2/O2 permeability ratio meas­
ured m aqueous tietHb solutions containing different amounts of 
KCl, plotted against square root of ionic strength I. Solid 
lines are fitted to the measurements; upper solid line for O2 
permeability and lower horizontal line (mean value) for perme­
ability ratio. Error bars indicate SE within each individual 
measurement ; broken lines represent SE in fitted relationships. 
1, but the methemoglobin molecule can exist in differently charged forms 
so that for the calculation of the overall squared charge the Linderstr^m-
Lang approximation has to be adopted (Cohn and Edsall, 1943): 
(3.17) Ψ = (Ζ) 2 + ^ з 
where Z^ is the mean squared charge, Ζ the mean charge and ß the slope of 
the buffer line (7.4, mean value for pH=6 to 9 in Fig.II-3-3 of Breepoel, 
1978). For salt-free solutions, Z = 0 approximately since there are no 
other ions in the solution and we have a minimum ionic strength of 4.6 
mmol/l. For KCl added, some Cl~ will bind to the methemoglobin; the ionic 
strengths in these cases were calculated assuming a methemoglobin charge 
of -2, due to binding two Cl~ ions (which have to be substracted from the 
free CI- concentration; different amounts of bound Cl~ do not lead to much 
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different ionic strengths). 
When ?~ is plotted in this way, it fits a linear relationship quite 
nicely, as can be seen from Fig.3-5. This conforms to the findings of Ju 
and Ho (1985). 
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4 DIFFUSION WITH REVERSIBLE REACTION 
4 1 Introduction 
In many biological systems, reversible chemical reactions play an 
important role In combination with diffusion, such reactions may enhance 
transport of the reversibly bound substrate species This enhancement can 
be even so large that the substrate is transported through an otherwise 
virtually impermeable region, like a (lipid) membrane if the substrate is 
not soluble in the membrane but the carrier and carrier-substrate complex 
are, transport of the substrate is possible in bound form A premise for 
such a transport, however, is that the reactions of the substrate with the 
carrier are sufficiently fast 
Enhancement of substrate transport by carrier-mediated diffusion, by a 
concurrently diffusing carrier, is called facilitation, and the phenomenon 
is called facilitated diffusion See Fig 4-1 The carrier-substrate com­
plex CS diffuses along with the substrate S to enhance the total trans­
figure 4-1 Principle of facilitated diffusion Carrier С 
binds substrate S to form a complex CS that diffuses along with 
S, thus enhancing its transport 
port of S, once S is released, the free carrier С diffuses backward An 
impermeable boundary may limit the carrier-facilitated transport whilst 
the transport of S itself is not Impeded, e g , a gas can leave a liquid 
layer into the gas phase but a protein or enzyme or salt cannot (see 
Fig 4-1) Such transport-limiting boundaries turn out to be very important 
in facilitated diffusion since they determine the behavior of the system, 
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as will be explained in the theory section 
4 Ζ Oxygen carriers 
As explained in the first chapter, the substrate of interest is oxygen 
and the carriers are the proteins hemoglobin (Hb) and myoglobin (Mb) The 
molecules of these species are built along similar principles, to bind 
oxygen reversibly, but there are significant differences in their con­
struction Consequently, some of the binding characteristics are similar 
and some are not 
4 2 1 Myoglobin 
Myoglobin is a protein - a folded sequence of chained amino acids -
with an Incorporated heme group containing a central Fe atom where the O2 
is reversibly bound to A schematic representation of the molecule is 
shown in Fig 4-2 the folded chained molecule at the left side with the 
heme group detailed at the right side Mb is found in red muscle tissue, 
especially in that of diving sea mammals The Mb species mostly applied in 
experiments in the literature are horse and sperm whale The sperm whale 
Mb, a chain of 153 amino acids, has α molecular weight of 17 815 (Dicker-
son and Geis, 1983) but in solution a mantle of water molecules is 
attached to the molecule 
The oxygenation of Mb takes place through a covalent binding of the 
whole O2 molecule to the Fe atom located in the heme group The heme 
group is deformed slightly under this reaction in that the location of the 
Fe is altered (pulled somewhat more into the heme plane) This, however, 
seems not to disturb the rest of the protein molecule and consequently 
there is no interaction with species that bind to other places on the mol­
ecule However, carbon monoxide (CO) and nitric oxide (NO) interfere with 
O2 binding since these species bind to the Fe atom itself, in the same way 
as O2 does 
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Figure 4-2 Schematic representation of myoglobin molecule 
(sperm whale Hb, left) A chain of ammo acids encloses a heme 
group (dark, shown apart to the right), the central Fe atom in 
the heme group binds the oxygen 
Figure 4-3 Schematic representation of hemoglobin molecule 
(horse Hb), m the 'Tense (left) and the 'Relaxed' (right) 
state The molecule is formed of four peptide chains (Za,2 d) 
each containing an oxygen-bind mg ht me group 
4 2 2 Hemoglobin 
Hemoglobin is more complex than Mb a schematic picture of horse hemo­
globin is represented in Fig 4-3 It is tetramenc, consisting of four 
peptide chains, folded sequences of amino acids, each with an incorporated 
heme group Each half (dimer) contains two different types of chains, 
called α and β In human Hb-A, the two α chains consist of 141 amino acids 
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and the two 0 chains of 146 amino acids and the total molecular weight 
without bound water amounts to 64 450 (Dickerson and Geis, 1983). Hb is 
the oxygen binding protein of the erythrocyte, the red blood cell, of man 
and many (land) animals, but for each animal there is a different type of 
Hb, with different characteristics; even different types can be present in 
the same species. For humans, there is a foetal Hb (Hb-F, with differ­
ences in the В chains now called Г chains) and a large number of aberrant 
Hb's are described in the literature. Contrary to Mb, this makes indica­
tion of the Hb type used in an experiment imperative! 
The oxygenation of Hb takes place through covalent O2 binding to each 
Fe carrying heme group, in the same way as with Mb, but this binding has 
very different repercussions on the total molecule. For, in Hb the slight 
deformation of the heme group due to O2 binding triggers a structural 
change in the Hb molecule (allostery): the molecule changes its conforma­
tion from a 'Tense' into a 'Relaxed' state, as shown in Fig.4-3. This 
conformational change influences the binding properties of the molecule 
for both O2 as well as many other molecules. Consequently, its O2 binding 
properties depend on the state of the molecule: how far it is oxygenated 
and what other species are bound to it (allosteric interaction). The con­
sequent increase of O2 binding strength upon oxygenation is called coopér-
ât ivity . 
4.3: Chemical reaction. 
The most simple form of a reversible reaction of carrier С and subs­
trate S is represented by the equation: 
k' 
(4.1) С + S * CS 
к 
where к' is the forward and к is the backward reaction rate and CS is the 
carrier-substrate complex. The net reaction rates Г. for the species 
involved then are: 
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С*
 2) rs = rc - "'CS 
So, if there is chemical equilibrium, [C] and [CS] are related as 
(4 3) [CS] = K[C][S] 
where K = k,/k is the equilibrium parameter 
If С and CS are the only forms of the carrier in the medium, we can 
denote its total concentration as 
(4 4) c T = [C] + [CS] 
The fraction S, of the 'saturated' form, the carrier-substrate complex, is 
derived from Eqs (4 3), (4 4) as 
[CS] K[S] 
( 4 5 > s = — = m T s i 
This fraction is called the saturation If the chemical equilibrium param­
eter К is a constant, Eq (4 5) shows that this saturation is a hyperbolic 
function of the substrate concentration [S] 
4 3 1 Reaction of O2 with myoglobin 
(4 6) 
It was shown already early (Hill, 1933, Theorell, 1934) that the satu­
ration curve of Mb for O2 was hyperbolic (see Fig 4-4 below), and thus it 
was concluded that the reaction of Mb with O2 can be represented by 
Eqs (4 1), (4 2) with constant values of k,k' , > For the substrate oxygen, 
S = 02, we can insert Henry's law, Eq (2 8), into Eq (4 5) and rearrange so 
that 
P02 
Ρ + Ρ r50 r02 
where Ρ50 = 1 /^ α0 ^ ^*16 P a r a r n e t e r Ρ50 Γ β Ρ 1 6 5 6 1^ 5 that oxygen pressure 
1 1
 It is also possible that к and k' change identically but there is no 
obvious reason that this should occur 
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where the saturation is 0 5 or 50% The hyperbolic Mb saturation curve is 
fully determined by this parameter 
4 3 2 Reaction of O2 with hemoglobin 
The reaction of O2 with hemoglobin is not so simple and consequently 
its saturation curve is nonhyperbolic Yet, it is possible to model the 
oxygenation of Hb from the same equations (4 1), (4 2), using straightfor­
ward definitions of [C], [CS], к, к' and г 
Since Hb is built out of four subunits, not only the substrate-free and 
substrate-bound forms exist but also the intermediates If we denote the 
four-subunit substrate-free form with C*, the respective oxygenated forms 
can be written as C*S (111=1, 4, also, C* is represented by m=0 in this 
notation) Then, in accordance with Eq (4 2), the net oxygenation rate of 
the first step is 
7) r
c
» = k^C'S] - k'jlCHSl 
and the reaction rates of the following steps are a combination of reac­
tion to the next step and back from the former step 
8) г-»- = к ..[CS .J-k' ..[C-S ][S] - к [ C S ]+k' [C'S , ] [ S ] 
' C S m+l1 m+lJ m+l' mJ ' ' ml m' ml m-lJ l ' m 
This equation also represents the first and last step if we formally 
take k j ^ k ' ^ k ^ k ' • =0 Similarly, the reaction rate for oxygen, the 
substrate S, is the summation of all reaction rates where this species is 
involved 
4 4 
9) r. = l к [C'S ] - I k' [C'S , ) [ S ] S , m1 mJ _, m1 m-l J l ' m=l m=l 
With the aid of Eq (4 8), Г- in Eq (4 9) can be expressed as a summation 
of intermediate reaction rates, uhich can be done in several ways as char­
acterized by a constant В 
4 
10) r
s
 = t (B-m)r
c
w
s 
m=0 m 
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There are some obvious choices for the constant В Through comparison 
with Eq (4 2), we see that the right side of Eq (4 10) can be defined to 
be equal to r~ or to "!>,<-, for an appropriately chosen value of В If we 
further realize that the reaction rate г is equal to the concentration 
change in a homogeneous solution - Eq (1 2) where J = 0 —, this leads to 
straightforward definitions of С and CS, the values of В have to be cho­
sen such that [C]=0 if there is only [C'S,] present ([C'S 1=0 for m<4) 
and [CS]=0 if there is only [C] present ([C'S ]=0 for m>l) Then 
3 
(4 11 a) [C] = I (b-milCS } 
m=0 π, 
4 
(4 11 b) [CS] = Σ rnlCS ] 
n=l m 
Now, comparison of the last part of Eq (4 2) with Eq (4 9) leads to 
straightforward definitions of k,k' 
4 
(4 12 а) к = Σ к [ C S ]/[CS] 
_, m m 
m=l 
(4 12 b) к* = Σ k,lll[C»Sin.1]/[C] 
m—1 
Note that к is undefined for [CS]=0 but that we can replace it by its 
limit k->k. in this case The above definitions allow us to use the sche­
matic representation of Eqs (4 1), (4 2) also for Hb, but now with non-
constant values of k,k' these will depend on the actual values of 
[C'S ], ι e , on the saturation S 
m 
Consequently, the saturation curve of lib is not hyperbolic Similar to 
the reasoning concerning Eq (4 3) to Eq (4 5), chemical equilibrium leads 
to 
(4 13) [ C S ] = К [ C S .[[S] = = A [C]P
n
 m
 for m>l 1
 ra
J
 m
1
 m - l ' l ' m' ' O2 
where К =k' /к and A =K ο. ·Κ .α,, · -Κ,«!,, The total carrier con-
m m' m m m O2 m-l O2 1 O2 
centration is, according to Eqs (4 4), (4 11), (4 13) 
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4 4 
(4 14) CT = 4 Σ [ C S ] = 4 [ C ] {1 + I A J m } 
m=0 III=1 ¿ 
and thus the saturation is 
4 
(CS) „f^Voz 
(4 15) S = = ζ 
CT 1 + Σ Α Ρ
η
 "• 
m=l π 2 
This formula is called the Adair formula and the constants A are called 
m 
Adair constants (Adair, 1925) 
Some notes have to be added to this description 
• Carrier concentration c T is equal to four times the total hemoglobin 
concentration (tetramer concentration), as is seen from Eq (4 14) This is 
obvious because the four heme groups of each Hb molecule can carry four O2 
molecules, thus the carrier concentration equals the heme concentration or 
the oxygen binding capacity So, whereas for Mb both carrier and protein 
concentration are equal, care must be taken which one is considered when 
dealing with hemoglobin 
• Intrinsic reaction rates The reaction rates к .к' are defined here 
m m 
in Eq (4 8) for the tetramenc hemoglobin molecule A different defini­
tion found in the literature is to define rates for each respective heme 
group involved, then, for instance, instead of k'. the reaction rate is 
taken as 4k'. since four heme groups can bind the oxygen, and instead of 
k- is taken 3k, since three heme groups can release O2 The rates defined 
in this way are called intrinsic reaction rates and the integer numbers 
before it are called statistical constants (Antonini and Brunon, 1971) 
One must not mix up these two sets of constants, especially because it is 
not always clear in the literature which set is used 
• The Adair model is a general description of four-step saturation 
Other similar models lead to the same expression as Eq (4 15), where now 
the A 's are expressed in terms of the parameters of these models The 
best-known example is the UWC model (Niesel, 1961a, Niesel, 1961b, Monod 
et al , 1965) that links the cooperative behavior of the molecule to its 
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Figure 4-4 Oxygen saturation curves of Hb and Hb at 25°C The 
leftmost curve is for Mb (Pso ace to Bouvier, in press), the 
other curves are for bovine Hb (after Breepoel, 1978, Fig 
II-7-1), for pH values as indicated 
oxygenation, although there remain small but significant differences 
(Hoofd and Kreuzer, 1978b) Another special case is the hyperbolic satura­
tion curve K 1=4K, K2 = 3K/2, Кз = 2К/3 and K^=¿K, the saturation curve 
reduces to this form if there is no cooperativity (intrinsic reaction 
rates equal for each step) 
• Allosteric interactions will cause the saturation curve of Hb to be 
different under different circumstances In Fig 4-4, saturation curves of 
bovine hemoglobin are shown for a temperature of 250C in a non-interacting 
buffer that fixes the pH at 7 5, 7 0 or 6 5 respectively The leftmost 
curve is for Mb under the same circumstances, it is essentially indepen-
dent of pH Often, in an experimental situation and certainly in vivo, 
concentrations of species influencing the saturation curve are not con-
stant - e g , Hb releases H+ upon oxygenation — and the saturation curve 
is a mixup, to be determined under the actual conditions The so-called 
Standard Dissociation Curve (SDC) of human blood is an example Although 
it is defined under strict, constant conditions in the plasma - Zl'C, 
pH = 7 4 and Prn =40 mmHg (5 3 kPa) - the environment in the red blood 
cell will change continuously along the saturation curve, e g , concerning 
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pH and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG) 
4 3 3 Other binding properties 
Whereas the reversible O2 binding is called oxygenation, both molecules 
also can be oxidized to an inactivated, non-02-binding form the /net-
form, called MetMb for myoglobin and MetHb for hemoglobin (or hemigJobin) 
This is an irreversible reaction elicited by (oxygen and other) oxidants 
Some of the protein is rendered inactive and thus c— is decreased But 
with Hb, also the O2 binding properties are affected this can be 
expressed as if MetHb formation 'takes away' the bottom part of the satu­
ration curve (Darling and Roughton, 1942) As an example, for 50л met-for­
mation we are left with only the top half of an Hb curve of Fig 4-4 and 
this part is almost hyperbolic, far different from the S-shape of the full 
curve Thus met-formation should be kept minimal in an experimental situ­
ation, at least for Hb 
As mentioned before, CO and NO compete with O2 in binding to the same 
heme Fe atom The affinity of both proteins for CO is much larger than 
that for O2 so that this gas is excellently suited to 'displace' the O2 
from Hb or Mb without changing the molecule itself the protein can be 
'reversibly inactivated' 
Various other molecules and ions bind to the proteins, but whereas gen­
erally their effect on the 02-binding properties of Mb is absent, they can 
have a significant influence with Hb There is extensive literature about 
these important proteins and their properties The effect of allosten-
cally binding species on the saturation curve of Hb is a shift to the left 
or to the right just as shown for pH in Fig 4-4 The biologically most 
relevant species are CO2, H+/0H", 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG) and CI" 
Much other anions have an influence too, like inorganic phosphates 
(PO^ 3 -), often in use as pH buffers' Only some special buffers (Bis-Tris, 
Tris, Mops) seem to have no or at least negligible influence 
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4 4 Theory of carrier diffusion 
The main difficulty in solving diffusion-reaction problems is that both 
phenomena can be characterized by very different parameters (Kreuzer and 
Hoofd, 1970, Smith et al , 1973), ι e the characteristic distance or 
time for diffusion may be totally different from that of chemical reac­
tion (Schultz et al , 1974), whereas the resulting fluxes can be of compa­
rable magnitude This makes a general solution of the describing equations 
quite complicated (Goddard, 1977), either numerically (e g see Kutchai et 
al , 1970) or (scmi-)analytically (Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1986) 
For the reaction of Eq (4 2), an approximate analytical solution is 
given here Combination with steady state, Eq (2 3), results in 
(4 16) -V»DSV[S] = -V«DCV[C] = VD C SV[CS] = k[CS] - k'lCHS] 
The equation is m terms of reaction rate and thus provides concentra­
tion change with time So, a characteristic time parameter of the right-
hand side of Eq (4 16) is 1/k, whereas for the left-hand terms it is 52/D, 
where δ is a characteristic diffusion distance (characteristic for the 
differentiation V) This characteristic diffusion distance can be a layer 
thickness but it also can be the thickness of an important part of the 
whole system Such distances can be very different in different systems, 
and in fact might assume any value, we will see examples below 
As the phenomenon of facilitated diffusion is important in other geome­
tries than a flat layer also - especially in physiological situations such 
as an erythrocyte or a tissue cylinder - the solution given here will be 
general and three-dimensional 
4 4 1 Invariants 
The stoichiometry of Eq (4 1) is simple (-1,-1,+ 1) and thus the two 
combinations that yield exact equations, as outlined in §2 1 2, arc found 
easily as V·(J
c
+.ƒ„<,) = 0 and V'iJg+J-g) =0 Integration of these equa­
tions leads to 
Theory 
(4 17) -'c^CS = V H ( r ) 
(4 18) Js+JCS = Л г ) 
where H(f) is a solution of the harmonic equation, V2H = 0, where V 2=V»V 
is the Laplace operator (3J/5x2+32/ay2+as/3z2 in cartesian coordinates), 
and also, similarly, 7·/ = 0 The first equation, Eq (4 17), refers to the 
total amount of diffusing carrier (Iloofd and Kreuzer, 1979) and the second 
equation, Eq (4 18), to the total amount of diffusing substrate S, there­
fore, J(f) can be considered here to be the total (3-dimensional) flux of 
S in both free and bound form The phenomenon that a flux J-- is added 
to the free flux of S J- is called facilitation, and it can be quantified 
as the quotient of the absolute value of these fluxes 2 > Now insertion of 
Eq (1 1) into these equations leads to 
(4 19) D CV[C] + D C SV[CS] = -VH(f) 
(4.20) D SV[S] + D C S7[CS] = -J(r) 
Both functions H(f) and J(i) are solved from their differential equations 
subject to the actual boundary conditions These conditions are 
• Neither form of the carrier, С nor CS, can leave the region where 
it is confined to, or 
(4 21) i^J = І|^1 = 0 at boundary surface 
where π is the normal vector perpendicular to the surface Thus, from 
Eq (4 19), also 3H/3n = 0 at the boundary surface Solving for the harmonic 
equation in a region where VH(f) is known at the boundary surface is 
called an interior Neumann problem and in this case the solution is that Η 
is a constant, independent of position î (Sneddon, 1957) 
• The boundary conditions for S can be of different type depending on 
2>
 This is the most common and straightforward definition of facilitation 
but different definitions are sometimes found in the literature, as, e g , 
the quotient of total flux over free flux 
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the system chosen The substrate S can leave the layer, but only in free 
form, not attached to the carrier According to Eqs (4 20), (4 21) this 
means that the component of the flux J across the boundary surface is 
equal to the local free flux of S 
(4 22) D S а ^ = "-'("Э a t boundary surface 
But Eq (4 22) can only serve as a boundary condition if this flux J(n) is 
known across the surface Often, this is not the case and it will be the 
other way around there is a different boundary condition, which 
(co-)determines the boundary flux J(n) For example, for a diffusion layer 
adjacent to the gas phase and where the substrate is a gas G, the boundary 
condition will be Henry's law, Eq (2 6) 
[S]=°GPG 
This is the situation of Fig 2-1 mostly applied In general, the boundary 
condition for S is a combination of both cases E g , for the situation 
at x=0 in Fig 3-4 where now the middle layer is not inert, the boundary 
condition is 
(4 23) [ S ]
x = 0 = a GP b G + 6 b G^|J 
where P. _ is the gas pressure in the bottom chamber and the last term 
accounts for the pressure gradient across the bottom membrane 
4 4 2 General approximate solution 
The last step in solving for Eq (4 lb) is not an easy one In fact, 
only an approximate analytical solution is possible where the most power­
ful method is the 'Combined Damkohler Number Technique' developed by the 
author and first laid down for flat layers (Hoofd and Kreuzer, 1978a, 
Hoofd and Kreuzer, 1979) It will be extended to a general 3-dimensional 
case here The technique is a successful combination of separate approxi­
mate solutions originally developed for 'thick' and for 'thin' flat layers 
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(Smith et al , 1973) but better and more generally characterized by a 
'Damkohler number', where the thick layer involves a large and the thin 
layer a small Damkohler number, this characterization was introduced by 
Schultz et al (1974) The Damkohler number itself is defined and dis­
cussed later, in chapter 7 The present technique combines the two lim­
iting cases, which will be discerned as follows 
• In the 'large-Damkohler-number solution' ('infinite layer thick­
ness') diffusion effects are unimportant and species concentrations are 
determined by the chemical reaction(s) This implies that all species con­
centrations are directly interrelated so that mathematically they can be 
taken as dependent on the concentration of one single species There is 
no dependency on location other than through this, chosen, species 
• In the 'small-Damkohler-number solution' ('zero layer thickness') 
the diffusion layer is so thin that the reaction cannot affect the species 
concentrations Therefore, concentrations depend on position f only, under 
local conditions, notably those of the border zone 
For the substrate S these considerations are explicited as 
(4 24) [S] = e([C]) + f(n) 
where the two terms e and f can be considered as the large-Damkohler-
number term and the small-Damkohler-number term respectively, the first 
term is taken dependent on the free carrier concentration [C] and the 
second tern on the normal vector π to the surface 
This expression for [S] will be substituted in the describing differ­
ential equations Its gradient is found by differentiating with respect to 
f as 
(4 25) 7[S] = gf^jVlC] + 7f(
n
) 
Note that combination with Eqs (4 21), (4 22) yields a boundary condi­
tion for f as 
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(4.26) Dg ^ = -J(n) at surface 
Next, the leftmost term of Eq (4 16) is written as: 
(4.27) -VD SV[S] = - ( V I C n - V C D g ^ ] ) - Dg [ g ^ ]
 г
 [С] - (Vf)-VDS - DsV»f(n) 
Here, it is time to look a bit closer at the resulting Eq.(4.27). For 
solving both e and f, the terms with V[C] can be disregarded, for differ­
ent reasons· 
• e is a function of [C] and not of V|C] . Any dependency of e on 
V[C] is expressed directly in terms of [C| . 
• f is to be solved for conditions pertaining at the boundary, as a 
function of π; thus, V[C] = 3[C]/3n = 0 and a dependency on V[C] is redun­
dant 
Note that, if the diffusion coefficients also do not depend on position 
but only (at most) on [C] (or [CS]), terms like VDg in Eq.(4.27) also can 
be omitted. Furthermore, f is a function of η only and so the Laplace 
operator V2 also is written in terms of π (only) and is denoted by V 2. 
Then, the first, second and last term of Eq (4 16) yield: 
(4 28) "Ds[dfcÎJV2[C1 " D s V f = - DC V 2 [ C 1 = k[CS1 " k'[C]{e([C])+f(f3)) 
This is a set of equations, which, eliminating the terms V 2[C], can be 
reduced to: 
(4.29) Vn2f = [i- - i-^jfk'lCledC]) - k[CS] + k'IClfOO) 
Still, the above equation in fact is a double one in that it contains 
the solution for two distinctly different terms e and f. It can be split 
into an η-dependent and a remaining part, so that the first part leads to 
a solution for f and the second part to a solution for e: 
(4.30.a) V
n
2f = [I.-l.g^jk'idfOO 
(4.30 b) 0 = [¿-- ^ -afcjjik'ICledC]) - k[CS]> 
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To start with the second part, Eq (4 30 b) leads to the solution 
k[CS] [CS] 
31) .([С]) = ^ = ^ 
Note that this is chemical equilibrium [S]=e([C]) ) from comparison with 
Eq (4 3) 
The other term, Eq (4 30 a), can be written as 
32) x 2 V f = f(n) 
where 
33) ^ - ^ [ ¿ . - i - g f o ] 
Since this λ characterizes the solution near the boundaries, λ is 
called the penetration depth, a first derivation of this important parame­
ter was given by Fnedlander and Keller (1965) Although λ is not a true 
constant but strictly speaking depends on [C], in the solution for f it 
is considered to be a constant This is a consequence of the condition 
imposed on f in the definition Eq (4 24), that f depends on η and not on 
[C] Therefore also in solving for Eq (4 32) as well as in all subseq­
uent treatments - see §6 3 4 below - f(n) can be considered as being inde­
pendent of [C], with a constant λ 
4 4 3 Hb and Mb 
Both Hb and Mb are heavy molecules so that binding of an extra oxygen 
molecule to the protein is expected to have virtually no influence on the 
diffusion properties and thus the diffusion coefficients of the free and 
liganded forms to be the same So, - remembering that H(r) is constant' — 
Eq (4 19) can be written as 
34) DCV{[C] + [CS]) = 0 
And thus, from Eq (4 4), we see that the total carrier concentration c-, is 
a constant, independent of position Î 
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Then, in the case of oxygen as the substrate, we can express Eq (4 20) 
in terms of the saturation S by substituting S = 02, [CS]=c-,S and 
[C] =c_(l - S) so that 
(4 35) "oz 7 1^ 1 + Dpr cT V S = - J { i ) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the respective protein Using 
Eq (2 8), we can - if o- does not vary with position - write this equa­
tion also as 
(4 36) Ль^Ог 4" PF V S } = "•/(f) 
where the parameter P-, called facilitation pressure (de Koning et al , 
1981b)," is defined as 
D c_ 
(4 37) P_ = -ψ-1 
This facilitation pressure is a measure for the possible influence of 
facilitation according to §4 4 1 this facilitation is quantified as F, 
the quotient of both terms 
l»s| 
(4 38) F = P, F i ' V 
Making the same substitutions, o([C]) can be written in terms of the 
saturation S as 
kS 
(4 39) e(S) k'(l-S) K(l-S) 
Ke(S) 
(4 40) S = l+Ke(S) 
From comparison with Eq (4 5) we see that e(S) is the equilibrium subs-
3>
 Already also mentioned earlier by Schwarzmann and Grunewald (1978) and 
by Hoofd and Kreuzer (1980) 
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trate concentration, ι e , the concentration in chemical equilibrium with 
the actual saturation S So, for substrate O2 and protein Mb, 
e(S) = a 0 PQ where this P 0 is related to S according to the hyperbolic 
saturation curve, Eq (4 6) In this case - for myoglobin -, we derive for 
the term de/d[C] in λ, Eq (4 33) 
(L лі 1 de _ 1_ de -1 -e 
l
* ^
1
· ' d[C] "c T dS Kc T(l-S)
2
 c^Cl-S) 
But in case of a nonhyperbolic saturation curve as with Hb, Eq (4 15), 
things are more complicated The easiest way to incorporate such a curve 
Is by using the Hill coefficient, which is defined as 
d{tn(S/[l-S])} 
(4 42) η =
 d { t n ( e ) ) 
This definition will be explained later, In is the natural logarithm but 
the definition can also be written in terms of the logarithm of another 
base, like the often chosen 10log Some algebra leads to 
_ e dS (4 43) 
(4 44) 
S(l-S) de 
so that now (because de/dS = l/{dS/de) ) 
de _ 1_ de _ -e 
d[C] "cT'dS ncTS(l-S) 
an equation closely similar to Eq (4 41) Now, Eq (4 33) can be worked out 
to yield 
(4 45) ^
 = k. C T ( 1. sj[l-^._g_] 
which can be written as, using Eq (4 37) 
(4 46) X =
 H. [l-S + j^-Sp-g] = y [l-S + Jo^] 
where 
b . = / > 
is a characteristic length parameter for solving f(n) and thus a charac-
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(4 46) 
tenstic length of the boundary zone, since λ is of the same order as L„ 
for significant values of P_ 
The parameter η defined in Eq (A 42) is the slope of the line obtained 
when £n{S/(l-S)) is plotted against tn{P0 ) the Hill plot (Hill, 1936), 
note that din(e) =din(P
n
 ) Although this line is a curved line accord­
ing to Eq (4 15), the major part of It mostly is remarkably close to a 
straight line and the Hill coefficient η is nearly a constant over this 
range, and thus can be evaluated easily The hemoglobin saturation curve 
is, above 10% saturation, described remarkably well by the resulting Hill 
formula (Hill, 1910) 
Ρ
 n 
0 2 
ρ Π ρ Π 
r50 Ч>2 
A large cooperativity is reflected in a large value of η For myoglobin, a 
hyperbolic non-cooperative saturation curve, n=l as is seen from compar­
ing Eqs (4 6), (4 48) or Eqs (4 41), (4 44) 
4 4 4 Flat layers 
For flat layers, the condition ν·^(?) = 0 becomes dJ/dx = 0 and thus the 
total flux J must be a constant again Then, for constant ?
n
 , P„, 
Eq (4 36) can be further integrated to yield 
(4 49
> V P 0 2
 + PFS> = Ч + PF S ) lx=0 • JX 
with the boundary condition at x=0 inserted, as in §3 2 Thus, the total 
oxygen flux J can be written as 
(4 50) JL = ? 0 (ΔΡ + PpAS) 
where ΔΡ = Ρ _„- P„_T is the pressure difference across the protein-con-X—и х- ь 
taming layer and AS = S _.- S _. Is the saturation difference Comparing 
with Eqs (3 2), (3 4), we see that the flux is augmented by ал amount 
equivalent to an oxygen partial pressure difference of PpAS, leading to a 
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facilitation F = PFiS/AP. 
Note that, although for a single homogeneous layer without adjacent 
layers, as in Fig.2-1, the term ΔΡ is the PQ difference imposed across 
the layer, S and thus AS must be inferred from Eqs.(4.24), (4.39) and f, 
solved from Eq.(4.32). 
In this one-dimensional case, n = x and the function f can be solved as 
a sum of two exponential terms, exp(-Xx) and exp(Xx). The combination that 
satisfies the boundary conditions of Eq.(4.26) can be written in terms of 
hyperbolic functions sinh, cosh" as: 
J\ sinh{(iL-x)/X) 
(4.51) f(x)=7r-· • , ,
r
 ,., 
DQ coshlîL/A) 
Eq.(4.Sl) completes the solution for the oxygen concentration as stated 
in Eq.(4.24), where the substrate S is Oj and [C] =c_,(l - S). According to 
Eq.(4.39), the term e(S) is the oxygen concentration that is in chemical 
equilibrium with the local saturation and so the function f(x) is the 
departure from this local equilibrium concentration (and f(x)/a(. the 
departure in partial pressure). This function, because of the monotonie 
behavior of εχρ(ξ) with ξ, has it largest absolute value at the boundaries 
χ = 0 and χ = L : 
(4.52.a) f(0) =^-tgh{iL/X}L_
n 
"Oj x " u 
(4.52.b) f(L) = -^-tgh{iL/X}|
x = L 
02 
Note that the hyperbolic tangent tgh" has an upper limit of 1 and thus, 
incorporating Eq.(4 50), we find an upper limit for the departure m par­
tial pressure of: 
(4.53) \rl - P | = ||-| <£(AP
 +
 PFAS> 
O2 
The hyperbolic functions sinh, cosh are defined as sinh(£) 
i{eXp(Ç) -¿χρ(-ξ)), coshU) = |{εχρ(ξ) + βχρ(-ξ)}. 
" The hyperbolic tangent is defined as tgh(í)=sinh(£)/cosh(C) 
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Eq (4 53) implies that there is an inverse relationship between the 
disequilibrium departure and layer thickness L Thus f will vanish for 
increasing L, so that the disequilibrium effects disappear for thick lay-
ers such a solution is called an equilibrium solution, although the 
boundary conditions remain incompatible with local chemical equilibrium 
- which would imply coupled Pn - and S-gradients Vf=0 in Eq (4 25) - , 
u2 
the effects of these local zones, however, become unimportant 
A remark must be added in this description about the meaning of the 
word 'equilibrium' Chemical equilibrium implies a relation between subs-
trate and carrier-substrate concentration, or PQ and saturation, as in 
Eq (4 6) or Eq (4 15), but P- and S together are only determined if a 
second relationship exists, such as the flux expression Eqs (4 49), 
(4 50) So, different boundary conditions lead to different local chemi-
cal equilibria and thus to different profiles in the layer Similarly, 
slight deviations from chemical equilibrium at the boundaries may result 
in distinctly different profiles Because of the exponential decay of 
f(x) there is no such deviation in a middle bulk of the layer and here 
chemical equilibrium prevails, but consequently this chemical equilibrium 
is different from the profiles obtained for equilibrium over the full 
layer 
As a result, the meaning of the expression 'chemical equilibrium solu-
tion' is confusing Properly, as defined above, it is the solution found 
by assuming equilibrium between P- and S everywhere, also at the bound-
u2 
aries, neglecting the flux boundary conditions Eq (4 21) and thus the 
disequilibrium departure Similarly, in a nonequilibnum solution, where 
f(x) is incorporated, a large part of the layer may be in chemical equi-
librium because f(x) is negligibly small However, near the boundaries 
f(x) is important and thus this 'middle bulk equilibrium' is uncoupled 
from the boundary conditions for P0 To make things even more confusing 
such a middle bulk equilibrium can be imagined extended to the boundaries, 
resulting in what is called "virtual P. 's" and "virtual saturations", 
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these match a situation that yields the same flux as the nonequi librium 
(Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1972; Fig.11). The latter 'virtual values', in turn, 
are again not the same as the equilibrium departure values of PQ and sat­
uration found in the present approach. 
4.5: Relation to and comparison with experiment. 
Once having solved the descriptive equations of facilitated diffusion 
in a flat layer, the next step again is to establish the relation to 
experiment. As for the non-reacting layer, oxygen flux through the layer 
causes P 0 changes in the adjacent chambers and these are actually meas­
ured. 
4.5.1 Relation to measured data. 
For the relation to the measurements dP
n
 /dt in each chamber, the out-
u2 
lines of §3.2 will be followed. But, whereas Eq.(3.5) is still valid for 
gas 2, the O2 flux follows from Eq.(4.50) and insertion into Eq.(3.3) 
yields a volume change term of: 
dV,. dV. ART гТ.-Т. ?. -, 
5 4 > dT = - dT = Ті^щ [- лр + іЧН 
So t h a t , using Eq.(2.17) : 
55.a) ^ f ± = a t [ Ä P { l - c P t l ) + p^sd-f^r)] 
"•
ь> ^Г = - " ь Н ^ ы ) + p F U S C l - âAypÇ>] 
with the same definition of a. , a and с as in §3.3, Eq.(3.9). 
However, as in §3.2, these equations are valid for a single homogeneous 
layer without bordering membranes. For liquid layers, this is an imaginary 
situation; at least a supporting membrane is needed. Such a case is han­
dled in §3 4 for non-reacting layers and the same treatment can be fol­
lowed here. For gas 2 (N2), Eq.(3.13) remains valid, whereas gas 1, O2, 
interacts with the carrier in the layer (but not in the bordering mem-
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branes') so that Eq.(3.13.b) has to be reconsidered: 
J 6 b = ? b l ( P b l -pi,x=o> 
(4.56) Л - ^ ( Р 1 і Х = 0 - P 1 > X = L + PFUS) 
with bottom and top layer as in Fig.3-4. Again adding the three parts, 
Eq.(3.14) геліаіпь valid for gas 2 and for gas 1 has to be extended to: 
(4.57) J(72- + -s-+^-) = P h 1- Ptl + PpAS 
Т
Ы
 ?1 Ttl b l t l F 
The left-hand side of Eq.(4.57) is equal to that of Eq.(3.14) whereas the 
right-hand side is equal to the parenthesized term of Eq.(4.50). In §3.4 
this similarity led to the definition of 'observed' permeabilities 
Eqs.(3 15), (3.16); so following the same considerations, the whole treat­
ment at the beginning of this paragraph and the resulting equation (4.55) 
remain valid if the ? /L are replaced by their Observed' values just as 
in §3.4, Eqs.(3.15), (3.16). 
But note that, although Eq (4.57) looks similar to Eq.(4.50), the satu­
ration difference AS will be different because the saturations have to be 
determined at the borders of the fluid layer, x=0 and x=L, (see Fig.3-4). 
4.5.2 Fitting procedure 
Eq (4.55) contains five parameters: to the set of a >a. and с the 
parameters P- and (1+η)Ρ
τ
 are added. But there are some extra considera­
tions : 
First, the total pressure P- is measured independently, and also η can 
be determined independently (Bouwer, in press) or is negligible. Then, 
(1+η)Ρ— is not a parameter but a known constant that can be inserted into 
the equations. 
On the other hand, it is not always possible to obtain AS indepen­
dently; for this, S has to be known at either side of the layer. Often, S 
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depends on parameter-dependent corrections, or also on the degree of 
disequilibrium An example of the first point is the PQ correction for a 
bordering membrane, which depends on the flux - Eq (3 13a,c) which again 
depends on f^ and P- - Eq (A 57) and in turn also on AS, this shows the 
complexity also with respect to the second point, the disequilibrium 
Note, furthermore, that the reaction rate is an additional parameter if 
the layer cannot be assumed to be close to chemical equilibrium (Bouwer, 
in press) Fitting the resulting up to six parameters to two sets of meas­
urements (dPtl/dt and dP, ,/dt) simultaneously is not an easy task But 
there is an experimental way out 
• If during the experiment a series of measurements is performed with 
PQ at both sides so high that S = l at either side of the layer and thus 
iS = 0, the last parts of Eq (4 55) are redundant and we are left with the 
three parameters a ,a, and c, just as m chapter 3 These can be fitted 
to the particular experimental situation accordingly 
• When inserting a ,a, , с and (l+ii)P_ in the rest of the measurements, 
only P_ and the disequilibrium parameter are left as unknowns For thick 
layers and fluxes not too high, ¿S can be calculated from chemical equi-
librium and the only resulting parameter ?y can be found by trial and 
error just as с in chapter 3 
• In case that there is no chemical equilibrium the same trial and 
error method could be applied for two parameters, but there are several 
complications here First, curves for different P- and disequilibrium can 
be very similar, as can be seen from a case calculated for Mb in Fig 4-5 
Increasing P_ has almost the same effect as increasing к or L here, and 
this means that these parameters cannot be separated by the fitting proce­
dure Secondly, for hemoglobin, also the reaction rates k,k' and thus the 
disequilibrium depend on saturation so that here it is even impossible to 
model the disequilibrium with one parameter 
A way out of this dilemma is to first determine P- (and ?.-. ) in experi­
ments with thick layers (thick enough so that there is equilibrium) to 
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lyL'OOOS PF=19 
Lp/Hom PF=30 
Figure 4-5· Oxygen pressure change dP/dt in top and bottom 
chamber, due to facilitated diffusion, against pressure differ­
ence, calculated for tuo different cases more near equilibrium 
(faster reaction or thicker layers, broken lines), and closer to 
nonequilibnum (slower reaction or thinner layers, solid lines), 
with correspondingly different facilitation pressures. Both 
lines are hardly discernible. Broken-dotted line is for no 
facilitation. 
obtain values of Du b>
B >
 through Eq (4 37), as presented by Bouwer et al. 
(1985), and use these values to recalculate ?_ values in the measurements 
on thin layers For myoglobin the last parameter, the reaction rate, can 
now be fitted to the nonequilibnum measurements again by the trial and 
error procedure For hemoglobin, each measurement has to be evaluated for 
the reaction rate separately (see Bouwer, in press). Although from a sta­
tistical viewpoint the above scheme is not fully correct - e g , a , a, , с 
should be fitted to the measurements with Δ5 i 0 also - it can be consid­
ered as a satisfactory way to obtain values for the parameters 
*' In view of the large uncertainties in these values (Kreuzer and Hoofd, 
1986) it is important that they are measured under the same experimental 
conditions (Bouwer, in press) 
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4 5.3 Comparison with measurements in thick layers 
The first observations of O2 diffusion facilitated by Hb were by 
Klug et al (1956), but they measured non-steady state uptake of O2 by a 
fluid layer rather than steady diffusion through it. The classical meas-
urements of (equilibrium) steady state diffusion were by Wittenberg (1959) 
and Scholander (1960). The latter and most later authors reported meas-
urements m Millipore filters, where the facilitation was demonstrated by 
comparison with N2 flux through the same medium Due to the utilization of 
Millipore filter with its inherent déficiences, these measurements have to 
be treated with some caution, as pointed out in §3 3.3 
As long as diffusion pathways were long enough to ensure (near-) equi-
librium, only the ratio A /L is important in these measurements and com-
parison with N2 flux is allowed on this basis Care should be taken with 
the absolute figures because of the possible bypass diffusion, which was 
reflected in a decreased value of the N2/O2 permeability ratio as reported 
in §3 3.3 Nevertheless, satisfactory agreement was found with calcula-
tions (Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1970, Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1986), with the excep-
tion of diffusion against a back pressure as reported by Hemmingsen and 
Scholander (1960). 
Diffusion through liquid layers of Hb solution was described by our 
group (de Koning et al., 1981a) These experiments are interesting because 
they show the influence of increasing salt concentration through ionic 
interactions with the charged hemoglobin, below [KCl]=100 mmol/1. In the 
first instance, the description was phenomenological, expressed as a 
decrease of P- in the range of [KCl] of 5 to 30 mmol/1, as shown by the 
solid dots in the left panel of Fig 4-6; these measurements were evaluated 
according to Eq.(4 55) so that the ionic interaction will show up as a 
variation of P_. A later theoretical comparison (Hoofd et al , 1984) 
showed qualitative but no quantitative agreement, as can be seen from the 
open squares in Fig 4-6 The right panel shows measured and calculated 
values of the corresponding electrical potential that develops over the 
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Figure 4-6 Facilitated diffusion through thick (~AOOurn) lay­
ers of stripped bovine hemoglobin solution containing different 
amounts of salt added as KCl Left panel shows facilitated flux 
as represented by the equivalent facilitation pressure, through 
Eq (4 55) Right panel shows diffusion potentials, measured 
separately Filled dots arc measured values, with error bars 
(SE), open squares and solid lines are calculations Broken line 
in left panel is mean value of 29 1 kPa for [КСЦ'&О 1 mol/l, ± 
1 0 kPa SE, represented by the dotted lines 
layer due to unequal ionic diffusion (Breepoel et al , 1981) The lack of 
quantitative agreement may be due to the ion binding reactions of the hem­
oglobin, which are difficult to incorporate mathematically (Hoofd et al , 
1984), with their correct values 
However, in these measurements also another complicating factor popped 
up In order to assure chemical equilibrium, the measurements were done 
uith liquid layers about 400vm thick, resulting in considerable relax­
ation times for the system, as formulated in §2 1 1 For their O2 uptake, 
Klug et al (1956) reported saturation times of several minutes (half 
times of up to 60 seconds) for 100 - 200 pm layers Our layers were about 
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3 times thicker and although the pattern towards the end phase is 
different, characteristic times of an order of 10 times longer may be 
expected 
There were two ways to deal with these long relaxation times The most 
straightforward one is to wait until steady state is reached The obvious 
disadvantage is that this takes long, that one is never sure of the asymp­
totic value being reached, and that only a few measurements can be done in 
each experiment The second way is, to measure the O2 Пихеь during some 
minutes at consecutive intervals, in these short periods the diffusion 
pattern governed by the long relaxation time' will not change appreci­
ably and seemingly steady fluxes are measured Because of the exponential 
approach to steady state (see §2 1 I 1), these measurements can be fitted 
to the equation 
(4 58) J
n
 = J - AJ exp(-t
n
/To) 
where J is the η measurement of the (non-steady) flux, measured at time 
t , and the parameters J, iJ and Tp are steady state flux, "initial" devi­
ation and relaxation time respectively Though UJ and το may come out 
uncertain (with large scatter), J can be estimated well This is due to 
the fact that already the J are not far from J, closing up nicely towards 
the asymptote because the time course is exponential 
The scatter in the relaxation times was too large to justify a compari­
son with mathematical treatment of relaxation, which would call for a com­
puter model because the problem cannot be solved with even an approximate 
analytical method However, the experiments showed that relaxation can be 
a long-lasting process - we found values of TQ of up to an hour' 
4 5 4 Measurements in thin layers 
Theory predicts that for decreasing layer thickness facilitation will 
be increasingly suppressed Evidence for this was found in other systems, 
like CO diffusion through hemoglobin solutions (Hochizuki and Forster, 
Facilitated Diffusion 
1962, Wittenberg, 1966) and CO2 diffusion through protein solutions 
(Melden et al , 1982) For facilitated diffusion of oxygen, measurements 
were reported close to equilibrium even down to a Millipore filter of 25 
jim thick at 20°C soaked with hemoglobin solution, Wittenberg (1966), in 
his Fig 4, found an inverse relationship to L as predicted for equilibrium 
by Eq (4 50) Theory indeed predicts no large deviations for these cases 
(Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1972, Fig 8) 
The reaction of carbon monoxide with hemoglobin is characterized by 
much slower reaction rates than for oxygen, and therefore facilitated dif­
fusion of CO is out of the equilibrium regime already for very much 
thicker layers For the usual Millipore filter thickness of 150 vm, no 
facilitation was reported for CO pressures of 70-750 mmHg (Wittenberg, 
1966) However, for lower Р
с0> facilitation is present (Hoofd and Kreuzer, 
1978a) Actual facilitation of CO diffusion was reported by Mochizuki and 
Forster (1962) When carefully considering the reaction rates applicable 
to the system good agreement could be demonstrated with theory (Kreuzer 
and Hoofd, 1976) For systems of simultaneously diffusing O2 and CO, 
agreement was from good to poor, possibly because of the uncertain reac­
tion rates and pathways in this complicated case, for the ligand binding 
occurring in four stages, there are 15 possible states Hb(02) (CO) of the 
hemoglobin' 
The fact that in thin layers the reaction rate impedes facilitation led 
to the idea that measurements of such impediment might enable determina­
tion of reaction rotes, through the treatment of §4 4 2 ff Based on this, 
a project was started for measuring reaction rates from O2 fluxes through 
hemoglobin solutions in layers down to 20 pm thin The results of this 
project will be presented elsewhere (Bouwer, in press) 
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5 DIFFUSION WITH IRREVERSIBLE REACTION 
5 1 Introduction 
Oxygen consumption in tissue is an example of an irreversible reaction 
The oxygen is used up in the metabolic reaction process so that a steady 
supply of O2 is needed Therefore, contrary to the former chapter, not all 
(or even none) of the species that enters a layer comes out again in a 
steady state situation, but some (or all) disappears in the irreversible 
reaction 
It is not the aim here to go into details of structure or reaction 
mechanism of the tissue where the oxygen is consumed Instead, as hith-
erto, the macroscopic consequences of the oxygen transport are investi-
gated, the question how and to what extent this is allowed is not relevant 
in this context (though this topic has been treated in the literature, 
e g , see Stroeve, 1977, Stroeve, 1984 for a recent review) In this chap-
ter, only the irreversible reaction of O2 is considered Thus, the sys-
tem(s) covered here are characterised by 
• A homogeneous structure, 1 e , the transport and reaction properties 
are taken as equal at any place, 
• No other reaction where the diffusing gas is involved in, in partic-
ular, no facilitated diffusion as in the former chapter, 
• The reaction pathway of the O2 in the irreversible consumption is 
irrelevant, only its consumption rate (amount per time that disappears) is 
important According to the first point, this rate is independent of loca-
tion, however, it is allowed to depend on oxygen concentration, or on par-
tial pressure 
Once the basis is established for handling irreversible reaction, in 
the next chapter both reversible and irreversible reaction are combined 
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5.2• The tissue as a simple oxygen consuming layer 
The irreversible reaction of O2 is explicited as· 
1) r 0 2 = -m = -ΜΘ(Ρθ2) 
where m is one of the symbols used in the literature to indicate the oxy­
gen consumption, this π may depend on oxygen partial pressure which is 
explicited in the last part of the equation Here, M is the maximal con­
sumption (the highest level that m can normally attain) and θ is the frac­
tional value of the real consumption as compared to this maximum As indi­
cated in Eq.(5.1), θ is considered to depend on P- only and not, eg., on 
position. Normally, for increasing P
n
 the O2 consumption will approach 
its maximum value and thus β->1. When θ<1, θ shows saturation behavior, 
about the functional relationship between θ and Ρ„ , more will be said 
later. Combination with Eq.(2 1) leads to. 
2) V.J 0 2 = -m 
and, further, with Eq.(2.9), OO2, to. 
3)
 ч
= m = М ( 
which establishes the resulting relation as a differential equation in 
terms of P- . Note that ?. is a constant not depending on position 
because it was assumed that the transport properties were uniform This 
equation is the basis for calculation of tissue P- 's. For instance, the 
classical Krogh-Erlang formula (Krogh, 1919), for the P- field in a tis­
sue cylinder around a capillary, was derived from Eq (5.3) for cylinder-
symmetrical radial diffusion and overall maximal consumption, ΘΞ1. 
A generalized result can be derived from these basic formulations even 
beyond the assumptions of the introductory section of this chapter Apply­
ing Green's theorem on the flux J» (Sneddon, 1957) 
<0 ƒƒ J «dA = ƒƒƒ V J dV 
л
 u2 w u2 
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where A is the area surrounding any chosen volume V Inserting Eq (5 2) 
leads to 
(5 5) ƒƒ J «dA = - ƒƒƒ m dV 
A 0 2 V 
Or the total O2 flux across the area surrounding the volume is equal 
to the total consumption in that volume At second thought, this is an 
obvious result, but it is shown here to be derived very generally The 
only assumption is that there is steady state, the oxygen consumption may 
vary widely over the volume which in no way can be diagnosed at the total 
instream flux of O2 across the area A 
Also, Eq (5 5) is valid for any volume considered This could be a tis-
sue, tissue plus surrounding fluid, or part of a tissue As long as the 
constraint of steady state is fulfilled, any area around a volume can be 
chosen — provided the total flux through that area is known 
5 2 1 Modelling oxygen consumption 
For the dependence of oxygen consumption on oxygen partial pressure, 
пі/И= in Eq (5 1), there are several possibilities Four models are cov­
ered here, and explained why These models are I Zero-order model, II 
tlichaelis-fíenten model. III Linear model and IV Exponential model 
• I Zero-order consumption model 
The simplest model of oxygen consumption in the tissue is that it is 
not P. dependent and that consumption takes place at maximum rate as long 
as there is O2 available A basis for this model is found in the behavior 
of isolated mitochondria, which are the oxygen consuming elements in the 
tissue These mitochondria are able to consume O2 at full rate down to 
very low oxygen partial pressures, critical values were found even down to 
1 Pa (10"' kPa) (Chance, 1965, Starlinger and Lubbers, 1972, Cole et al , 
1982) - though there is no agreement about these low values in tissue, and 
it was suggested that they are highly activity dependent (Bouwer and van 
den Thillart, 1984) This led to a 'switch' model of oxygen consumption 
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(S.6) 
(5.7) 
as long as there is O2, it is consumed, at a constant, maximum, zero-order 
rate M; consumption stops, of course, when O2 is no longer available Or, 
mathematically. 
г т = М , = 1 at P
o
> 0 
L m = 0 , θ = 0 at P
o
= 0 
Also see the long-dashed line in Fig.5-1 below. 
• II: ttichaelis-Menten consumption. 
The next most common model of O2 consumption is the so called Michael-
is-Menten type. It is assumed that the oxygen consumption dependence on 
P
n
 is of saturation-type, with a hyperbolic functional relationship (com­
pare Eq.(4.5)): 
K M P 0 2 
1 + K M P 0 2 
where KM is the Hichaelis-ttenten constant. 
The idea behind this Michaelis-Menten kinetics is that a substrate S 
is consumed via reaction with a "carrier" (for reaction) С«. The subs­
trate is turned over only in this bound form, the substrate-carrier com­
plex: 
V kx 
(5.8) S + C M ^ S C M •* C M + metabolized S 
KM 
where kw.k ' are the backward and forward reaction rate with the Michael-
n π 
is-Menten carrier and k is the (first order') turnover rate, where C M is 
reformed but S metabolized, e.g passed through to another molecule. 
Proceeding analogously to chapter 4, this leads to reaction rates 
(5.9.a) r
s
 = k M[SC M] - kM*[S][CH] 
(5.9.b) r = - r = (kM+ kt)[SCM] - У |S][CM] 
η M 
In steady state, the substrate will be used up continuously, so that 
r_/0, but the carrier reaction is fully reversible and the rates in 
Eq.(5.9 b) are zero. Again, the total amount of carrier will not change· 
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(5 10) [SCM] + [CM] = c m 
and we derive 
(5 11) [SC, MJ MT'kM+ к + к'[S] 
η τ Μ
 ι J 
When the latter two equations are inserted into Eq (5 9 a), and compared 
with Eq (5 1) for substrate O2, [ S ] = a
n
 P_ , they lead to the same equa­
tion as Eq (5 7), where 
(5 12 a) M = c1.rrk l 
k M , 0 n 
(5 12 b
>
 К
м = ГТТГ 
Some remarks have to be added to this description 
- In Eq (5 8) the turnover rate к is a first order reaction rate, 
which implies that it is linearly dependent on species concentration Or 
when [SC«] increases, turnover of substrate increases alike However, the 
Michaelis-Menten scheme results in an upper level for the consumption M 
Oxygen turnover cannot rise above this limit The reason for this is that, 
although the turnover reaction itself is first order and thus unlimited, 
the amount of species to be turned over, SC.,, is limited, with a maximum 
of £„_ It is seen from Eq (5 12) that indeed И is equal to the product of 
c.,_ and turnover rate к 
ru Τ 
- Different from the definition in Eq (4 3), the so called Michaelis-
Menten constant K M is expressed in units one over pressure This notation 
К« is not consistent with the current notation here - which conforms to a M 
widely accepted notation of reaction rates and equilibria Furthermore it 
is likely that the in vivo and in vitro values are not the same and even 
do not have the same meaning (see below, critical P.. ) Thus, to avoid 
these dilemmas as well as the confusing effect of the notation, de Koning 
et al (1981) introduced the Michaelis-Menten formula with І/Чсп instead 
of KM, leading to the expression 
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(5 13) 
02 
V 450 
For the same reason as well as for better comparison with the other 
Figure 5-1 Oxygen consumption dependence on oxygen partial 
pressure as represented by the four models applied m this chap­
ter I Zero-order model, II Michaelis-Menten model. III Lin­
ear model, and IV Exponential model The curves are scaled for 
half-maximum oxygen consumption, θ = 0 50, to occur at the same 
oxygen partial pressure 
models - explained below — this notation will be adopted here too 
- One of the consequences of this Michaelis-Menten reaction description 
is that maximum consumption can only be reached for very high values of 
Р/Чсп» a s c a n k e inferred from the oxygen consumption curve, the solid 
line in Fig 5-1 We saw the same for the myoglobin saturation in the for­
mer chapter, also a hyperbolic approach For a q.. of 0 ЗкРа (de Koning 
et al , 1981) and a tissue Ρ- of 3 kPa - an illustrative, median, value, 
u2 
e g see Whalen and Nair (1970) -, the oxygen consumption is Э!". of its 
maximum value, close to but significantly lower than 100% In working mus­
cle tissue, there is evidence that Р
л
 is even considerably lower (Honig 
et al , 1984) This will have consequences for the oxygen transport as 
will be shown below 
• III Linear model 
The easiest way to incorporate both P- dependent oxygen consumption 
u2 
and a quick approach to the maximum is the linear model, the short-dashed 
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line in Fig 5-1: 
(5 14) 
1-9 = 1 
Р
П 2/Я 1 0 0 at Ρ θ 2 < q 1 0 0 
a t P 0 2
 2
 Чюо 
m rises linearly with P- and stops increasing once the maximum M is 
attained, at PQ = Ч І П П > ^*16 parameter of the model 
The obvious advantage of this model is that it is simple and thus leads 
to equations that mostly can be solved analytically and quite easily 
(Rashevsky, 1948; chapter IV), whilst it incorporates P- dependent con­
sumption — a major advantage above the zero-order model. The obvious dis­
advantage is that it has no underlying theoretical background, it Is 
purely descriptive. 
• TV Exponential model. 
The last model applied here is the exponential model, introduced by de 
Koning et al (1981)· 
(5 15) β = 1 - exp(-P02/q63) 
The parameter for the description of the oxygen dependence is represented 
by q,, since for P- equal to this value the consumption is l-e - 1 of its 
maximum, or 63 21% This exponential model is a sort of compromise 
between the Michaelis-Menten description and the fast approach to maximum 
as with the linear model, see the dash-dotted line in Fig 5-1. Fast 
approach to a maximum value is expected on two grounds already mentioned* 
first, mitochondria reach their maximum consumption already for very low 
P 0 'S, and second, effects of such a detectable submaximal consumption as 
uith the Michaelis-Menten model should be significant also for moderately 
high values of P- - see below, next section 
So far, also the exponential model is without underlying theoretical 
background and purely descriptive, however, de Koning et al. (1981) argued 
that such a model might be more apt to account for the approach towards 
maximal consumption 
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5 2 2 Microscopic tissue consumption 
A basis for models like the linear or the exponential model could be 
found in regarding what actually happens on a mitochondrial scale Oxygen 
and nutrients have to diffuse to and into the mitochondrion (this is a 
factor that is prevented, by stirring, in experiments with isolated mito­
chondria') and thus concentration profiles of these species (might) build 
up around each mitochondrion, on a microscale as compared with the tissue 
As far as oxygen is concerned, Clark and Clark (1985) argued that no 
appreciable oxygen 'wells' could exist around the mitochondria This 
statement can be easily tested here In a simple model, the mitochondrion 
is represented as a sphere with radius R , uniform oxygen consumption M 
and permeability Ρ In this spherical symmetrical case, the differentia­
tion V in Eq (5 2) is explicited as (Sneddon, 1957) 
16) ^ i i ^
r
> = -
M
v 
where J is the radial component of the O2 flux, according to Eq (2 9) 
17) J = - Ρ -з- Ρ 
' r ν dr 
where Ρ, without index from now on, specifically denotes the oxygen par­
tial pressure The interesting case is an anoxic region inside the mito­
chondrion occurring when the oxygen pressure outside is not sufficient to 
maintain full consumption The size of this anoxic region is between 0 and 
R , so let us denote it by {R where 0 £ ζ < 1 Also the flux is to vanish 
at this point so that Eq (5 16) is easily solved as 
18) J = _Ep_lL-
 r 
Γ 3 L
 r
2 J 
and the subsequent Eq (5 17) becomes 
19) P = ^ - r'- 3«*R > + 2 - ^ 1 
At the outer limit of the sphere, r = R , the* oxygen pressure will be 
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M R 2 
(5 20) Ρ = - g / - f l - ЗСЧ Ζζ 1 ] 
V 
which is the pressure that is present outside the mitochondrion if the 
medium is well-stirred For ζ>0
>
 there is an anoxic region, thus submaxi-
mal consumption Increasing the outside pressure Ρ will increase 
[Ι-Βζ'+Σζ3], thus decrease ζ and reduce the anoxic zone which will vanish 
as soon as ζ reaches zero So the critical outside pressure, Ρ , i e , 
the minimum value for which there is no anoxic region, is easily found 
from Eq (5 20) as the limit for ζ •+ 0 
M R I 
(5 21) P
c r
 = - k j -
For subcritical oxygen pressure, consumption is only in the outer part, 
(Атг/З)^ - (4ir/3)Ç3R^, of the total volume of (4lt/3)Rjj, or 
(5 22) Ρ = Ρ [1 - ЗСг+ 2ζ'] at θ = -g- = 1 - ;' 
so that for any value of P<P , ζ and thus θ can be determined This 
functional relationship is shown in the, leftmost, solid line of Fig 5-2 
If, however, the medium is not stirred, as will be likely inside the 
cell, there will be diffusion and an oxygen profile ("well") outside the 
sphere too Starting from the same describing equations now with M=0 
because consumption was limited to the inner sphere, we derive 
J R » 
(5 23) J = JLE. 
where J is the flux at the mitochondrial surface, and thus, for the oxy­
gen partial pressure 
J R 2 
(5 24) Ρ = P_ + -Hyï-
where Ρ is the oxygen pressure 'far away' from the mitochondrion and ? 
now is the oxygen permeability outside the mitochondrion Both pressures 
inside and outside must be equal at the interface, r = R , so that, from 
Eqs (5 18), (5 20), (5 21), (5 24) 
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w (5 25) P
c r
ll - 3ζι+ 2C'J = Ρ
υ
 = P. - - j j ^ U - C 3) 
and thus the pressure relationship to submaximal consumption is expressed 
through 
(5 26) 
r θ = 1 - Ç1 at 
P. = Pcr[i - 3Ç2+ 2ÇJ] + ^ Л с і - с 1) 
= P
cr
[i - 3ς2+ гс' + -^(i - с')] 
with an apparent critical PQ (ζ-ИЭ) of 
M R a 2^ * 
(5 27) P*
r
 = P
c r +
 - ^ Л = P
c r
(l + -yi) 
Thus the effect of non-stirring can be estimated if either the oxygen 
θ 
1 
05 
/ " " ^ ^ ^ 
/ x / 
/ / / / ^ 
\ / / ^ ^ 
' / / ^ 
^ ^ 1 2 
^ 
^ 
^ ^ 
3 
^ ^ " 
^ 
и 
υ P/P —s- Ь 
Figure 5-2 Comparison of oxygen consumption dependence within 
a sphere m a well-stirred medium (solid line, left) and m 
unstirred media (broken lines) with permeabilities of, from left 
to right, twice, once and half the inside permeability The 
dotted level indicates half maximal consumption Relative 
scales, fractional consumption θ reaching from 0 to 1 and oxygen 
pressure represented as a fraction of the 'well-stirred criti­
cal pressure Ρ 
permeability ratio inside to outside the mitochondrion is кпоьп Cthe term 
2?» /?) or M R 2/3? can be calculated In Fig 5-2, the shift in oxygen 
dependence is shown The critical pressure is increased to twofold, three­
fold or fivefold its 'well-stirred' value for permeability ratios ? /? of 
i, 1 and 2 respectively Note that the originally curved dependency more 
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and more approaches a straight line, and consequently the half-maximum 
pressure increases much more dramatically Moreover, note that maximal 
consumption actually is reached 
The inner phase of a mitochondrion is largely lipid, with a high perme­
ability for O2, and thus the value of f
n
/P indeed may be large But the 
increase can be estimated also directly from the first form of Eq (5 27) 
if H , R and Τ (outside1) are known For example, inserting M = 11 
mol m - ï-s _ 1, R = 0 6 μιη (goldfish red muscle, Bouwer and van den Thil-
lart, 1984) and Τ = 1 6 IO"11 mol·™"1 kPa^-sec - 1 (de Koning et al , 1981) 
if 
we calculate Ρ = Ρ + 0 083 kPa, a considerable increase as compared 
with the very low limit of 1 Pa, though still a small increase if compared 
with tissue oxygen partial pressures For the upper limit of R = 0 8 vm 
the increase is 0 15 kPa 
Thus, oxygen 'wells' around mitochondria in tissue are small but may be 
significant for modelling (see below) For a critical oxygen pressure Ρ 
of -0 1 kPa, the half maximum value may be around 0 04 kPa The exact 
value is strongly parameter-dependent, as is seen from Eq (5 27) Mito­
chondrial consumption m muscle can be very different, leading to differ­
ent 'wells' Also, the local permeability around the mitochondrion plays 
an important role, as it might imply an oxygen 'barrier' around it and so 
raise Ρ 
er 
A final remark must be made at the end of this presentation of oxygen 
consumption models The Michaelis-Menten scheme as pointed out above is 
shown to result in a hyperbolic function θ similar to the derivation of 
the hyperbolic saturation curve of Mb By choosing a reaction scheme more 
complex than Eq (5 8) other functional relationships will come out, simi­
lar to the derivation of the S-shaped saturation curve of Hb 
For isolated mitochondria, it was recently shown that the Michaelis-
Menten scheme is not appropriate (Connett, 1986) 
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5 3 Diffusion with consumption m a flat layer 
A flat layer again is the easiest model for theoretical description -
and for measurements' - and thus will be treated extensively 
5 3 1 High oxygen pressure 
First, we look at a situation where oxygen pressure is high enough to 
maintain maximal consumption throughout the layer, which can be done for 
all models with the possible exception of the Michaelis-Menten scheme 
The layer extends from x=0 to x ^ , as in Fig 2-1 From Eq (5 2) where 
V = d/dx and m = M, we derive 
(5 28) J = J0 - Mx 
where J. is the flux at x=0, and thus, from Eq (2 9) 
(5 29) fV = J>P0 - J0x + ¿Mx2 
- note that the Oj indices are dropped - so that, again denoting 
ΔΡ = Ρ 0-Ρτ, the total flux at x=0 is found from Eq (5 29) in terns of oxy­
gen permeability and consumption as 
(5 30 a) J 0 = £ΔΡ + iML = ξ[ΔΡ + Щ) 
The corresponding flux at x=L thus is, from Eq (5 28) 
(5 30 b) і
ь
 = £ΔΡ - iML = £[ΔΡ - !£І] 
These are easy relations Flux again linearly depends on the oxygen par­
tial pressure difference ΔΡ, as in Eq (3 4), but now with an 'offset' 
±¿ML Again, as in the inert layer, the permeability Τ is obtained from 
the slope of the line, whereas consumption now is derived from the offset 
Whilst the above relation is valid for the consumption models that 
account for maximal consumption above a certain level, it may be less 
applicable for the Michaelis-Menten case According to the combined 
Eq (S 3) with consumption model Eq (5 13), this case is described by 
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dJP M 
(5 31) -TT = Ζ, dx1 ? Ρ + q 5 0 
a differential equation for which no full analytical solution exists (but 
see the next section for a partial solution) However, the equation is 
easily discretized" for being solved by a computer Talcing steps Δχ and 
representing the respective pressure after the η step with an index n, 
d2P/dx1 is discretized as (P
 +
,- 2P +P ,)/Δχ2 so that 
ΜΔχ2 P_ 
(5 32) Ρ ,, = 2P - Ρ , + -s-„ . 
n+1 η n-1 ? P
n
 + q 5 0 
The flux at location η is determined by the gradient dP/dx which can be 
discretized as the difference between the adjacent pressures divided by 
their separation, (Ρ
 + 1-P 1)/(2Δχ) 
Ρ - Ρ 
f5 331 τ = .» _ü±l ^І 
13 JJj J
n
 J-
 2 Δ χ 
This flux calculation, however, will not work at the boundaries x=0 and 
x=L since here Ρ , and P N + 1 respectively, where N is the end point, 
NAx = L, do not exist - they would lie outside the layer From the computer 
view, there is no problem - values for these pressures can be calculated 
from Eq (5 32) at these extended locations - except for the starting con­
dition when both Ρ , and P. are unknown We have to incorporate the flux 
J. at x=0 to calculate P.. (n=0) This is done through combination of 
Eqs (5 32), (5 33) for n=0 so that Ρ , cancels out 
J.Ax ΜΔχ2 P. (5 34) р 1 = Р о . _ < ! _ + _ ? . _ _ 0 _ 
A plot of the border fluxes J. and J,, as a function of the oxygen par­
tial pressure difference ΔΡ across the layer, calculated for a layer of 
400 um thick, situation from de Koning et al (1981), is presented in 
Fig 5-3 Calculations for q__ = 0 3 kPa as reported by the above authors, 
are compared with overall maximal consumption (broken lines) for this 
model I, J. (top) and J. (bottom) depend only on the PQ difference ΔΡ and 
rewritten in terms of finite steps Δχ instead of the infinitesimal dx 
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Figure 5-3 Calculated oxygen fluxes through tissue slab 400 
μιη thick, maximal oxygen consumption of 510~г mol-m'1 •s~x and 
permeability of 1 610'li mol-m'1 -kPa'1 -sec'1, for two, con­
stant, values of oxygen partial pressure, 15 and 25 kPa, at x=L, 
plotted against oxygen pressure in bottom chamber (lower 
scales), x=0, or oxygen pressure difference ΔΡ Dashed lines are 
for overall maximal consumption, 6=1 for Ο2Ό, solid lines are 
for Hichaelis-Menten consumption with q$o=0 3 kPa Top lines 
flux out of bottom chamber, at x=0, bottom lines flux into top 
chamber, at x=L Solid dots are for linear model, 9100~0 6kPa, 
Pb = o 
not on the individual values Ро = рь (bottom chamber, x=0) and P L = Pt (top 
chamber, x=L), as long as there is O2 present in the whole layer Lines 
are drawn for two fixed values of Ρ , chosen as 15 and 25 kPa The latter 
value suffices to supply oxygen throughout the whole layer - even for 
P, =0 there is no anoxic region A border pressure of 15 kPa, however, is 
о 
only sufficient down to Ρ.=1 27 kPa, below this P b value, Jt levels off 
and J. follows the curved dashed line 
For model II, Michaelis-Menten consumption, the solid lines are calcu­
lated Because of the not overall maximal consumption, the lines are 
curved with less flux again into the layer (J, goes down, even to negative 
values, J. is less negative), corresponding with a decreased consumption 
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According to the derivation from Green's theorem, Eq (5 5), the flux-
times-total-area product is equal to the total consumption In the flat 
layer, the area is A at both sides, J, going into and J flowing out of 
the layer so that 
(5 35) Jb- Jt = ¿/// m dV = L[Ì/// m dv] 
For the zero-order model, the rightmost term is equal to ML as is also 
seen from subtraction of both parts of Eq (5 30) But according to 
Eq (5 35), also for the other models the flux difference is equal to the 
product of thickness times mean layer consumption So, for lower consump-
tion, the difference between the flux lines of Fig 5-3 becomes smaller 
Important from Fig 5-3 is also that even for Michaelis-Menten consump-
tion Eq (5 30) is quite closely obeyed provided the bordering pressures 
are both high enough Although there are differences with the broken lines 
in Fig 5-3, they are small especially m the high-Pj-. range For 
P. = P.. = 15 kPa, a minimum P- of 8 75 kPa is calculated, for which 
о t U2 
8 = 0 97 , and θ at the border is 0 98 So the difference indeed is only a 
few percent - at least for this typical set of values 
5 3 2 Low oxygen pressure 
The situation is completely different if P« at the border(s) is not 
high enough to maintain sufficient oxygen consumption throughout the whole 
layer A situation may be present where PQ (virtually) vanishes in the 
layer an anoxic, or at least severely hypoxic, region Here, the differ­
ent consumption models, through their different behavior towards oxygen, 
lead to different results 
For solving the situation of low oxygen pressure, there are two impor­
tant distinctions from the former section 
• Vanishing P
n
 means that in fact the O2 profile and flux are uncou­
pled from the other side There is no or very little oxygen coming through 
the anoxic (hypoxic) region, so there cannot be an influence from any oxy-
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gen at the other side of the layer. Therefore, situations (mainly) can be 
handled regarding flux and P. at one side, x=0, and solved for a serai-in­
finite layer. 
* Consumption models can make the describing differential equations 
too complicated to be solved for P.-, profiles in an analytical way, but 
u2 
the relation between P- and J- can be solved in a general way, for all 
four cases. This is achieved through multiplication of Eqs.(5.2) and 
(2.9), again for V = d/dx and G=02: 
36) J-|i= m β(Ρ)·^-
Now, both sides can be integrated with respect to x: 
Ρ 
37) iJ* = m I e(P)dP 
0 
where the integration in the right-hand side is carried out over P, not 
over x, and the boundary condition is that J->0 for ?->(), somewhere. For 
the different consumption models, the integration over θ is performed 
quite easily. Eq.(5.37) then leads to a relation between the squared flux 
and the oxygen partial pressure, and is evaluated at the border, x = 0 — 
however, note that it is valid in the whole layer! Thus, at this border, 
we find: 
V p° 
38) 27M = ¡ e ( P ) d P 
Note that θ is dimensionless, so that the left-hand side (Л^'/гУМ) has a 
dimension of pressure! This allows direct comparison with other pres­
sures, as P0, q 5 0, q 6 3, q 1 0 0 (and, later, Pp). 
• Zero-order model (I). Here, 6=1, resulting in: 
V 
39) — — = Ρ 
Or: the functional relationship between (JQ'/ZÍM) and P. is the identity 
line, the straight line through the origin under 45е (slope 1), the broken 
line in Fig.5-4. 
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(5 40) 
* ftichaelis-Menten model (II) Also this model is readily solved, if θ 
from Eq (5 13) is rewritten as 1 - q,-0/(P + q,-0) 
V 
гт 
p
n
+
 q 50 in l0' ^ ЗО-1 
Since P0+q.0>q,0, the logarithm is negative and therefore the functional 
relationship is below the identity line, see the solid line in Fig 5-4 
So, m a plot of (Л^'/г^М) against P., the effect of nonzero q 5 0, P. 
dependent consumption, should show up easily 
27M 
"Чо 
/ 
/ 
/ 
® / 
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/ v^é 
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^
 p
- ^ 
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Figure 5-4 Plot of J*/2?tt against oxygen pressure P, both 
represented m pressure units 750 of the Hichaelis-Menten model 
(IT), shown for values of Ρ around this unit value The roman 
numbers refer to the respective oxygen consumption models Val­
ues of q 63 (IV) and 17100 (HI) were chosen equal as m Fig 5-1 
For the exponential model, the dash-dotted line, also the asymp­
tote for P-*f is shown, as a dotted line, the linear model has 
actually reached its asymptote already at P=2q^Q 
There is another remark on Eq (5 40) Since the logarithmic function is 
a function lacking a plateau, its continues to fall further and further 
below the identity line (as long as there is a hypoxic region, of course) 
This again is a consequence of the hyperbolic approach towards maximal 
oxygen consumption In Fig 5-4, oxygen pressures are shown not exceeding 
4q1-0, but for higher P- 's the discrepancy with the first model - and also 
the other models - will grow larger and larger Note that in the former 
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section example we had a pressure of 50 times Чс
п
' 
• Linear model (III) This model has to be solved separately for 
P<q.00 and for P>q..0 For the low Ρ region, we have e=P/q, 0 0 and thus 
J l Ρ 2 
0 _ , P0 (5 41 а)
 ш
 = i — - at P 0<q 1 0 0 
100 
For the second part, ΘΞ1 and the integration solution is linear, this line 
has to match the former solution 
j » 
(5 41 b) Ш =?Q- ІЧ100 a t P0-4l00 
So, contrary to the Michaelis-Menten model, this model has an asymptotic 
line which in fact is not asymptotically approached but is actually 
reached quite quickly, for P- above q i n n It again is a line under 45°, 
slope 1, but is shifted iq 1 0 0 below the identity line It is the short-
dashed line in Fig 5-4 
• Exponential model (IV) Here, θ = 1 - exp(-P/q,,) and also this inte­
gration is performed quite easily 
V 
(5 42) 2?M = P0 - "esil - exp(-P0/q63)} 
It is the broken-dotted line in Fig 5-4 For increasing P., the exponen­
tial term will decrease quickly, so that this model leads to an asymptotic 
line of P. - q,, (dotted line in Fig 5-4) The quick approach of the expo­
nential function towards its end value in Fig 5-1 is reflected in an 
equally quick approach towards its asymptote here The asymptote again 
runs under 45° and now is shifted q-, below the identity line 
Although it is not suggested from Fig 5-4, it would be hard to discern 
between linear and exponential model for a tissue The lines look differ­
ent but can be made almost the same by choosing other values of q¿^ or 
q.Q- if q,, = iq10., the asymptotes are identical and a choice between the 
two models must be done from an analysis of the approach towards the 
asymptote, which may be not applicable anyhow for a real tissue For the 
Michaelis-Menten model, the situation is easier because there is no asymp-
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tote However, de Koning et al (1981) were not able even to discern 
between Michaelis-Menten and exponential model over a much larger P.. range 
than shown in Fig 5-4 The zero-order model, however, could be quite 
clearly rejected at least for the measurements with 1% CO 
It Is interesting to see here, that, contrary to what was done m the 
former chapters and sections, the relevant quantity to be plotted against 
oxygen partial pressure (difference) is the squared flux and not the flux 
itself The reason for this is that, with increasing border pressure P., 
also the region where Oj diffuses is increased For the zero-order model, 
I, the increase is proportional to the square root of P-, the solution for 
the oxygen pressure inside, the so-called Warburg formula (Warburg, 1923), 
is easily found from Eq (5 3) as 
(5 A3) Ρ = ^(x - xo) 2 
where XQ IS the location where both pressure Ρ and flux J (thus, the gra­
dient in P) vanish Evaluating Eq (5 43) at x=0 leads to an expression for 
(5 44) x0 - V T T 0 
So, as the driving pressure P 0 for flux increases, also the region over 
where it has to extend increases, resulting in an increase proportional 
to PQ/XQ, or /Pi Therefore, the proper plot is J» against ^РІ , or both 
squared, as here, in Fig 5-4 
5 3 3 Oozing fluxes 
The other models, II - IV, have no really anoxic region, since consump­
tion decreases evenly with oxygen partial pressure Although oxygen pres­
sure quickly becomes negligible when compared to the high pressures in the 
oxygen rich regions, nevertheless it might be detected at the other side 
of the layer, x=L When here pure N2, PQ =0, is applied, the small 
remaining O2 pressure inside shows up as a small O2 flux out of the layer, 
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this will be called the oozing flux. A full solution for the oxygen 
pressure profile is not obtained analytically, but the phenomenon leading 
to a possible oozing flux can be derived equally for each of the three 
consumption models (II - IV) by linearisation of the lower part of 8(P), 
which is allowed because of the low pressure throughout this hypoxic zone 
(5.45) Θ(Ρ) = — = -^— s — = — 
"so ч 1 0 0 q63 q 
where the slopes will be equal for equal values of the q's; so, in the 
derivation here, we drop the indices for the respective models For a zero 
oxygen partial pressure at x=L but a detectable flux J. at that end, the 
solution of the differential equation has to be slightly modified from 
Eq.(5.37) because of the different boundary condition: 
Ρ 
(5.46) J2 = J T
2
 + 2m ƒ 9(P)dP 
L
 0 
Since from Eq.(2.9) J =-7'dP/dx, we have dx=-(?/J)dP and integration 
from x=0 to x=L corresponds to integration from P. to 0 so that 
L 0 - Po -
(5 47) L = ƒ dx = - ƒ -4dP = ƒ -^-dP 
0 Po J 0 J 
where J is given by Eq.(5.46). This right-hand integral now can be split 
into three parts. First, from top to bottom in the tissue, a part where Ρ 
is so low that Eq (5.45) pertains; say, this is valid up to a pressure P.. 
Second, a (middle) part where the full solution Eq (5 46) is needed, say 
reaching from P=P. up to ?=?-)· And, third, a part where consumption is 
close enough to its maximum to impose m=M for P ^ j , up to the high value 
P 0 at x=0. 
For the low pressure part, e = P/q from Eq (5 45) and Eq (5 46) is eas­
ily solved as. 
(5 48) J2 = JT » + fn— et P<P, 
L q 1 
Also, the solution for the high-pressure part is easily found, since 
here ΘΞ1 (or close to)· 
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(5 49) Ja = 2J>M(P - Q) at P>P2 
where Q is an integration constant, depending on the model (compare 
Eqs (5 41 b), (5 42) for large P) If these are inserted into Eq (5 47), 
we get 
(5 50) L- Λ 7 d P + / 1 > 22ЙР
+
 fP° ™ 
0 /J L
2
+ ?MP2/q Pi J P2 /2?M(P-Q) 
for which the solution is 
/Щ rPa /m miPj- -, P2 W P /2? 
(5 51) ь ^ м - ' П З " / ^ 7 ^ ^ 1 ] + P / 1 — + / F { ' / V Q -' /V4 ) 
Let us consider the different terms in this equation First, the evalu­
ation has to be restricted to real oozing fluxes, ι e , values of J. that 
are small, J.'q^MPi 2 Then, both square root terms in the logarithm are 
approximately equal and proportional to (l/J.) Secondly, the middle term 
will be a constant, depending only on the model values of P., P2, Ρ, M and 
the consumption model, Θ, the value of J,2 is small and thus has to be 
disregarded from this middle term The last part contains о terra /Pj-'Q 
which, through Eq (5 49), can be replaced by J
n
//2?M, and a term /P_-Q 
that is again constant, only model dependent Thus, in the end, remember­
ing that ind/J.) = -ln(JL), Eq (5 51) can be written as 
J. 
(5 52) £n(JL) = Const + - ^ j -
This implies that, under the conditions stated above, there is a linear 
dependence betueen tho logarithm of the oozing flux J, and the initial 
flux J- (straight line on a semilog scale) for different oxygen partial 
pressures P. applied The constant Const involved in the linear relation-
ship is model dependent in a complicated way, but the slope of the 
straight line is for all three models equal to l//?4q Since ?M is meas-
ured at the high-pressure side - see Fig 5-4 and the respective model 
equations for Jn2 - additional measurement of the oozing fluxes, if possi-
ble, provides us with the value of q, the inital inverse rate at which 
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consumption increases with oxygen partial pressure P. 
As for the Michaelis-Menten model, the question arises whether the 
assumption for the high-pressure part is allowed (P>P.). Also, the range 
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Figure 5-5: Oozing flux J et x=L plotted on a logarithmic 
scale against initial flux of oxygen J at x=0, both in 
mol•ш-7's'1. Individual points are computer calculations, 
straight lines are with slopes as predicted by Eq.(5.52), drawn 
in the estimated range of validity, for consumption models II 
(k, Michaelis-Menten model; qsQ = 0.3 kPa; solid line), III (Ό, 
Linear model, q\oQ=0.6 kPa; dashed line) and IV (OJ Exponential 
model, q53 = 0.4328 kPa; dash-dotted line). For model I, zero-or­
der consumption, behavior is fully different as is indicated by 
the small dots. 
of validity for the other models has to be delineated. Therefore, in 
Fig.5-5 a plot is shown of calculated fluxes, again for a 400 pm layer 
with N = 5 10"' mol-nT'-s"1 and 7=1.6 10" 1 1 тоІ-пГ^кРа^-зес"1. Half-maxi­
mal consumption pressures were chosen related as in Fig.5-1: qrQ = 0.3kPa) 
q..0 = 0.6kPa and q,, = 0.4328 kPa so that different slopes arise in the 
figure. The lines in the figure were drawn with slopes as predicted by 
Eq.(5.52), such that their position best fitted the computer calculations 
within the range of estimated validity. This range was determined by the 
following considerations: 
- The lower bound is where the constraint of maximal consumption no 
longer holds (no P,). So, it was taken to be where θ at x=0 (the high 
pressure side) is 0.9, or consumption is 10% below its maximum. Compare 
Fig.5-1 to see that this leads to the lowest bound for the linear and the 
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highest bound for the Michaelis-Menten model 
- The upper bound is where the oozing flux becomes too large (no P.) 
So, it was taken where J.2 is 10% of ?Mq - compare the square root term in 
Eq (5 51) where P ^ q is chosen This upper level for J. differs for the 
three models only In that they have different values of q Although more 
or less a guess, through the choice of P., the upper limit seems to be 
adequate 
Fig 5-5 shows excellent agreement of the computer calculations with the 
slope predictions of Eq (5 52) Also, zero-order (small dots) and 
Ρ« -dependent consumption can be discerned very clearly There is one 
problem the small oozing flux JT must be measurable, with sufficient 
accuracy In the measuring set-up for flat layers, of the former chapters, 
the limit of determination was around ten millipascals (') per second, 
made possible through the precautions explained in chapter 2, so that the 
flux limit is some 10"' mol-m"2 sec-1 Thus, evaluation of oozing fluxes 
is possible but not easy, and might be upset by tiny disturbances or inac­
curacies 
5 < Diffusion with consumption in a cylinder around a capillary 
A situation that may be more applicable to the tissue situation is 
radial diffusion into a tissue cylinder The best-known model of tissue 
oxygenation, the Krogh model, is based on such a model of diffusion, from 
a central capillary outwards into a surrounding tissue cylinder (Krogh, 
1919) Overall maximal consumption was assumed, zero-order, model I, so 
that the solution, the so-called krogh-Erlang formula, was found as 
2 _ 2 
(5 53) p = P
c
. M - 2 [ i n ( £ . ) . - ^ - ] 
where Ρ , r are capillary oxygen partial pressure and capillary radius 
respectively, and R is the radius of the Krogh cylinder This radius is 
the outer border of tho diffusion area, the largest distance O2 can travel 
1 e the (radial) flux J is zero across this border According to 
Cylinder 
Eqs (2.9), (5.53) this radial flux i s : 
(5.54) J
r
. = ІМ/?2{-р - f r ) 
which indeed yields zero for r=ff Mostly, R is determined through morpho­
logical measurements, e.g., a certain area A has N capillaries and thus 
each capillary has an area A/N = iTff2. If the oxygen partial pressure in 
the capillary is too low to maintain full consumption over this whole 
region, the same formulas are applicable where now for R a correspondingly 
smaller value has to be substituted 
The situation is different for the other models of oxygen consumption. 
Because the consumption falls from its maximum, when P- decreases, in 
regions further away from the central capillary there is less consumption 
and therefore less decrease in Ρ- , as with the flat layer Unfortunately, 
and contrary to the flat layer, no solution can be given for the flux like 
Eq.(5.37). But the same discretizing principle as in the former section 
can be used to construct a computerized iteration scheme for solving the 
profile. If now we take steps Ar, with r = nAr, equation ν·7 = -Μβ(Ρ) is 
discretized as (2-dimensional V, Sneddon, 1957): 
(5.55) V«J = —^-(.TJ) = 2ІІТ S-l = -ΜΘ(Ρ ) 
' r dr пДг τι' 
and combined with. 
(5.56) / = -*•£ - J χι = - У Р П + А " Р П S J 1 = -? "л,""1 
dr n+î Ar ' η-i Ar 
so that: 
(5 57) (n +i)P
n + 1 = 2nPn - (n-i)?^! + ^ п ^ ) 
The inital value has to be chosen equal to the capillary P- and the 
initial η such that this nAr is equal to r , the capillary radius A 
first step is guessed and the iteration scheme followed until the outer 
boundary r = NAr = ff is reached If then there still is an outward gradient, 
the initial step was too large, if the gradient is reversed, the initial 
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step was too small A new value for the initial step is chosen and the 
procedure is repeated until the correct value Is found (approximated 
within 10 _ s of the original slope) The result of the calculation for the 
four oxygen consumption modelb is shown in Fig 5-6, for data as indicated, 
approximately according to Rakusan et al (1984) for rat heart, with a 
somewhat higher consumption of M=0 4 mol-m"3-sec-1 and a comparably low 
Γ(μπι] 
Figure 5-6 Oxygen partial pressure profiles calculated m a 
region perpendicular to a supplying capillary, a so-called Krogh 
cylinder section, for the four consumption models I - IV as indi­
cated and a capillary pressure of 1 5 kPa, capillary radius 2 
pm, Krogh radius 10 um and ПВг/? = 2 5 kPa 
capillary P- of 1 5 kPa to bring out better the differences between the 
models Models II - IV lead to decreased consumption, so decreased flux and 
thus increased Ρ„ in the tissue O2 
5 5 Relation of parameters to measured data 
It is not (yet) possible to measure O2 diffusion in the Krogh situation 
under strictly defined experimental conditions So, as before, the flat 
layer situation is considered 
With oxygen diffusion through tissue, there is a tricky situation 
Oxjgen is supplied to the tissue, so in the flushing gases a certain 
amount of O2 must be present For the accompanying gas, again N2 can be 
Measurements 
chosen. But in this set-up, due to the metabolism of the tissue, there 
will also CO2 be present. Some CO2 is produced by the tissue but in order 
to keep the total amount of this gas and thus the pH in the tissue approx-
imately constant, it is better to also supply CO2 in the flushing gases. 
So, instead of the situation of the inert as well as the reversibly react-
ing layers, there are now three gases present: 1=02> 2=N2 and 3=C02. This 
makes things for tissue layer measurement interpretation more complicated. 
The choice of amounts of these three components in the flushing gas is 
best made so that P., the CO2 pressure, is equal at both sides, to mini-
mize flux, and of course approximately equal to in vivo values, 5 to 6 
kPa. Then, again the partial pressure differences of oxygen and nitrogen 
are opposite. But there is a difficulty with CO2 having a much higher 
permeability than O2 and Nj. This means that low Pco differences result 
in comparably high CO2 fluxes. This disturbs the predictability of dV/dt 
because it is obtained from the sum of all these fluxes, Eq.(2.23). 
So, where this can be done, a better way of handling these situations 
is by the elimination method, Eq.(2.18). Only where this is not possible, 
the elaboration method is worked out, deriving equations for dV/dt. 
5.5.1 Flat layer - high oxygen pressure. 
The elaboration of Eq.(2.18) is done for Oj, i=l, by inserting 
Eq.(5.30), where Jj. = J. and J . = J- with A,= A = A. This leads to: 
(5.58) ART[pbl.£uP - $?> - Ptl.f{AP + Щ = Р^  ^  + ^ Л г " 
Eq.(5.58) no longer contains volume change terms, dV /dt, dV./dt, but 
therefore lacks the simple linear form of Eq.(5.30). However, Eq.(5.58) 
can be transformed into a linear equation by dividing it by 
(V.+V )(P, ,+P j) and defining a weighted oxygen pressure change: 
dPl-l d Ph1 
Ρ V — — + Ρ V — — 
Ы Ч dt tlvb dt r.p-iw Dl t  b
( 5
'
5 9 )
 Ν
 =
 (ры+ ptiHV V 
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(5 60) 
and a weaghted recalculated oxygen pressure difference 
AP« = *P' 
Ρ + Ρ rbl 'tl 
so that 
,- ,,. [dP]" _ „ , A Dw 4L
2
. (5 61) ^ j - а
т
(ДР - - ^ ) 
with the same definition for a T as in Eq (3 12) Eq (5 61) not only is 
linear again but also one of the parameters is ML2/2?
>
 the same term that 
was present in the original Eq (5 30) However, it is written in terms of 
composed variables [dP/dt]w and UPW Especially the last one, APW, is 
somewhat peculiar It is always positive, whether ΔΡ is positive or neg­
ative, and it can have the same value for very different values of P. and 
P t For example, for Pb=5, Pt=20 Eq (5 60) leads to ЛР
И
=9 but the same 
value is obtained also for P,=20, Ρ =5, or P ^ W , Ρ =35, or P.=54, Ρ =27 
D t D t D t 
etc 
So APW does not reflect the actual P„ difference but is a weighted 
u2 
value From the experimental viewpoint this is an advantage because it 
provides a 'built-in test' for very different values of Ρ, , Ρ , the meas­
ured [dP/dt] should yield the same value if ΔΡ is the same 
The situation of Fig 5-3 is, via Eqs (5 59), (5 60), reproduced in 
Fig 5-7 in terms of these weighted variables, the left panel for a (fixed) 
top chamber pressure Ρ of 15 kPa and the right panel for 25 kPa Corre­
sponding to the fixed ΔΡ axis, the bottom chamber pressure P, varies as 
indicated on the additional lower scale Zero-order consumption leads to 
a single straight line, the broken line, equal for both panels as pre­
dicted by Eq (5 61), but the curved broken line is obtained if there is an 
anoxic 7one (P =15 kPa, Ρ,<1 27 kPa ι e , APW>11 6 kPa) The solid lines 
represent Hichaelis-Menten consumption, q.j, = 0 3 kPa Because of the 
above discussed behavior of ΔΡ this line is double, starting at the top 
point for P L = 0 , running down to the left for increasing Ρ, , decreasing 
ΔΡ", and back up to the right for P, increasing further above Ρ From the 
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Figure 5-7: Weighted oxygen pressure change against weighted 
oxygen pressure difference for the same situations as in 
Fig.5-J; J eft panel for a top chamber pressure of 15 kPa, right 
panel for 25 kPa. Broken lines represent zero-order consumption, 
solid lines Michaelis-Menten consumption. Lower scales show cor­
responding bottom chamber oxygen pressure. Arrows indicate from 
where on P>6 kPa to ensure в>95% over the whole layer. V/ART is 
taken as ΒΙΟ'1 mol-N~l so that air = 0.05 Pa• sec'
l
·kPa'^. 
arrow on, oxygen partial pressure throughout the layer is above 6 kPa, 
ensuring 8>0.95 at any place; from here, the linear relationship (broken 
line) is quite closely obeyed. 
Fig.5-8 shows an experiment, plotted similarly as Fig.5-7, [dP/dt]w 
against ΔΡ . It is a redrawn computer plot of a measurement of O2 diffu­
sion through chicken gizzard smooth muscle, done with the same set-up and 
under the same conditions as described in de Koning et al. (1981). The 
different symbols indicate three different runs at high oxygen pressure. 
The first run is indicated by the squares; the dashed straight line 
through these points was fitted to Eq.(5.61). This run was followed by a 
different type of measurement, with P- =0 at one side and low P„ at the 
u2 O2 
other side, which should be plotted as in Fig.5-4 and not according to 
Fig.5-8. The next high-P- run is indicated by the diamonds. As predicted 
by Eq.(5.61) also these measurements follow a straight line, with the same 
slope a^ , as for the squares but shifted to the left, according to a lower 
consumption (lower МЬ'/г?, the intersection point with the horizontal 
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Figure 5-8 Weighted oxygen pressure change, [dP/dt] , m 
Pa sec-1, against weighted oxygen pressure difference, LPW, m 
kPa, for a measurement of a layer of chicken gizzard smooth mus­
cle at 37°C, 618 цт thick Computer rcplot, three series of 
measurements, indicated by different symbols, m between, the 
layer was anoxic for some time Broken lines are fitted 
straight lines through the measurements 
axis) After another lou-P-, run a final high-P
n
 run was done, 
u2 u2 
represented by the open crosses Also here the slope of the fitted line 
is the same but consumption is lower 
Decrease of consumption does not occur during any measurement run the 
individual points were measured quite randomly, and points with the same 
ΔΡ bere determined applying different chamber P 0 's, P, and Ρ Decrease 
of consumption from one run to the other is possibly due to the fact that 
(part of) the layer was anoxic for some tine, or at least hypoxic Con­
sumption values of this specific experiment were, from bottom to top 
6 27±0 18, 2 51±0 09 and 2 04±0 04 10"J mol-m"'-sec"', with the SE's from 
the fitting procedure, not incorporating factors like thickness, volume, 
etc , as explained in chapter 2 For the throe runs the slopes of the 
lines are not different, so the oxygen permeability did not change 
Permeability was 1 98±0 12 10"" mol nT'-kPa^-sec"1, same meaning of SE 
as above 
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5 5.2 Flat layer - low oxygen pressure 
Unfortunately, the elimination method does not work for the low oxygen 
pressure situation; so, dV/dt must be elaborated and this requires the CO2 
fluxes, Jbo. ^*з>
 a t
 both sides. CO2 is produced through the metabolism of 
O2, at a rate of the oxygen consumption times the respiratory quotient, 
RQ. We will assume that this also holds in and throughout the layer under 
consideration, so analogously to Eq (5 1): 
62) r
c 0 2 = +RQ-m = +RQ-MB(P02) 
Note that RQ is a single symbol Then, combining Eqs.(5.1), (5.62), we 
have r
c o
 +RQ'r 0 = 0 and thus, inserting Eq.(2.1): 
63) W C 0 2 + RQ-V.J02 = 0 
Or, for the one-dimensional case V = d/dx and 3 = C02, 1 = 02· 
64) J3 + RQ.Jj = J 3 J X = L 
since the oxygen flux J. is (approximately) zero at x=L. Thus, inserting 
Eq.(2 9) and integrating again: 
65) T2?3 * RQ.^JPJ = ?зРз ) Х = І і + J3 ) X = L(L-X) 
since also Ρ =0 at x=L. Under the condition that CO2 pressure P3 is equal 
at both sides, and since oxygen pressure P, is denoted by P. at x=0, 
Eq (5 65) at x=0 leads to an expression for the CO2 flux at x=L 
66
>
 J3,x=L = R 4 - r P 0 
and, from Eq (5 64) with J. at x=0 equal to J
n
: 
. О I» A — \J LTljLlOJ. ^и -fn· 
6 7 ) J 3 , x = 0 = RQ [fro - Ό] 
Again, the N2 flux is purely inert and is given by Eq.(3 5) where 
ΔΡ = Ρ 0 If all this is inserted into Eq (2.23), we derive 
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(5 68) 
dV, ART rRQ·?,- ?, V^d-RQ) 
— 2 = 1 i ¿ Po + — J 
dt (1+η)Ρ L L Vb + Vt 
Note that only dV./dt is needed So, Eq (2 17) written as 
d p
n
 d V h 
(5 6 9) Vb^r = -ART-Jo - VdiT 
after some algebra leads to the following expression for J» 
dP
n 
b 
with the correction explicitpd in the terms 
VJl-RQ) 
(5 70) Jo(1.Cjpo)=^[.LÎ!o + c.po.] 
(5 71 а) с L 
'J (vb+vt)(i+n)PT 
,
 R Q - ^ / y i 
( 5 7 1 b )
 - - (1
+
,)PT 
and a. given by Eq (3 9 b) It is calculated from the measurements at high 
P 0 , Eq (5 61), through a b = ат(1+ (./ ь ) , compare Eqs (3 9), (3 12) 
Note that dP./dt has to be corrected by almost the same term as in 
Eq (3 8), with an only slightly different c' - compare Eq (5 71 b) with 
Eq (3 9 c) The new correction factor c' is smaller than c, because RQ<1 
The other factor c. is determined not by ?гІ?\ but by RQ, note that it is 
absent for RQ-»1 Both correction parameters contain not-we 11-known terms, 
RQ and η, but fortunately both are small in the range of validity For an 
upper value of P. of 10 kPa, V,=V , η=0, RQ=0 85 and PT=100 kPa, the cor­
rection CjP. is 0 0075 and c'P. is 0 035, only Го of the expected value of 
ЛЛІ/УР. Therefore, the corrections may safely be performed with estimated 
values of RQ and η - or even disregarded 
Τ 1 dP 
Experimental examples of this situation will be provided in the next 
chapter 
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5.5.3 Oozing fluxes. 
For the oozing flux, J at x=L, no correction has to be applied, because 
P t l = 0 here, the term Ρ .(dV /dt) in Eq.(2.17) also is zero. Approximat­
ing J. by Eq (5.72) then, Eq.(5.52) becomes: 
dP dP. 
(5.73) in(dt ) ' C o n s t ' _ b - d t 
with a new, shifted, constant Const' and a slope b: 
(5.74) ¿.«/HLVET 
This expression contains two terms, a, and M L 2 / ! ? , that are obtained from 
the high-pressure measurements, E q . ( 5 . 6 1 ) , so that from this slope b a 
value for q can be calculated. 
Ю-Д*
1 
ω· 
0.01 
io 
У 
. о 
/ 
/ 
• dB/Ut 
Figure 5-9: 'Oozing' O2 pressure change, m Pa-sec'1, vertical 
axis, logarithmic scale, against pressure change at the other 
side, horizontal axis, also Pa-sec'1. Circles represent measured 
values; dotted line indicates approximate upper bound for evalu­
ation of Eq.(5.73). Dash-dotted line is calculated straight 
line through the four points where dPu/dt<2.6Pa-sec'1. 
An example of an oozing flux measurement is shown in Fig.5-9, again for 
chicken gizzard smooth muscle It is now a measurement at 250C. The fit­
ted, dash-dotted, straight line corresponds with q=0 53 kPa, but the reli-
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ability of this value is not so clear as will be pointed out in the next 
chapter Yet, from these oozing flux measurements, it is clear that the 
zero-order model can undoubtedly be rejected - compare Fig 5-5 
5 6 Conclusions 
Tissue consumption can be modelled as being constant for high enough 
values of P_ , even for the Michaelis-Menten consumption model Problems 
arise when somewhere P^ is low, in this case, some of the models show 0 2 
very different behavior Zero order consumption, model I, leads to solu­
tions distinctly different from those of the other models, as can be seen 
from Figs 5-4, 5-5, for chicken gizzard smooth muscle, they are also devi­
ant from the experimental results and therefore model I can be rejected 
The other models can be fitted to the measurements Michaelis-Menten con­
sumption is basically different from the other models in Fig 5-4, since it 
does not reach an asymptote, but this is hard to detect, as mentioned 
Models III and IV, the linear and exponential model, lead to similar 
results, both in Fig 5-4 and Fig 5-5, for the· proper values of the con­
sumption model parameter q Thrrefore, in situations as described here, 
the linear model should be prrforred against the exponential model (de 
Koning et al , 1981) because of its simplicity, it might be the preferable 
model for calculation of tissue O2 consumption 
When comparing the consequences for the P^ field in tissue, only 
model I predicts anoxic yones for too low oxygen bordering pressures 
After a certain distance, all the available oxygen is consumed and no O2 
is transported be>ond this region (XQ in Eq (5 43) as indicated in 
Fig 5-11 for a flat layer) For the other models O2 consumption decreases 
with decreasing P
n
 and therefore oxygen penetrates much deeper into (even 
through) the whole tissue layer Oxygen partial pressure will, however, 
become too low to sustain maximal consumption ьо that there are zones bith 
low P
n
 and decreased consumption This decreased consumption in turn 
allows more O2 to travel further (Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1984) as is shown in 
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Figure 5-10: Oxygen partial pressure profiles, in units Çsn. 
in a flat layer calculated for chicken gizzard (7 = 1.6 10 
mol-m-1 -kPa'1 -sec'1, /i = 5 iO"3 mol · m~1 · see'1 ) according to the 
consumption models I - IV as indicated. Zero order consumption, 
model I, predicts an anoxic zone beyond XQ, P02 profiles of the 
other models extend much further. 
Fig.5-10, calculated for a flat layer with the same data as above, for the 
four consumption models as indicated. The P0 profiles extend further for 
the models II - IV; remember that for these models consumption is half-max-
imal for P, O2 450· Of course at further distance P,, can become so low O2 
that functional disturbance can be expected 
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6 1 Introduction 
Now that both reversible and irreversible reaction of O2 have been cov­
ered, time has come to combine them At least in muscle tissue, a possible 
carrier for O2 is present myoglobin Although the amount of myoglobin in 
muscle tissue is much less than the amount of hemoglobin in the red blood 
cells, its affinity for oxygen is much higher and so it will operate at 
much lower oxygen partial pressures Such low pressures will or may occur 
in muscle tissue, as can be inferred from the low myoglobin saturations 
found by Honig et al (1984), and from tissue P- histogram measurements 
(Sunder-Plassmann et al , 1981, Schuchhardt, 1985) In this chapter, the 
possibilities and effects of facilitation of O2 transport in consuming 
tissue will be considered Specifically, the situation of flat layers 
studied by de Koning et al (1981) will be reconsidered 
6 2 Combination of O7 reactions 
6 2 1 General formulation 
For oxygen reacting with a earner according to Eq (4 1) and simultane­
ously being metabolized, Eqs (4 2) and (5 1) have to be combined For O2, 
substrate S 
(6 1) r 0 = r s = k[CS] - k'[C][S] - m 
whereas for the carrier forms, С and CS, not being involved in the irre­
versible reaction, r- and Гс,- will be as given by Eq (4 2) Therefore, 
their sum still is zero, and the total carrier concentration, c_ as 
defined in Eq (4 4), will be a constant over the whole tissue (under the 
current assumption that it is homogeneous'), the same reasoning as in 
chapter 4 remains valid 
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Here, summation of r- and Γ„_ no longer yields zero; also inserting 
Eq.(2.1): 
(6-2) r
s
 + r
c s
 = V.(JS + ; c s ) = -m = -ΜΘ(Ρθ2) 
But the form of Eq.(6.2) already shows some analogy with the former chap­
ters. From comparison with Eq.(5.2) we see that the oxygen flux JQ now is 
replaced by the sum of free (J^) and carrier-bound (-Jpe) fluxes and this 
is the same replacement that was made in chapter 4 too, Eq.(4.18). So, 
oxygen consumption derives only from free O2 (PQ ), whereas oxygen flux J 
again is driven by the combined terms J = J- + J~~, Eq.(4.18). Then, with 
these different implementations, Eq.(5.2) is again valid, but now with J-
replaced by the total O2 flux J: 
(6.3) V·/ = -m 
Note that the same substitution, total flux J instead of J,, , must be 
O2 
made in Eq.(5.5), but that this equation remains equally valid if J-~ = 0 
across the area A, a constraint that was also imposed for facilitated dif­
fusion when the carrier was confined to the volume V. 
Substitution of Eq.(l.l) into Eq.(4.18) yields the same result as 
Eq.(4.20), and, for substrate O2 and carrier Mb: 
(4.36) » o 2
( V P 0 2
 + PF V S> = •J (Г) 
so that, concerning diffusion, P 0 has to be replaced by PQ +PpS. Then, 
the resulting differential equation describing the O2 diffusion in consum­
ing tissue is, instead of Eq.(5.3): 
(6.4) V 2 ( P 0 2 + PF S> = m = WW 
where, however, the relation between P,, and the saturation S still 
O2 
remains to be established. 
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6 2 2 Nonequilibnum 
As in chapter 4, the full solution for facilitation with consumption 
is found from a combination of the differential equations Eqs (4 16), 
(6 1) that incorporates the irreversible reaction 
(6 5) -DCV
2[C] = r
c
 = k[CS] - k'[C][S] = r
s
+ m = -DS7
2[S] + М (І|І) 
uhere α is the solubility coefficient of oxygen Again, the technique is 
followed of splitting the substrate concentration into the two parts e and 
f, as in Eq (4 24) Using Eq (4 25), this leads to 
-D„V2[C] = k[CS] - k'[C]{e([C)) + f(n)} 
(6 6) ^ 
= -v[df&i v l C ] + V f ( n ) ] + M B ( a ( l C ] ) * f t H ) ) 
Also, the same reasoning holds for terms V[C] to be disregarded, so that 
elimination of the terms V2[C] from the above equation set now yields 
(6 7) V 2f(
n
) = [¿-.¿-
а
^
т
][к'[С]{в(ІС]) + £(
П
)}-к[С8]] +Tj-B( e (l Cl) + f(">) 
The solution again follows the same lines e and f are functions of two 
distinctly different variables and have to be found separately The solu­
tion for e was constructed such that it made possible that ί(π)-»·0 over a 
certain range, so that 
< 6 8 > 0 = &-5-гса?ст][к,ісів('с]> - k i c s ) ] Ч д ^ 1 ^ 
It is seen from Eq (6 8) that the solution e([C]) now no longer incor­
porates chemical equilibrium This is simply because there is no chemical 
equilibrium in the layer equilibrium is only possible for fully reversi­
ble chemical reaction, but O2 is involved in an irreversible reaction, so, 
there is no 'equilibrium zone' as in chapter 4 
Yet, for fast reversible reaction rates k,k', e([C]) will come closer 
and closer to equilibrium as is also seen from Eq (6.8) if kjk' are 
large, M is relatively unimportant and only gives rise to a small correc­
tion to e([C]) 
Reactions 
For such a situation, where the consumption term ΜΘ introduces only a 
small correction to chemical equilibrium, the rather complicated implicit 
differential equation Eq (6 8) is approximated by 
9) e([C]) = eo([C]) - ei([C])M 
where eo is solved from the terms without M (in fact, the limit for M->0), 
and ei disregarding higher-order terms like M2, M1 This approach is val­
idated" by the consideration that for vamshingly low consumption indeed 
the solution type with only reversible reaction as in chapter 4 is 
approached Then, introducing a small amount of consumption will gradually 
shift the O2 profile from this reversible-reaction solution, as expressed 
tn Eq (6 9) The zero-order terra, neglecting M in Eq (6 8) - and 
Eq (6 9) — immediately leads to 
Mes] 
10) eo([C]) =pr^y 
the same as the solution for e in chapter 4, Eq (4 31) Then, inserting 
the latter two equations into Eq (6 8) and omitting higher-order terms of 
M, this results in 
" > 0 • - [ V t a f c f ] k ' [ c ] e i ( [ C 1 ) M +jrs0<5ftüi11> 
where the deviation in β, the difference (е/о) - (ео/<0, is thought to be 
at least of order M - it vanishes also for M-»0 So, incorporating 
Eqs (4 4), (6 10) into the differentiation deo/d(C], the following 
approximation for ei results 
12) eiUC]) = Ξ 
D„kcT 
k,[C] +D^cf 
As long as M is small compared with reversible reaction, an order 
l >
 Mathematically, there are problems since the Μ, Μ2, Μ', terms go to 
infinity at some points 
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smaller than the other terms of Eq (6 8), as, e g , k[CS], this solution 
will be considered a good approximation 
From Eq (6 9) it is seen that the 'new' oxygen pressure, e([C))/a, is 
beJou the pressure expected from oxygen saturation, &ц(.[С])/а, since ej 
of Eq (6 12) is positive This is not unexpected finite off-reaction 
from the carrier, the rate k, means that O2 release lags O2 uptake by con­
sumption, the rate m Thus, for myoglobin, the МЬОг level is higher than 
inferred from P
n
 , since O2 is continuously mopped up by consumption, to 
be replenished by release of O2 from МЬОг and diffusion 
A full solution of Eq (6 6), also for higher M, could not be found 
since it turns out to be a very tricky differential equation - see former 
footnote Thus the assumptior of Eq (6 9) could not be mathematically ver­
ified 
The remaining part of Eq (6 7), the equation from which f(n) has to be 
solved, is found by subtracting Eq (6 8) 
(6 η) v'foo = J^foo
 +
 |j-[e(«t[cn*f<n>) - (£Ш1,] 
where e([C]) and λ, as before given by Eq (4 33) (but with a different 
e <), are handled as constants, to be evaluated at the border This equa­
tion too looks much more complicated than the original non-consumption 
Eq (4 32), depending on the consumption description m/M, Eq (5 1) 
6 2 3 Carbon monoxide 
In the experiments on chicken gizzard smooth muscle (de Koning et al, 
1981) carbon monoxide was used to abolish facilitated diffusion in the 
tissue This is possible because CO is bound by Mb of the tissue at the 
same location as O2, but with a much higher affinity Eq (4 1) for oxygen 
is similar to the reaction of CO, which is 
1' 
(6 14) С + S' * CS' 
1 
where 1,1' are used in the literature to denote the reaction rates of CO, 
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the substrate S', with the protein, the carrier C, and analogous to 
Eq (4 3) the equilibrium parameter is L=l'/1 However, the symbol L is 
often, also here, used for layer thickness whereas the consistent symbol 
for chemical equilibria is а К Therefore, here the symbol K" is used for 
the CO equilibrium, K"=l'/1 Then, Eq (4 3) has its equivalent for CO m 
15) [CS'] = K"[C][S'] 
This term has to be added to the total Mb concentration, Eq (4 4) 
16) c T = [C] + [CS] + [CS'] 
Thus, Eqs (4 3), (6 15) and (6 16) can be combined as in Eq (4 5) to 
[CS] K[S] 
1 7 )
 c T
 _
 1+K"[S']+K[S] 
Again defining the saturation S as the fraction [CS]/c_, a similar satu­
ration expression is seen to result, in this CO case, as Eq (4 6) 
18) S = ^ — ^ 
r50 r02 
where now the modified half-saturation pressure incorporates CO 
19
> "SO" - * Ήα"' 5' 1 = P50 + "СО 
O2 
where the partition coefficient M is defined as Κ'Όρ./Κα-
From Eqs (6 18), (6 19) we see that in the presence of CO, myoglobin 
still can bind oxygen, but this binding is impeded more and more by 
increasing CO pressure With Ρ_ 0=1ΚΡβ, and »=39 at 20
oC (Rossi-Fanelli 
and Antonini, 1958), the original P,-
n
 of 0 1 kPa (same source) is raised 
to a Pr0' of 39 1 kPa So, oxygen affinity is reduced almost 400 times, 
most of the myoglobin being present as carboxymyoglobin, MbCO 
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6 3. Facilitated oxygen transport end consumption m a flat layer 
6 3 1 High oxygen pressure 
High oxygen pressure throughout the layer is so as to result in overall 
maximum oxygen consumption, 6=1, throughout the whole layer, as in the 
former chapter The respective consumption model is no longer important, 
even for Michaelis-Menten consumption, the prodictions were found to be 
quite closely approached Thus, Eq (5 28) is still valid, however, now 
with J denoting the total O2 flux according to Eq (4.18), and integration 
yields 
(6 20) ?(P + PFS) = J-CPg + P FS 0) - J0x + ІМх
г 
where the O2 indices are dropped again and Ρ S. are O2 pressure and sat­
uration at x=0 respectively So, Eq (5 30) has to be modified to· 
(6 21 a) J 0 = -£(ΔΡ + PFAS) + ¿ML = £ΓΔΗ + ΡρΔ5 + | ^ 1 
(6 21 b) J L = ξ(ΔΡ + ΡρΔ3) - ¿ML = ^ [ЛР + РрЛЗ - Щ 
where Δ5 is the saturation difference between x=0 and x=L The question 
is now how this saturation difference has to be determined, since there is 
no chemical equilibrium If the approximation of Eq (6 9) applies, the 
subsequent equations for CQ and ej can be workod out for substrate S = O2, 
carrier C = Mb and Eqs (6 9), (6 10) and (6 12) rewritten in terms of oxy­
gen partial pressure P = e([C))/n as 
(6 22 a) Ρ = P
s
 - 5P 
where 
P 5 0 S (6 22 b) P s = ^ 
M P 5 0 ср ) 
(6 22.с) 6Р = — — • 2 
k c T , _ P50/PF 1-S + 1-S 
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Ρ- is the partial pressure calculated from equilibrium - compare with 
Eq (4 39) - and 6P is the departure from this "saturation pressure" The 
dimensionless factor M/kcT gives the order of the departure from equilib­
rium m this approximation - it is to be compared with S/(l-S) 
But it is also seen from Eq (6 22) that the saturation S is in equilib­
rium with a pressure higher than this ambient oxygen pressure PQ**' 
Remember that this was expected by general reasoning already So, there is 
another consequence since S is larger than expected from P, the correc­
tion will be negligible anyhow if this Ρ leads to a saturation close to 
100% 
If this is applied to a layer with oxygen pressures at both sides that 
would correspond with saturations close to 100%, it will lead to a satura­
tion difference Δ5=1-1::0 In this case, insertion into Eq (6 21) shows 
that Eq (S 30) again will be valid With a myoglobin P.- of 0 33 kPa 
(SJ'C, Bouwer, in press, interpolated from Rossi-Fanelli and Antonini, 
1958) and bordering P- 's at least above 6 kPa, as in the former chapter, 
AS is at most 5% and often even less 
The other departure from chemical equilibrium, caused by consumption, 
as represented in Eq (6 22), can also be worked out in terms of a differ­
ence in S, 6S Then, S is in equilibrium with P+SP, as in Eq (6 22), and 
in turn Ρ is in equilibrium with S-6S So, 6S = S - P/(P+PS0) and insertion 
of Eqs (6 22 a), (6 22 b) leads to 
P
S
 P 
Ρ -Ρ Ρ ÓP(l-S) 
ID ¿ j ; QO - - - pp pp 'ρ у _ „ 
rS r50 r r50 50 S 50 50 
so that, inserting Eq (6 22 c) 
(6 24) 6S 
MP50 e < V 
kc T(P +P S 0) 1 + P 5 0/P F 
(i-sF 
It is easily seen that for increasing Ρ indeed 5S vanishes (P+Pcn large, 
1-S small) 
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6 3 2 Carbon monoxide 
The situation is different if in the high-oxygen-pressure situation 
also CO is added Because CO 'expels' O2 from Mb, due to its higher affin­
ity, it is used in experiments with low oxygen pressure to abolish the O2 
binding function and thus facilitation by myoglobin But the CO does not 
block thp oxygen binding, it merely competes with it If oxygen pressure 
is high enough, some O2 still binds to myoglobin, see Eq (6 18) With 
ΔΡ = Ρ,-Ρ , and assuming that the term 6P from Eq (6 22) is not so impor­
tant in this consideration, Eq (6 18) leads to the expression 
(6 25) ΔΡ
 +
 PFAS = Δρ[ΐ + ( p ^ ? ) ^ . )(Pt+P5û') 
For І?=39(Rossi-Fanelli and Antonini, 1958, 20oC) and Р
со
=1 кРа (situation 
of de Koning et al , 1981) we have P50'=39 кРа For Рр<4 кРа and Р., Ρ 
Ä 10 кРа (same source), the effect of facilitation, the second term in 
brackets, is at most 6i%, for 10 kPa against 100 kPa it is 2|% Such dif­
ferences are within the variance reported by the paper cited so that 
indeed on this ground the authors were not expected to detect differences 
between the two cases, with and without CO However, for a correct inter­
pretation, the (de)saturation difference indirectly caused by the addi­
tion of CO should be incorporated 
6 3 3 Low oxygen pressure - anoxic region 
With low oxygen pressure, a gradient in НЬОг is expected and thus 
facilitation A general mathematical formulation is again found by multi­
plying J, nou from Eq (4 18), by dJ/dx, from Eq (6 3), where V=d/dx 
(6 26) J ^ = ?ΜΘ(Ρ){^
Γ
(Ρ+Ρ
Γ
3)} 
Again, this equation has to be solved separately for each consumption 
model, (Р) However, because there is no equilibrium between Ρ and S, 
Eq (6 26) must be solved incorporating Eq (6 8), or its adapted alterna­
tives for small M Eq (6 22) or Eq (6 24) Even m the small-M case, this 
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makes full solution of Eq.(6.26) - though possible - quite complicated 
But In this flat-layer case, relatively thick and with low consumption, 
the M-correction to the nonequilibnum is small. As indicated by 
Eq.(6.22), its effect can be estimated from the dimensionless parameter 
M/kCy. For the chicken gizzard tissue, N = 5 10"' raol-nT1 -sec"1 and myoglo­
bin concentration c~=0 68 mol-m"1, whereas the reaction velocity at 37eC 
was estimated as кгбЗзес-1 by Wittenberg (1970) So, М/кс-гЮ"1·, a small 
value indeed. 
Therefore, for the consumption models II - IV, Eq (6 26) will be solved 
as if there was no nonequilibrium arising from consumption- 6P , SS-0 Only 
for zero-order consumption (I), the full set of equations will be worked 
out. First, this is because SS does not become small for decreasing S - it 
has a lower limit M/kcT(l+P,0/PF), from Eq.(6.24), which will have its 
consequences. Secondly, from a careful elaboration of this case the effect 
of neglecting SS, SP on J can be estimated. 
Note that this approximation is allowed because the consumption M was 
low; in these experiments M was 0 005 mol•пГ'-sec"1. Tissue oxygen con­
sumption can be much higher - Stainsby and Snyder (1986) estimate an upper 
level of - Imol-nT1 -sec-1. 
• Zero-order model (I). As said above, this case is interesting 
because SS does not vanish for P-*0 So, there is a certain location in the 
tissue, x=xi, where Ρ becomes zero but S not, say, S=Si. Beyond this 
"anoxic point", there is still oxygen present as bound to the myoglobin, 
as already pointed out by van Ouworkerk (1977) As soon as O2 is released 
from the МЬОг, it is consumed immediately, consumption is not equal to M 
here but limited by the release. Therefore, the anoxic zone has different 
properties and must be handled separately. 
Since some oxygen is transported into the anoxic zone, by MbOj, there 
is a flux Ji going into this zone. The region with oxygen, between the 
border, x=0, and x=xi, is solved from Eq (6 26) with Si, Ji as boundary 
conditions. 
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(6 27) iJ2 = ?M(P + PFS - PpSx) + ÌJi1 at 0<x<x1 
In the anoxic zone, x^i, consumption is no longer maximal and 
Eq (6 26) does not apply Instead, the CS-part of Eq (4 16) can be worked 
out, with V=d/dx, I C S J ^ S and [S]=aP=0 
(6 28) D c_ 44- = kcTS pr Τ dx Τ 
with the solution (semi-infmite layer') 
(6 29 a) S = S1exp{(x1-x)/X'} at x>xi 
(6 29 b) X' = Л)
 r
/k 
Thus the flux, J=-7d(P+P
:
_S)/dx, at x=xi, with ΡΞ0, is found as 
PP 
C6 30) Jj = -j£ SÌ 
To find the 'initial' value S^, this solution has to be matched to the 
solution towards xj from the other side x<xi, x-*xi For this region, 
there is an interesting situation Contrary to the nonequilibrium in chap-
ter 4, there is a gradient in S but now the gradient in Ρ goes to zero 
towards the boundary x-^ xj (as does Ρ itself) Thus, similar but just the 
other way around a% in Eq (4 24), saturation S - or better desaturation 
1-S - is split into two terms 
(6 31) [C] = cT(l-S) = e-'US]) + f^x) 
whore the first term on the right-hand side is thr solution for vanishing 
f , the reversible-reaction nonequilibnum, and therefore, as written, is 
the inverse of e of Eq (6 6) 
Along the similar pathway as m chapter 4, substitution into Eq (6 5), 
disregarding the terms V[S], eliminating the terms V2[S] and looking for 
a solution where f =0 is possible, the following equation results 
<«»' ^-fc-yfiiKw 
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where also V=d/dx is substituted, and de"1/d[S] has to be evaluated at 
the 'boundary condition' [S]=oP = 0. e"1 follows as an algebraically com-
* 
plicated expression, as Eq.(6.8), but since the fraction f itself is 
already a correction, an approximated value of de"1/d[S] may be used in 
Eq.(6.32), deo'VdIS] of Eq.(6.10); after some algebra: 
The solution is, with C=pr ; S=02· index dropped: 
(6.34.a) f*(x) = f*(xi)-exp{(x-xi)/X") 
к k'c 
(6.34.b) (Х"Г г = — +-ñ- 1 
This is a solution to the differential equation Eq.(6.33). This solution 
will apply if there is a region 0<x<xi where the reversible-reaction none-
* I ι * 
quilibrlum term f actually disappears (xi far from 0). Then, f (χχ) can 
best be found from differentiation of Eq.(6.31): 
/•i чсч dS _ de~' d[Sl . df* 
(6.35) . ^ — . j ^ . - l - i
 +
_
 e t X_ X 1 
Here, dS/dx is found from Eq.(6.29), and d[S]/dx = odP/dx = 0, so that, 
inserting into Eq.(6.34.a): 
(6.36) ^(Xi) = Cj-S!-^· 
Now, Eq.(6.31) can be evaluated at x=x1: 
(6.37) Cj-d-Si) = e-l(0) + c^!-^ 
so that Si follows from the value of e"' at αΡ = 0. This value can be 
approximated by either Eq.(6.22) or Eq.(6.24); for P=0, S^O, it leads to 
the following approximation: 
M 1 1 
(6.38) Sx = kc T'l+X"A''l+P 5 0/P F 
which, after some algebraic manipulation, using Eqs.(4.37), (6.29), 
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(6 39) 
(6 34), can be simplified to 
M г / / P50 
к с
Т ^ '
 Р50 
This value is even smaller than M/kc-, so that the correction for the situ­
ation m chicken gizzard layer is negligible 
For the nonequilibrium at the other side, f(x) of Eq (4 24) with subs­
trate O2, f(x) roust be evaluated by Eq (6 13) But since Bïl, the term 
between brackets in the latter equation is zero and it changes into the 
same simple form as Eq (4 32) The boundary condition is different now, f 
has to vanish far away from the boundary, so that the solution is 
3 \ 
(6 40) f(x) = -g-exp(-x/X) at 0<x«x1 
with X from Eq (4 33) This value is a 'correction' on aP = e([C]) calcu-
lated from S=l-[C]/c_ using Eq (6 8), or, if allowed, its approximation 
Eq (6 10) This correction assumes its largest value at the boundary x=0, 
where, after some algebraic manipulation, it can be expressed as 
(6 411 f(0) - W o p . 4 / У 
(6 41) _ r/2p50ΎΞΖ 'SÉM 
with Lg as defined in Eq (4 47) Eq (6 41) is written in this form because 
f(0)/a is the correction on the pressure P- - compare Eq (4 53) — and 
/Л
п
z/2?H does also compare with P. - see Fig 6-1 Surprisingly, f(0)/a is 
determined by the same dimensionless term M/kc^ as the 'consumption none­
quilibrium', but now via its square root, which makes its influence more 
pronounced, for the estimated value of M/kc- of IO-11, VM/kc- will be 10"2, 
a detectable amount 
Calculations of Jj.'/ZJ'M for the approximate situation of de Konmg et 
al (1981), P_=10P. Q, are represented in panel I of Fig 6-1 and com­
pared with non-facilitation, the dash-dotted line, the identity line, sim­
ilar to Fig 5-4 (However, note the different scalei) The solid line was 
calculated according to the above treatment, the dashed line assuming 
equilibrium betueen Ρ and S In the curved part, the difference is of the 
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order of a percent as expected from the value of /H/kc-, For increasing 
saturation, the difference disappears because both the saturations, calcu­
lated according to nonequilibrium and equilibrium, approximate their maxi­
mum of 1 This is already seen within the span of Fig 6-1-1 even though at 
о RB 'Ъ » «¡о 
SP» 
p » 
0 
J' 
2ИИ 
/ ,'' 
R» 
® 
y' s' 
s* 
«% 
2?M 
/ 
f • 
/ '''' '' / '' ' / '' S 
/•' ' 
/' ^ 
У^ -4= ρ 
0 M "ίο 
Figure 6-1 Calculated values of J*І2ТП, plotted against Ρ, m 
relative units P^o (=ЯЪо) for the respective consumption models 
I-IV, as indicated Solid lines nonequilibrium, long-dashed 
lines equilibrium, dash-dotted lines no facilitation (same as 
Fig 5-4), short-dashed lines identity line, arrows maximum 
facilitation Dotted line m panel IV is asymptote for no facil­
itation 
the end point, Р=ЛРг0, S amounts to 0 8 The maximum amount of facilita­
tion is indicated by the arrow, it is equal to P_, 10 times P--
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6 3 4 Low oxygen pressure and vanishing consumption 
For models II - IV, P, S and θ all simultaneously go to zero, where S is 
equal to [CS]/cT, to be found from Eqs (4 24), (6 8) For this flat layer 
situation, however, it will be assumed that the difference caused by M, 
Eq (6 8), Is negligible and that chemical equilibrium can be used instead, 
Eq (6 10) But there is still the nonequilibrium originating at x=0, 
resulting from the reversible reaction, as in chapter 4, Eq (4 24) This 
term, f(x), has to be considered in the integration of Eq (6 26), and spe­
cifically in the integration e(P)dS since f(x) accounts for the difference 
between S and Ρ 
However, f(x) has to be integrated over dS in that range where 
dS/dx=0 f(x) was solved under this condition! Therefore, the integral of 
с 
f(χ) over dS also will be zero, and Θ(Ρ) in the integration .ƒ 6(P)dS can 
be evaluated as if it were in chemical equilibrium with S - (Рд), Pg of 
Eq (6 22) 
Then, analogous to Eq (5 38), Eq (6 26) can be integrated as 
(6 42) mT = f e( p> d p + PF ' e ( T ! ^ ) d s 
where the first integration term is the same as Fq (5 38) and the second 
integration shows the influence of facilitation, S0 has to be determined 
incorporating f(0) in Eq (4 24) This second integration, the term after 
Ρ-, will be denoted shorthand by ƒ 
• HichaeJis-Menten consumption model (II) Here, for the facilitation 
term of Eq (6 42), 0 of (5 13) is used 
S0 P
r
„4 S° P';nS 
(6 43) ƒ = ƒ e(|M|)dS = ƒ ρ
 s
^
0
 . q sdS 0 1 Ь 0 'Str ч50 ^50Ь 
Clearly, two cases have to be discerned P5o = <'5n ant' P5o'4i:o Th e 
first case is simple because S disappears from the denominator and 
(6 44) ƒ = iS02 
Combination with the original, non-facilitated solution Eq (5 40), yields 
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j ι 
(6 45) j« = P0 + ЧзО^Іу^ + * PF S0 2 a t ?50^50 
Also the solution for the second case. Penmen" l s n o t difficult, when 
( P50-450 ) S / ( P50 S + < 150-450 S) " r e W r i t t e n a S 1 " 450 / ( P50 S +450-450 S) 
(6 46) ƒ = j-^jj- \s -
 F ^ 1 2 _ l n ( ! 5 0 s +1.s )] 
r50 4 5 0 L υ r50 450 q50 U U J 
so that the full solution becomes 
P0+(l50 
Ш -
 P0 + 45o
tn(p +q > 
(6 47) P 5oP F Г _ Я 5 
P50"q5oL 0 " Р--Яс
Л
"'^с
П
'
,0 т і -O^J "к '50^50 D-'soL  P50-450 Iso 0 0  50^5 
It is seen that m both cases, though J0
2/2?M does not reach an asymp­
tote, the facilitation term actually reaches a maximum, for S =1, being 
iPF for P5 0=q 5 0 and P 5 0P F/(P 5 0-q 5 0){l-[q5 0/(P 5 0-q5 0)]ln(P 5 0/q s o)} f o r 
P50'450 
The nonequilibrium is more complicated now, from Eq (6 13) with V=d/dx, 
n=x 
A 2 f , MaP.nf(x) 
(6 48) ± 1 =-Lf(x) + 5 0 dx1 λ2 D{e(x=0)+aP50Me(x=0)+oPso+f(x)} 
where e(x=0) is shorthand for e([C]) evaluated at x=0 In solving for 
f(x), this is a constant Since the layer is semi-infinite and there is no 
other location, like xi in model I, where f(x) is expected to be impor­
tant, f(x) may be solved under the condition f(x)-»0 for x->~ 
There is no full analytical solution for Eq (6 48), but neglecting the 
small f(x) in the last term of the denominator, it can be approximated by 
(6 49 a) 
(6 49 b) 
s o 
V-0 = fw 
fX i " ' 1 , M 0 P ™ 
^U* " X1 4 D{e(x=0)+oP50}2 
that 
(6 50) f(x) = JLUexpC-x/Xjj) 
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θ<1 and θ=1, distinghuished now by the condition Ρ„ = Ρ505/(1-5) =q.. 0 
Panel II of Fig 6-1 shows calculated values of J2/2?M for the 
Michaelis-Menten model, again for Pp=10Pl.0 and for a value of q-. chosen 
to be equal to P.- Here, the short-dashed line is the identity line, for 
comparison Calculated values are not only very much lower than those of 
model I, also the maximum facilitation (vertical arrow) is much less, only 
half as much, 5 P 5 0 - but remember that there was no asymptote for J
2/27'M ' 
Also, the difference between nonequilibrium and equilibrium is even less 
than in panel I. 
• Linear model (III) This has to bo considered again in two parts, 
In 
the first case, θ is given by Eq (5 14 a) with P- =Рд, and 
So P 5 0S 
(6 51) ƒ = ƒ
 (1.s)áS 
0 q 1 0 0 U "' 
which is easily solved by rewriting S/(l-S) as 1/(1-S)-1: 
(6 52) ƒ = - -â2-{S0 + lln(l-S )} at S < q j ° 0 
ч100 υ υ r50 q100 
For the second region, θ=1 and the integral is linear with S-, it has 
to match the former solution so that 
(6 53) /.s^i-^mcçiis-) « s ^ ^ -
q100 50 q100 50 q100 
Note that combination with Eq (5 41) is more complicated because P,, at 
x=0, the pressure in equilibrium with S-, reaches the value Члл^ a little 
earlier than P. (Р^Р in Eq (6 22)') Or, there are three cases· 
J a l . ЬиЕцs
n+t„(i-sn)> at s n < ^ ^ -
2 q100 q100 ° l ° J 0 P50+q100 
P0 . „
 r c
 ,
 P50 „ , P50 „ , - ^ q100 
+ P
v
{S
n
-l-;; tn(r—τ- )) at P
n
<q 1 n n , S„>= 
(6 54 a) 
(6 54 b) 
(6 54 c) 
J 0 
2m 
J
o 
2?M 
J
o
: 
9-PM 
2 q100 F 0 q10O P50 + q100 0 1 0 0 ' 0" P50 + q100 
Ш =
 p
o - *
qioo + PF i so- 1-^ £ n (P7^ ) ) at Vq100 
Again, there is an asymptote for the facilitated component, for S0->1, 
equal to PFP5o/4100tn(l+q100/P50) 
Also the nonequilibrium has to be worked out separately for these three 
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cases. For the first one, θ(Ρ)=Ρ/ς1ηη so that Eq.(6.13) reads 100 
(6.55.a) XJJJ 1 fj! = f(x) 
(6.55.b) U T T T r
2
 =Tl + — 
'III·' " Ρ ?q 100 
and: 
JXIII q100 
(6.56) f(x) = -¡^expi-x/Xjj,) at Su !"" 
"
 líL υ г50 ч100 
For the third case, 8=1 so that, as in model I, the term М / Л ) . ^ is 
absent, and: 
(6.57) f (χ) = ^ ехр(-хЛ) at Р 0^Я 1 0 0 
with X from Eq.(4.33) 
In the case in between, f(x) must be solved separately for the region 
where β<1 and for 8=1, which gives rise to a combination of exponential 
terms with λ, λττ
τ
 as in the foregoing equations. The expressions before 
these exponential terms are algebraically complicated and the range of 
this case is quite small anyhow - it is caused by the nonequilibrium 
between Ρ and S caused by M. Therefore, this case is not worked out 
explicitly. 
Calculated values of 32/23Ή for this model are represented in panel III 
of Fig.6-1. As in Fig.5-4, Ч 1 0 0 was chosen to be twice <lr0, equal to 
2Pc0, as indicated. Maximum facilitation is somewhat larger, 5.49?-» now, 
and there is an asymptote for J2/2?H, P
n
+4.49P.0 since the non-facili­
tated J2/2JV, the broken-dotted line, had an asymptote P.-іч10п (compare 
Fig.5-4). 
• Exponential model (IV). Here we have, following Eq.(5.15): 
So -PjnS 
(6.58) ƒ =
 o/ [i-^pt—Sfl—},« 
and the exponential integral poses a lot more difficulties. This equation 
will be solved in terms of a function I1' as: 
2>
 Function as defined by de Koning et al. (1981). 
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(6 59) '(t) = ƒ ^ex P(-u)du ξ^ Ο 
where ζ is a definition variable and u is a (dummy) integration variable 
It is seen easily that 0<I£1 in the definition range, 0<ξ<-, and it can be 
1· 
\\ 
Figure 6-2 Plot of the function I(0 = oS'u-eKp(-u)duf(l+u) 
against ξ, solid line The broken lines are the upper limiting 
function 1/(ΐ,+1) and the louer limiting function 1Ι(ΐ,+2) 
(6 60) 
(6 61) 
shown that 1/(ξ+1) >/(ξ) > 1/(ξ+2) for ζ>0, the lower lirait being 
approached for ξ->- The function is plotted in Fig 6-2 
Although Eq (6 58) also could be solved in terms of other functions, 
e g , like the more common function p/ exp(-u)du/u , the definition of 
Eq (6 59) is chosen because it is more understandable 0<7<1 and I •* 
(ξ+2)~ι for ξ-»-, thus, its significance can be better estimated 
So, the exponential integral of Eq (6 58), short-hand represented by 
/exp , will be solved in terms of the function / First, the integration 
is extended to two paths 
/exp = ƒ exp{- -
P50 S 
,U-S) 
1
 -
P50 S )dS - ƒ exp{ ;r -.)dS 
о
 463 v ' SQ 463^ 
Now, in the first integration, the substitution u = P-nS/q^gil-S) is made, 
whereas in the second integration it will be u = Pc^/q^oil'S) - UQ , where 
"0 50 qfto(i-So) 
so that both integration paths go from 0-*« 
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At this point, the integral
 0/"exp(-u)/(Ç+u)2 must be expressed in 
terms of /(ξ). This is accomplished through partial integration: 
(6.63) ξ /" e(glu^ d u = [ξΤΠβχΡ(-υ)]" + /"^xp(-u)du = 0 + Ι(ζ) 
so that: 
(6.64) /exp = 7(-^) - —^-exp(-u0So)/(u0) 
q63 4 6 3 U o 
and Eq.(6.42) becomes, combining Eqs.iS.AZ), (6.61), (6.64): 
V 
2m = P0 " Ч 6 3 { 1 _ exp(-P0/q63)} 
(6.65) P, 
+ P F{S 0- K.-^-) + (l-S0)exp(-uoSo)/(uo)} 
with uo as defined in Eq.(6.61). The asymptote for the facilitated diffu­
sion now is PpU -7(P 5 0/q 6 3)). 
The nonequilibrium, from Eq.(6.13), is given by: 
d2f 1 M , e([C]) U , fix)»-, 
(6.66) —
г
 = ^ fCx) + 5 « p ( - ^ ) [l - - P f " — ) J 
which is too complicated to be solved analytically. But, again assuming 
that f(x) is small, the term between brackets can be approximated by 
f(x)/aq6, and the solution is, approximating e([C]) by eo(c_{l-S}): 
J XIV (6.67.a) f(x) = - ^ е х р ( - х Д 1 у ) 
(6.67.b) ( λ
ι ν
Γ
2
 = χ» + ^-exp(-uoSo) 
Calculations of J2/2?ti for the exponential model are represented in 
panel IV of Fig.6-1 for the same choice q,, = q50/in(2) as in Fig.5-4. 
Maximum facilitation is now 5.25?,.," facilitation asymptote 
P 0 +3.81P 5 0. 
For the choice q63=q50=P50 maximum facilitation is 5.96Pso; for 
463=qioo=2Pso it is 4.61 PSQ. 
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Expressions for the functional relationships between ^ 2/2?Μ and P_ 
were also presented by de Koning et al (1981) for models I,II and IV, 
neglecting nonequilibrium The approach here yields the same results if 
equilibrium is assumed, Eq (4 6) Then, their equations (12), (13), (14) 
and (15) are the same as Eq (6 27) - with Si=Ji=0, equilibrium' -, 
Eq (6 47), Eq (6 45) and Eq (6 65) respectively 
As a final remark, it can be seen that also for the facilitated case, 
the consumption models II-IV lead to comparable results, whereas the dif­
ference with zero-order consumption is very pronounced 
6 3 5 Oozing fluxes 
The oozing flux, the flux that appears at the P- =0 side, x=L, is cal­
culated similarly as in chapter 5 , where now, according to Eq (4 36) with 
V=d/dx, dx =-(?/J)d(P+PFS) The three zones of Eq (5 50) still can be 
discerned, but with dP replaced by díP+P^S) and adapted values of Pj, P, 
For the low ?„ zone as defined in §5 3 3, where P<P1, again 9(P)=P/q as 
in Eq (5 45) and also the saturation is assumed low P-^P-QS, approximated 
from Eq (6 22) The, new, three zones will be considered separately 
again 
For the third zone, θ=1 and also 3=1 so that dtP+PpS) again is dP and 
the result of this integral, from P, to P0, is the same as before 
For the second /one, from P. to P« and corresponding values of S, both 
0 and S vary and the integral cannot be solved However, it again depends 
only on constant, chosen, values and thus can be taken as a constant term 
The integral over the first zone, 0<P<Pj, is not solved easily 
Another approach is used here this integral is denoted by Δχ. — remember 
that it was /dx over a certain range - so in the layer this means 
L-Ax.<x<L and this distance will be determined from the solution for the 
profiles of Ρ and S there With the approximation that [CJ^c-, since S is 
small, the profiles can be found from the describing differential equa­
tions, Eq (6 5), along the same lines as before, splitting oP Into e and 
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f, Eqs.(4-24), (6.8), (6 13) This is by now a straightforward procedure 
and the end result for Ρ is, incorporating the boundary conditions P=0, 
J=JL at x=L: 
(6.68.a) Ρ = ^ III[cosh{(x-L)/A) - expiCx-D/Xjjj}] 
(6.68.b) A2 =|ä(l + PF/PS0) 
with λ-., as in Eq (6.55.b). Now the location x=L-AxT is determined by 
P=P. so that, from Eq (6.68.a), assuming βχρί-Δχ./λ,γ.) is negligibly 
sma11. 
r « Ί A 1 Pi2 ι 
(6.69) Δχ
τ
 = Α·ίη T T + /r-j7 ϊ-1 
This equation is indeed similar to the first term of Eq (5.51) It 
again is approximately linear in ín(J,), but now with slope A instead of 
/^q/M . In conclusion, Eq (5 52) is now seen to change to: 
(6.70) in(JL) = Const* + ^ M q (i°p F /p 5 o ) 
which is the same semilog relationship, with a distinctly - for noticeable 
PF/P50 - different slope as in Eq.(5.52) 
Note that this is just what would be expected of facilitation' instead 
of a permeability f and a flux ?dP/dx, facilitation leads to a flux 
?d(P+PFS)/dx and so an effective permeability Pd(V+?TS)/d? and, with the 
approximation P=P..S inserted into Eq (5.52), it leads to exactly the 
slope represented in Eq (6 70). 
6 4. Facilitation m s tissue cylinder. 
For facilitated diffusion in a tissue cylinder, the same solution 
method can be applied as used with the flat layer, starting from 
Eqs (4 36), (6.3), leading to Eqs (6 Β), (6 13) - and its approximate 
solutions The difference is, that the operator V has to be evaluated dif­
ferently, as for the cylinder case in the former chapter The model I 
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case, zero-order, maximum consumption m = M, will be solved explicitly 
here 
From comparison of Eq (6 4) with Eq (5 3) it is seen that the Krogh-so-
lution, Eq (5 53), also applies to this situation if Ρ is replaced by 
P+PpS again 
(6 7i) p
 +
 P FS = P C + P F S C - f-
2
 [mcf-) - i^S-] 
с
 J 
where Ρ is the capillary P
n
 and S is the (myoglobin1) saturation near 
the capillary, the value that is approached for r-»r , the capillary 
radius Since J = -7V(P+P_S), the flux again, as requested, goes to zero 
for r-»/?, the Krogh radius Thus, so far, incorporating facilitation into 
the Krogh-Erlang formula appears to be simple 
But once more, the problems show up in the relation between Ρ and S 
Again, two types of nonequilibrium can be discerned due to consumption 
and due to flux near the capillary The first is explicited in Eq (6 8) 
and the second has to be solved from Eq (6 13) where 6 = 1, n = r and the 
cylinder-case 2-dimensional Va has to be inserted (Sneddon, 1957) 
(6 72) l 2§- { rd- f( r ) ) = f(r) 
The solution for f(r) is now not in terms of exp(±r/X), as in chapter 4, 
the flat layer, resulting in Eq (4 51), but in terras of the zero-order 
modified Bessel functions" Io(C), Ko(£) _ which are the equivalents of 
βχρ(ξ), βχρ(-ξ) for the cylindrical case Incorporating the flux boundary 
conditions at r=r and r=ff, the full solution reads 
с ' 
(6 73) 'ЛИ = Έ1 L[i - -JU l*bixW\) + *о(г/х)і1(*дв) 
α 2? r
c
L ff2 J Ii(/?/XR)K1(rc/Xc) - 11 (r^X^Ki (i/XR) 
where index с means evaluated for r->r and index R for τ->Κ Ιι(ξ), Κι(ζ) 
are also modified Bessel functions, now first-order 
For increasing ζ, Ιο(ξ) and also Ιι(ζ) increase exponentially whereas 
Described in most books on mathematical functions, e g Bell (1968) 
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Κο(ί) and KjCÇ) decrease exponentially (in fact, as exp(+£)//f and 
6χρ(.-ζ)/^ξ for large ξ). Therefore, f(r) decreases quite quickly, away 
from the boundary r=r — as did f(x), away from the boundary, for the flat 
layer, Eq.(4.51). For large R/K· t h e value of Ii(ff/XR) in the Bessel-
function quotient on the right-hand side of Eq.(6.73) becomes dominant, 
and this quotient can be simplified to Ko(r/X)/Ki(r /λ ) (for large r, -
ехр(-г/Х)//Г). 
The corrections f(r) and ei([C]) can be incorporated to link Ρ to sat­
uration S, as P = P
s
+f(r)/o - δΡ , with f(r) from Eq.(6.73) and Pg, 6P from 
Eq.(6.22), to calculate oxygen pressure profiles in a Krogh cylinder. For 
the same choice of parameters as in Fig.5-6, completed with myoglobin con-
PWo) 
^ 05 
Figure 6-3: Calculated oxygen pressure profiles in a Krogh 
cylinder, same situation as Fig.5-6. Solid lines: nonequilibrium 
solution, for myoglobin concentration О.ЗтоІ-m'1, facilitation 
pressure ZkPa; dotted line: without facilitation. The dashed 
line in the left panel is the pressure that would be in equilib­
rium with Hb saturation; the dash-dotted lines in the right 
panel were calculated neglecting nonequilibrium, for consumption 
models I and II as indicated. The double arrow in the left 
panel indicates La· 
centration с
т
= О.ЗпюЬпГ
1
 (Turek et al., 1973), Pp equals 2kPa (Hoofd et 
al., in press), the calculated oxygen pressure profile is represented in 
Fig.6-3, solid line, and compared with the Krogh calculations of model I 
of Fig.5-6 (dotted line). Facilitation is seen to raise the minimum P-
(in the distant corner, r=ff) by 0.4 kPa in this case, 20% of the theoreti­
cal maximum, P_. In the right panel, line denoted by I, it is compared 
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with the solution obtained when Eq (6 71) is evaluated assuming equilib­
rium between Ρ and S, according to Eq (4 6) The difference is small here, 
up to 0 04kPa at r = ff 
It is interesting to compare the P- profile with the values that would 
be inferred from myoglobin saturation (Coburn and Mayers, 1971, Honig et 
al , 1984) In the representation here, this is done easily because this 
pressure is denoted already by P-, Eq (6 22), P„ is represented by the 
dashed line in Fig 6-3, left panel Near the capillary, P^P because the 
saturation profile cannot follow the steep P
n
 gradient due to the 'bound­
ary nonequilibrium' as in chapter 4, about 0 26kPa at r=r At the other 
end, near the periphery of the Krogh cylinder, the situation is reversed 
P„>P because desaturation lags P
n
 decrease due to consumption, this is 
the 'consumption nonequilibrium' found in this chapter In between, the 
profiles cross over The latter nonequilibrium is much less, about 
0 02kPa at r=ff, due to the small value of M/kcT=0 02 
In the right panel of Fig 6-3 also a Ρ
η
 profile is represented using 
Michaelis-Menten consumption, model II, calculated while neglecting none­
quilibrium A nonequilibrium calculation would be possible, along the same 
line as for Fig 5-6, when in Eq (5 57) Ρ is replaced by Ρ +PJ.S (except 
in Θ(Ρ ) , of course) As seen from model I, however, the difference with 
equilibrium is small, whilst there is a problem with the boundary condi­
tion for nonequilibrium, the value of S at r=r being unknown This value 
would have to be found by trial and error, adding a third iteration loop 
to the calculation For these reasons, the equilibrium profile was chosen 
Compared with the model I equilibrium solution, the model II solution is 
higher, as expected, but much less than in Fig 5-6 This is because the 
higher P 0 level leads to a less decreased consumption, closer to maximal 
consumption of model I 
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Again, as in the former chapter, this paragraph is specifically devoted 
to the situation of the flat layer - of chicken gizzard smooth muscle 
6 5 1 High oxygen pressure 
For high oxygen partial pressure, facilitation is virtually absent 
because of the overall high saturation which makes saturation differences 
AS, as in Eq (6 21), negligible Therefore, this situation is approxi­
mately identical to that of the former chapter Also, the influence of 
carbon monoxide is not important if the oxygen pressures supplied at both 
boundaries are high enough Saturation differences of both types can be 
estimated from the difference in values calculated at equilibrium, 
Eq (6 18) (or Eq (4 6) respectively) 
As shown in the former chapter, all possible volume changes can be 
coped with by the approach of plotting weighted values, as in Eq (5 61) 
The parameters obtained by this approach are a-, and ML2/2?, the first 
leading to permeability ? of the layer, through Eq (3 12), and their com­
bination to a value of the consumption M Since Eq (5 61) represents a 
straight line, also estimation of standard deviations and standard errors 
can be done by standard methods 
Since this case was effectively handled in the former chapter, the same 
Fig 5-8 pertains 
6 5 2 Low oxygen pressure 
Here, there is an important difference with the former chapter due to 
the high facilitation effects as seen in the plot of І2/2?М against Ρ at 
x
=0. Fig 6-1 So, also the corrections implied in calculating J- from 
dPjj/dt, Eq (5 70) have to be reconsidered 
Correction incorporated an estimation of the CO2 flux, due to CO2 pro­
duction in the tissue, according to Eq (5 62) This was related to the O2 
flux via combination with Eq (5 1), Г- =-m, and inserting Eq (2 1) 
u2 
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Here, oxygen flux J 0 as in Eq (5 2) has to be replaced by the total O2 
flux, Eq (6 3), so that Eq (5 63) now reads 
(6 74) ''•'co + R^'V'J - 0 
But the derivation of the COj fluxes J- already was expressed in terms 
of this flux, J Q in Eq (5 67) Therefore, also the corrections as worked 
out in Eq.(5 70) remain the sarae 
However, a different situation arises when CO is present, as gas number 
4 As mentioned in §6 2 3, this docs not abolish O2 binding to the myoglo­
bin, but inhibits it. Some МЬОг is present, leading to both an MbOj gradi­
ent and an MbCO gradient, in opposite directions and of equal size if both 
together are approximately 1 For example, ?„ = lOkPa, P-- = 1 kPa, M = 
39, P.Q = 0 ЗЗкРа (Rossi-Fanelli and Antonini, 1958, 37
0C, ff as at 20*0), 
there can be an oxymyoglobm saturation as large as 20%, according to 
Eq (6 18)' On the other side, P- =0 so that S = 0 there Carboxymyoglobin 
saturations are (calculated replacing P- by "?__) 79% and 99% respec­
tively So, saturations of both species differ by 20%, in opposite direc­
tion The difference is calculated from Eq (6 18) to be, for O2, 
Ρ
θ2 / ( Ρθ2 + Ρ5θ' )· approximately 
(6 75) Δ5
θ 2 = -US C 0 = P0/(P0 + ffPco) 
There are two effects of this saturation gradient First, the MbCO gra­
dient induces a CO flux, even without a ?
c0 difference across the layer 
This flux is opposite to the O2 flux, and equal to D c~.AS , or (CO was 
gas 4) 
( 6 7 6 ) J
*
 =
 "MP 0«P C O) 
at both sides of the layer It is of similar type as the N2 flux, Eq (3 5) 
with ΔΡ = Ρ
η
, and can be incorporated into the volume change of Eq (5 68) 
accordingly Then, Eq (5 70) applies with a right-hand correction term c" 
instead of c' 
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(6.77.a) V I - C J V = Й-Г-ЗГ + С" Р0'] 
(6.77.Ь) 
Rq-y2/J-1-PF/(P0+ffPco) 
(1+Л)Р
Т 
a correction even smaller than that of c' - and compared with a larger 
dP-Zdt, due to facilitation. 
The second effect, the increased O2 flux due to AS, is much more seri­
ous. A saturation of 20% as estimated above is considerable (however, note 
that it is an estimation neglecting nonequilibrium, particularly of CO). 
With PI.= 10P.0, case of Fig.6-1, this means P-S is 2P,., a considerable 
amount. The latter figure, however, does not reach so far; for P0= ^ P C Q 
and P C Q
=
 3 P 5 0 (comparable with 1 kPa) the saturation is only 3.3% and 
PpS = 0.33P,.. Its consequence is most easily estimated for zero-order 
f С 
figure 6-4: Plot of J' against Ρ for facilitated diffusion 
without (solid line) and with 1% CO (broken line); dotted line 
is for no facilitation, the identity line of Fig.6-1. Left axis 
is in (mol-m'3 -sec'1)', right axes in units P50 (12/23Ή). The 
rightmost axis is for the true J2/2PH, the other axis is for the 
dashed line taken as the identity line. 
consumption, panel I of Fig.6-1 as redrawn in Fig.6-4. The solid line is 
for P
c
o
=0> the dashed line for Yb CO and the dotted line for no facilita-
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tion If the broken line is erroneously considered to be the identity line 
of Fig 6-1, the leftmost right axis would represent J2/2PÌÌ and the solid 
line is estimated to be 11 1 P.. at P = 4P,n (instead of the true value 
ΙΣΡ,-η according to the rightmost axis) Then, from this value, P- is 
estimated to be β 9 P 5 0 ([Fac - Non-fac]/S or [11 l-4]/0 8), 11% too low 
However, this is only an example Evaluated at other Pn'5» o r over a 
whole range, the underestimation of P^ . will be different, but, more impor­
tantly, the situation is even much more complicated for the other consump­
tion models Here, measurements do not follow the identity line, with or 
without facilitation (Fig 6-1, panels II - IV) Two strategies are possi­
ble, first, the model parameters (q, ¡УМ, Pp) can be fitted simultaneously 
to the measurements and there will be the same problem with the CO meas­
urements as explained above Secondly, the parameters Ρ and M can be 
determined independently from measurements with high Ρ« , as described in 
the former chapter, and these parameters can be used to calculate J2/2?ii 
Both approaches have disadvantages In the first approach, several parame­
ters have to be fitted simultaneously, which is difficult (de Koning et 
al , 1981) With the second approach, there is a problem concerning the 
correct value of M (see Fig 5-8) 
In Fig 6-5, a measurement of de Koning et al (1981) is reproduced 
Here, the second method was applied, J2/2?M calculated from independently 
measured ? and M The plot goes from P
o
 =
 0 up to lOkPa, much further 
than in Fig 6-1 where only the important part around P,-. was shown 
According to the above reasoning some facilitation was present m the 
measurements with 1% CO, the circles This means that non-facilitated 
points would be below these measured points This implies that q,« and q' 
(q' is called q,, here) were underestimated by these experiments Subseq­
uently, P- is expected to have been underestimated too, since only the 
facilitation difference between the non-СО and the CO case was accounted 
for (however, see section 'Discussion' below) 
A complete interpretation, however, will be quite difficult Combined 
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зЙ—
1 
Figure 6-5: Plot of JQ2I2J'H against P0; reproduced from de 
Koning et al. (1981), figure 3c. Π,ο: measurements (calculated 
without corrections as derived in this chapter); lines were fit­
ted through the data by the authors. 
nonequilibrium of O2 and CO will have to be considered, incorporating both 
O2 and CO reaction velocities (e.g., as for Hb in Hoofd and Kreuzer, 
1978). Furthermore, a fitting procedure should be developed incorporating 
estimation of both q and P_ also in the CO measurements. This may not be 
worth the effort, in view of the quite substantial scatter found by the 
authors. A better way might be to restrict evaluation to much lower P„ 's 
02 
(<5kPa?), also in view of the decreasing consumption found in temporarily 
anoxic tissue, Fig.5-8. 
6.5.3 Oozing flux. 
For the oozing flux, again Eq.(5.52) is the starting basis, with modi 
fied values of Const and q as represented in Eq.(6.70). Thus, again 
Eq.(5.73) can be used, with modified Const' and b: 
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dP dP 
(6.78.a) ^ ( J T 1 ) = Const" + b " ^ 
'ML2 (6.78.b) (b")"1 = ab/-^-/2q(l + P F/P 5 0) 
in the semilog representation of Fig.5-9, a straight line again. 
,оЛ
л
' · 
01 
0.01 
10"' 
& /7 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Figure 6-6: 'Oozmg' O2 pressure change, vertical axis, loga­
rithmic scale, against pressure change at high pressure side, 
horizontal scale, both m Parsec-1. Stars represent measure­
ments; dashed line is fitted straight line through the three 
middle points. Circles and dash-dotted line were measured with 
1% CO, taken from Fig.5-9. 
For the exemplary experiment of the latter figure, measurements with 
facilitation are plotted as filled stars in Fig.6-6. The slope looks 
decreased indeed - qCl+Pp/P--) would be twice as large as q, or ?„=?„ — 
but the reliability is poor; in fact, with a correlation coefficient of 
0 70, the slope itself is even not significant, apart from the question 
whether simple linear regression applies in this semilog plot. 
The influence of CO can also directly be seen from Eq.(6.78). Compar­
ing Eq (4.6) with Eq.(6.18), simply in the above equation the term 
•1+PF/P50 has to be replaced by /ΐ+Ρρ/Ρ50'. For the above values of 
P F=10P -, й = 39, and P C O = 3 P 5 0 ) this term is 1 04, so that /qTT+Pl/PTI) 
is indeed close to Jq, the non-facilitated case In fact, Fig.5-9 was a 
situation where l°o CO was applied; so, this is justified a posteriori. 
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6.6: Discussion. 
Theoretically, it is easy to detect facilitated diffusion in consuming 
tissue. Facilitation means enhanced O2 flux and thus a larger region that 
can be supplied with oxygen (see Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1984; Fig.5). De Kon­
ing et al. (1981) tried to quantify this enhancement in terms of P- by 
comparing the fluxes into a slab of chicken gizzard smooth muscle tissue 
with and without the addition of 1% CO in the supplying gas. From the dif­
ferences measured in J0
I/27M they concluded that there was facilitation 
close to its theoretical maximum. The difference was clearly visible in a 
combined plot of 8 experiments, in their Fig.4. This type of measurement 
is discussed in §6.5.2, Fig.6-5. 
On the other hand, this conclusion is at odds with the evaluation of 
the oozing flux - see §6.5.3. In the oozing flux plot of the logarithm of 
the pressure change in the low-P- chamber against the pressure change in 
the other chamber, a straight line was predicted for non-facilitated dif­
fusion, Fig.5-9. The same is true for facilitated diffusion, Fig.6-6, but 
with a slope decreased by a factor /(Ι+Ρ-,/Ρ..) as seen from comparison of 
Eqs.(5.52) and (6.78). For a P- of about 10P S 0. as estimated by de Koning 
et al. (1981), this would imply a decrease of the slope to 30% of the non-
facilitated value. Such a decrease was not seen experimentally in 
Fig.6-6; in most cases, the slopes with and without CO were comparable. 
This would suggest an absence of facilitation (Ι+Ρρ/Ρ,η not significantly 
larger than 1). 
On second inspection, however, there is a way out of this apparent par­
adox. In the paper cited, it was assumed that the values of Чг0і q' were 
the same with and without CO, an assumption that could neither be verified 
nor rejected. If this assumption is not correct, if q with CO is larger 
than without, there can be agreement between both measurements. Say, q 
without CO is half that with CO, and Рр = ЗР 5 0, then the slopes in the 
oozing plot are the same, whereas in the J
n
2/2?M-against-P0 plot a clear 
facilitation is detected. (Note, that for a smaller q, also the derived 
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PT. will be smaller') 
Values used for calculation in tissue as in Fig 6-3 were based on 
parameter values of which some are poorly known, certainly for the tissue 
situation The questionable parameters are the diffusion coefficient of 
myoglobin D =^мь a n <' the reaction velocities of the protein." Facilita­
tion pressure P_ as defined in Eq (4 37) is determined by Ώ„, Low D... 
means low ?„, thus low facilitation Eg., it Is known that D.,, is 
strongly viscosity dependent (Riveros-Moreno and Wittenberg, 1972); a 
value in tissue has never been measured, at least not directly The most 
relevant measurement in this respect is that of Livingston et al. (1983) 
who measured the rotational mobility of МЬОг in bovine heart muscle at 
250C by a proton nuclear magnetic resonance technique and compared it with 
measurements in myoglobin solutions where albumin was added They found 
identical rotational mobilities of НЬОг in the heart and in an 18% albumin 
solution This mobility was only half that in dilute solutions, so they 
concluded that also D„. in the myocardium was half that in dilute solu­
tions. 
More importantly, there is the problem of the Mb (off-) reaction rate 
At 37',C, only an estimate, recalculated from a value at 25eC by Wittenberg 
(1970), could be found No values measured in tissue are available The 
reaction rate к is involved in the consumption nonequilibrium via the term 
M/kc— a halved reaction rate implies a doubled effect on nonequilibrium. 
Reaction rates of oxygen uith myoglobin are determined by (thermal) fluc-
tuational movements of the protein envelope around the heme, as was envi-
sagod in a recent article in the April number of Scientific American (Kar-
plus and McCammon, 1986) Therefore, the vicinity of the Mb molecule might 
be very important with respect to k. Measurements in viscous media point 
to a marked influence on reaction rates (Hasinoff, 1977; Bcece et al., 
1982) Also, there is disagreement concerning the values of ? „ in vivo 
In our laboratory, Bouwer measured O2 fluxes through Mb solutions that 
were not m agreement feith the current literature values of к and Dw. 
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(Gayeski, 1981, Kennedy and Jones, 1986) More experimental data - also 
about Dw, · - are needed to clarify these points 
These uncertainties about parameter values, however, do not interfere 
with the validity of the mathematical approach elaborated here In this 
approach the most probable parameter values have been used based on pres-
ent-day experimental evidence If required, new, different values simply 
can be inserted into the same formulas A possible exception is the solu-
tion of the large-Damkohler-number term e([C]) from Eq (6 8), for which 
an extension may be needed since the approximate solution of Eqs (6 9), 
(6 10), (6 12) is only valid for small values of the parameter M/kc-
6 7 Conclusions 
In this final theoretical chapter, the consequences of facilitated dif-
fusion combined with O2 consumption were investigated From a theoretical 
standpoint, the most interesting result is the second type of nonequili-
brium, encountered because consumption interferes with the off-reaction of 
O2 from the protein Contrary to the type of nonequilibrium found in 
chapter 4, this one is present everywhere in the layer and not only near 
the boundary Both originate from reaction disturbance of the flux, 
either the zero CS-flux at the boundary or the O2 disappearing by con-
sumption, in this respect, it is not so unexpected that in the low-pres-
sure flat-layer situation both types of nonequilibrium are determined by 
the same parameter M/kc-, - Eqs (6 22), (6 41) 
Facilitation means enhanced transport of O2 and consequently more tis-
sue is supplied with oxygen, which shows as a considerable increase in the 
flux going Into the layer - Fig 6-1 This effect can be masked by the 
decrease in the flux if oxygen consumption does not remain maximal but 
decreases with decreasing P« - q>0, compare panel I with II-IV in 
Fig 6-1 
In chapter 5 it was found that, in a plot of J2/2?ft against P, nonfa-
cilitated diffusion cannot be larger than the identity line Facilitation 
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can increase this value above the identity line So, if in an experiment 
such an increase can be positively identified, this is proof of extra, 
facilitated, diffusion 
As in the former chapter, there is a clear distinction between the 
results calculated according to zero-order consumption, model I, and the 
other models, II-IV As before, the latter three models can hardly be 
distinghuished from each other, see Fig 6-1 The linear model (III) is 
mathematically the easiest one (even the Krogh tissue cylinder can be 
solved analytically) 
Also, facilitation manifests itself in the small amount of O2 that 
passes through a hypoxic zone and leaves the layer at the other side, the 
oozing flux as described in Fig 5-9 Whereas the slope in this figure was 
l//q"without facilitation it is l/Zqil+Pp/P,.) with facilitation 
In the J0
2/2?M-against-P- plot, the effects of the parameters q and P-
are opposite in that the former lowers the theoretical line and the latter 
one raises it This makes an estimation of the separate parameters diffi­
cult, the more so since increasing both parameters can lead to approxi­
mately the same line (de Koning et al , 1981) In the oozing flux plot 
their effect is not opposite but in the same direction — the slope is 
determined by the product q(l+P_/P,0) So, a combined analysis - which 
calls for simultaneous measurements of the fluxes in either chamber — will 
make possible evaluation of the separate parameters q and P_ 
In a tissue situation facilitation can be incorporated by adding to the 
O2 driving force P« a term PpS, similar as in chapter 4 The relation 
between oxygen partial pressure PQ and saturation S is much more compli­
cated, here involving two types of nonequilibnum However, though visi­
ble, the differences between equilibrium and nonequilibnum in the 'tis­
sue' case, the modified Krogh cylinder model. Fig 6-3, were not large, 
then equilibrium between P
n
 and S can be assumed Also in more compli­
cated models of tissue oxygenation, facilitation can be incorporated by 
replacing P ^ by Р^Ч- PpS 
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7 PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF FACILITATED DIFFUSION 
This final chapter covers the consequences concerning facilitated dif-
fusion in vivo What can be expected on the basis of the foregoing treat-
ment and what is the relation to experimental and literature results7 
Naturally, conditions in vivo do not conform to the simplified model 
situations considered here The main differences are the lack of steady 
state, the occurrence of convection and the heterogeneous structure of the 
transport media (blood or tissue) Knowledge of parameter values is 
another problem, it is not a difference In model situation but merely an 
uncertainty as to what value should be used, it has to be resolved by 
experimental measurements Nonetheless, there is a sufficient basis to 
compare the treatment above with realistic situations 
To begin with the first difficulty mentioned above, steady state is 
absent in loading or unloading of O2 on or from the Hb-containing red 
cells Steady state presupposes a continual constant source of oxygen 
somewhere and a constant sink elsewhere, so that in between a steady 
transport can be set up In this respect the O2 transport by the blood can 
only be regarded steady as a whole, for the convective transport from 
lungs to tissues Along this path there is no possibility for diffusive 
transport because the distances are far too large, impairment of blood 
flow may be lethal to the organism Diffusion is important in the short 
distant range, so in the environment where the red blood cell (RBC) in the 
capillary exchanges oxygen with the local environment Then, the red cell 
is the very source or sink of oxygen and thereby changes O2 content and O2 
pressure a non-steady state 
Moreover there is the passage of RBC's through the capillaries, accom-
panied by O2 loading or unloading Research on microvascular blood trans-
port has made clear that a realistic modelling of RBC flow through the 
capillary bed will be difficult and possibly at the moment even impracti-
cable (e g , see Tyml and Groom, 1980) Modelling the capillary bed itself 
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poses much difficulties, especially for muscle tissue (Wiennga et al , 
1985), even apart from the (auto)regulation mechanisms that widen and nar-
row the capillaries, leading to intermittent flow Skeletal and cardiac 
muscles contract and relax, with severe consequences for the capillary 
network as well as capillary supply (Ellis et al , 1983) Even the classi-
cal question whether there is 'recruitment' of capillaries or not - nor-
mally imperfused capillaries that open up for flow in other circumstances 
- remains controversial 
Although for the tissue itself steady state conditions are more likely 
- there are continuous O2 sources, the capillaries, and sinks, the mito-
chondria - just the tissue of interest, the muscle tissue containing Mb, 
can be in distinctly dissimilar states, contracting or not contracting 
Facilitated diffusion is most likely to occur during contraction, because 
of the high consumption, which calls for a high flux (where MbO? diffusion 
might be helpful) and decreases the oxygen partial pressure P.. If Pp. 
is so low that desaturation of myoglobin occurs, there will be a gradient 
in S, AS, and thus facilitation may occur, according to Eq (6 21) 
Modelling non-steady state transport is much more difficult than steady 
state and therefore has been approached in the literature only either by 
computer models or in (very) simplified model situations (Klug et al , 
1956b, Moll, 1969, Kutchai et al , 1970, Spaan et al, 1980, Mochizuki and 
Kagawa, 1978) Yet there are analogies and conclusions that can be gained 
from comparison with steady state models, as will be shown below 
Convection interferes with model predictions when it occurs along the 
same pathway as diffusion Blood flow through the circulation is no such 
disturbance since there is no diffusion along this trajectory Diffusion 
in the blood is from the interior of the RBC to outside and convection 
only interferes if it concerns the internal contents of the erythrocyte 
Red cells are deformable (Zander and Schmid-Schonbein, 1972, Tyml and 
Sherebrin, 1980), so their contents can be stirred, particularly in the 
capillaries, which means convection Here, such convection effects on 
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transport will be disregarded In the tissue the interior of tissue cells 
might also be subject to some form of convection (Gayeski and Honig, 
1983) 
The interior of the red blood cell probably is homogeneous Only in 
close vicinity to this membrane there might be alterations, due to binding 
(e g , a little amount of Hb binds to the inner side, Boivin and Garbaz, 
1980, Shaklai and Sharma, 1980) and transport (there must be continuous 
transport for instance of Sa* and K+ ions to maintain the contents differ-
ent from the RBC environment, the blood plasma) 
But the tissue is evidently inhomogeneous There are cells, different 
tissue fractions and within the cells the subcellular structures (like the 
mitochondria) So far, tissue diffusion models have disregarded tissue 
heterogeneity, its effects assumed to show up only in altered values of 
the diffusion parameters The theoretical investigations mainly of 
Stroeve and coworkers (Stroeve, 1982, see also Goddard, 1981) have vali-
dated this assumption to some extent on a macroscopic scale The only 
types of heterogeneity of tissue composition accounted for in literature 
modelling are the capillary wall as a part of the O2 supply source, as 
explicited by Honig et al (1984), and connective tissue around a muscle 
fiber (Rakusan et al, 1984, Hoofd and Turek, 1986) Also, in modelling O2 
consumption of a single cell as representative for the tissue, imperme-
ability of the cell border for myoglobin can be taken as a boundary condi-
tion (e g , Federspiel, 1986) This is an important factor in modelling 
If diffusion is facilitated over a large-scale region, as in the experi-
ments described in chapter 6, cell membranes will pose repeated bound-
aries for oxymyoglobin At both sides of the boundary there will be none-
quilibnum so that facilitation is impeded and overall mean HbOj 
diffusion, as reflected in its diffusion coefficient Dw. , appears to be 
decreased (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Atta, 1982) If on the other hand diffu-
sion is not across these boundaries, e g , from a capillary along the cell 
membranes, there is no such impediment This presents one of the difficul-
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ties in remodelling heterogeneous media in terms of homogeneity 
Consequently, a macroscopically measured D.,, (e g , from diffusion across 
a whole layer, see also Moll, 1968) might not pertain to the microscopical 
(cell) value 
Equally important, other tissue heterogeneities such as capillary spac­
ing, blood flow and so on, invalidate conclusions from calculation of only 
one or a few single exemplary situations as demonstrated clearly when 
applying heterogeneity of capillary spacing to these models (Hoofd et al , 
in press) 
Besides, there is the usual modelling problem of choosing the correct 
parameter values,1' one aspect was already mentioned above for D„. Few 
reliable parameter measurements are available for the real tissue situ­
ation Myoglobin itself is a surprisingly poorly known species in this 
respect It is even unclear whether the different fractions that can be 
isolated in purified myoglobin, e g , by chromatography, as already 
described classically (Theorell, 1932), really are chemically different or 
only different forms of the same molecule (Kendrew, 1962, Lecomte, 1985) 
The situation is somewhat better for the erythrocyte, which can be studied 
at the level of a single cell (e g , Kagawa and Mochizuki, 1982, Sinha, 
1983) 
7 1 Descriptive parsmeters 
In facilitated diffusion in tissue, numerous physical quantities are 
involved (D- , o- , D , с , к, к', Μ, К , q, L, in connection with ?„ O2 O2 pr' pr' ' ' ' m' ^ ' ' 02 
and S), some of which influence different aspects of the process E g , a 
higher D« implies less facilitation (D less important) but also more 
nonequilibrium (more unbalance between Oj release from the protein and O2 
diffusion) Therefore, to appreciate realistic situations as well as the 
numerous theoretical treatments of facilitated diffusion (see Kreuzer and 
Another important problem recurring in these modellings is the correct 
choice of the boundary conditions1 
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Hoofd, 1986, for an overview) it is worthwhile to define composed parame­
ters that give insight into the processes involved and their consequences 
Definition of such parameters was already undertaken by Schultz et al 
(1974) and more explicitly by Yung and Probstein (1973) and Hoofd and 
Kreuzer (1979) A classical example of a descriptive parameter set replac­
ing the real parameters is the description of a saturation curve by means 
of affinity as half-saturation oxygen pressure P.g and cooperativity in 
the Hill-coefficient η 
Very often m theoretical studies one prefers to define dimensionless 
numbers (the Reynolds number for flow is a classical example), which are 
useful as discrimination or comparison values and therefore are especially 
suited for use in computer programs In the opinion of the author, one 
should not rigidly stick to expressing problems only in terms of dimen­
sionless numbers Often, a rigorous reformulation of a physiological pro­
cess in dimenbionless terms Is valuable for mathematical analysis but 
makes comprehension and appreciation difficult for non-mathematicians 
The above mentioned Ρ-
η
 is a clear example of how valuable it can be to 
define a dimensioned parameter, a pressure here 
The following parameter set is proposed hore, following and extending 
the literature cited above 
• Facilitation pressure Pp - Eq (4 37) This is certainly the most 
important parameter for physiological comparison As explained, facilita­
tion is incorporated in any oxygen field description by replacing the oxy­
gen partial pressure Ρ by P+PpS This means that tho upper limit for the 
possibilities due to facilitation is expressed by an elevation of the oxy­
gen driving pressure by a value P_ Knowing the saturation S, the term P-S 
can immediately be compared with Ρ For example, taking P_ = 2 kPa, the 
value used in chapter 6, and a capillary PQ of Ρ = 5kPa, the driving 
force for O2 flux into the surrounding tissue (assuming S-l) will be a 
total of 5 + 2 = 7 kPa 
• A related dimensionless parameter is facilitation pressure divided 
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by half-saturation pressure Pp/P.., somewhat unluckily designated Δ by 
Yung and Probstein (1973), and called facilitation capacitance by Hoofd 
and Kreuzer (1979)· 
(7 1) Δ = P F/P 5 0 
The facilitation capacitance is a measure for the maximum level that the 
facilitation can theoretically attain, in any situation This can be eas­
ily demonstrated for myoglobin " According to Eq (4 38) the facilitation 
can be written as F = P_dS/dP and using Eqs (4 6), (7 1) leads to 
(7.2) F S 
PF P50
 =
 Γ
 P50 
f ρ +p -il Lp
 +
p 
^50 rQ2 50 r 0 2 
F equals the right-hand terms for chemical equilibrium and is lower than 
these terms for nonequllibrium, as pointed out in chapter 4 Equilibrium 
F reaches its maximum Δ for P- -+0 
Whereas P- is a global parameter, Δ is of value especially locally and 
particularly for low P- Whilst a tiny oxygen pressure Ρ allows only a 
small free O2 flux J=-?VP, facilitation might enhance this flux 
(locally') up to a limit У=-ЭТР(1+Л) 
• Characteristic length L„, Eq (4 47), was defined by Hoofd and 
Kreuzer (1979) as a measure of the range of boundary nonequllibrium Dif­
fusion processes occurring in the region of L„ are far from equilibrium 
This boundary nonequllibrium will wane approximately according to L« - see 
Fig 6-3 This waning occurs along the penetration depth \ as originally 
defined by Friedlander and Keller (1965) - see Eqs (4 51), (6 29), (6 40), 
(6.50), (6 56), (6 67), (6 73) - but λ is a variable, not a parameter 
(constant) However, the penetration depth λ is of the same order as L. -
as seen m the equations cited - see also Bouwer (in press) 
2 >
 A similar derivation can be given for hemoglobin, where now F always is 
below Δ (for realistic values of the Hill parameter n) 
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• Damkohl er number Ï (Schultz et al., 1974)" is the dimensionless 
parameter currently used to express the degree of boundary nonequilibnum 
A Darakohler number is defined as a ratio of characteristic time of diffu-
sion divided by characteristic time of reaction This ratio is not 
uniquely defined because there is a freedom in what can be chosen as char-
acteristic time One choice, for a flat layer, is a diffusion time of 
L2/D and β reaction time of (k'c-)-1 which, through Eq (4 47), leads to a 
Damkohler number expression as proposed by Hoofd and Kreuzer (1979)· 
(7.3) Ï = (L/L6)2 
However, a more common expression is (Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1986): 
(7.4) % = (L/Xw)2 
where λ denotes a 'weighted mean' value of X, Eq.(4 33) (Friedlander and 
Keller, 1965, Eq.18 of Blumenthal and Katchalsky, 1969) evaluated for a 
mean substrate concentration [S], ι e a mean P- =i(P0+P[) Both defi­
nitions have their advantages Eq.(7 3) is P- independent so that the 
same Damkohler number applies to different oxygen partial pressures in the 
same situation On the other hand, Eq (7 4) takes into account changes m 
(mean) PQ In practice, both definitions are not much different because 
λ mostly is close to L» (Bouwer, in press). For large Damkohler numbers, 
the equilibrium regime is approached, for small Damkohler numbers, the 
nonequilibnum or diffusion limited regime (Schultz et al., 1974). Equi­
librium sometimes is only approached for very large values of ï (see Fig 4 
of Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1986) 
• Specifically related to the nonequilibnum due to consumption is the 
parameter M/kc- as in Eqs (6 22), (6 24), (6 39), (6 41) It is a limit 
for the discrepancy between saturation as predicted at equilibrium from 
P- and the actual saturation - compare Eqs.(6 24), (6 39) As discussed 
3>
 Or, more correctly, second Damkohler parameter (Pankhurst, 1964) 
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in chapter 6, this is a discrepancy not limited to a zone of order L. but 
effective throughout the bulk of the region considered. 
In conclusion, the above set of parameters, P- and Δ; L„ and I, M/kc-, 
(also Pen» n ) is a guideline for any comprehensive consideration of 
facilitated diffusion On the basis of these parameters it is possible to 
understand and judge the phenomenon of facilitated diffusion in any real­
istic situation. P- and Δ are measures for the possible extent of facili­
tation and facilitated flux. L. is the length scale where nonequilibnum 
is found away from the boundary. When L« is small as compared with system 
dimensions, as reflected in a large value of the Damkohler number !, this 
type of nonequilibnum can be disregarded for the system as a whole Con­
sumption will also disturb chemical equilibrium; the extent of this dis­
turbance can be judged from the parameter M/kc«. 
7.2: Possibilities of facilitated diffusion in vivo. 
Possibilities for facilitated diffusion are found in the blood by Hb -
or more precisely, in the RBC - and in red muscle tissue containing Mb. 
7 2.1 Hemoglobin. 
Conditions for facilitated diffusion are favorable because of the large 
amount of Hb contained in the red cell. A representative value for hemo­
globin concentration in the RBC is 5 mol-m"1 (tetrameric; the heme concen­
tration c T is four times this concentration
1)» values for the diffusion 
coefficients (pertaining to the interior of the RBC at 37°C!) were taken 
as D
u
,= 2.1 10" 1 1 raVsec (Everhart et al , 1982) and D
n
 = 1 5 10"' m2/sec 
no U2 
(Kruger et al., 1978). Avoiding the dispute on the intraerythrocytic solu­
bility of oxygen, the water value at 37eC a= 0.01 raol-nT'-kPa"1 (Handbook 
of Chemistry and Physics, 1963) was chosen, approximately pertaining to an 
Hb solution according to Spaan (1973). Then, a value of Pp is calculated 
from Eq.(4 37) as 28 kPa, a considerable value as compared with a venous 
P
n
 of about 5 kPa. 02 
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However, the erythrocyte is well in the nonequilibrium regime When 
Eq (4 47) is rewritten as L» = /Dj-.P-./CP-k), adopting the values k = 260 
sec"
1
 (interpolated for 37°C from Hayashi and Takagi, 1981) and P 5 0= 3 6 
kPa (Standard Dissociation Curve of human blood), it follows that L A = 0 1 
μπ>, whereas the RBC is a biconcave disk with radius 4 vim and thickness 
between 2 ym and 1 urn Capillary radii are of the order of a few μπι The 
Damkohler number !f=(r /L») 2 for a capillary radius of 2 μπι is 400 so that 
nonequilibrium is expected Thus there is facilitation, but below its 
equilibrium level 
Normally, there is no use for such facilitated diffusion Loading and 
unloading of the RBC is a nonsteady process which has to be accomplished 
within the time of passage through the capillary and this time is more 
than sufficient (Guttierez, 1986) In the (initial) course of the RBC 
travelling through the capillary there can be facilitation but on the 
whole plain diffusion would accomplish the seme O2 transport When blood 
flow is substantially increased, however, e g with heavy exercise, facil­
itation might mitigate the Ρ- difference between RBC and tissue 
7 2 2 Myoglobin 
The situation is different for myoglobin Apart from the very high 
amount found in diving sea animals, mammalian red muscle myoglobin content 
is m the range of around 0 05 up to 0 35 mol m"3 (Kagen, 1973), Feder-
spiel (1986) mentions a value of 0 5 mol-пГ3 Adopting again values at 
370C in tissue, Ό...= 6 IO"11 mVsec (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Atta, 1986) 
and ?= 1 6 10" 1 1 mol пГ'-кРа"1 sec - 1 (de Koning et al , 1981), this 
implies facilitation pressures Ρ- of 0 2 to 2 kPa This is quite low as 
compared with the red blood cell values, but high in proportion to the low 
tissue P
n
 's as mentioned in chapter 5 Also, the facilitation capaci­
tance Δ = Ρ_/Ρ,0 is calculated to be up to 4, for Per,- 0 33 kPa as before, 
which was interpreted above as an upper limit for the flux enhancement 
Both considerations taken together lead to the conclusion that facili-
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(7 5) 
tation by Mb increases the O2 driving force from the capillary (Pp) only 
to a limited extent but can significantly enhance O2 diffusional flux in 
the low P,, range (see Eq (7 2), and also Kreuzer and Hoofd, 1986) The 
u2 
characteristic length for boundary nonequilibrium L
e
= /D,., P-./iP-k) then 
is estimated to be around 0 55 \>m, for к = 65 sec"1 (Wittenberg, 1970) 
Compared with muscle cell diameters of about 50 pm as considered by Honig 
et al (1984), this is very small 
Also, the nonequilibrium is located near the capillary where P« is 
relatively high, so the influence of nonequilibrium is not large This can 
be demonstrated in the situation of Fig 6-3, for P = l 5 kPa the equilib­
rium MbOj saturation would be 82% whereas for the nonequilibrium value 
P=l 24 kPa (dashed line up to the capillary) it is 79%, only 3% lower 
The same difference of 0 26kPa, e g , between 0 ЗкРа and 0 04kPa, is 
much more important at low P
n
 , the respective saturations will be 48% and 
11% , a much larger difference 
As mentioned before, facilitation is expected in low P- regions Such 
regions may occur near the mitochondria Therefore, it was argued in the 
literature that this was just the place where facilitated diffusion by Mb 
might be helpful (Fletcher, 1960) But the mitochondrion size with a 
radius around 1 pm — see example in chapter 5 -, is comparable to L« So, 
there will be severe nonequilibrium restricting facilitation This might 
explain why Cole et al (1982) found facilitation not near the mitochond­
ria but in the surrounding fluid 
For the situation around a mitochondrion as analyzed in chapter 5 
facilitation can be easily incorporated In Eq (5 24), Ρ (and Ρ ) has to 
be replaced by P+PpS The 'correction function' f is solved from 
Eq (4 32), inserting V I as in Eq (5 16) where n = r This leads to the 
solution for f 
f(r) VV λ «pnyo/x) 
α 3? X+R" г 
where J is inserted as calculated from Eq (5 18) at r = R again (C = 0) 
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Finally, this leads to the set of equations 
M R 2 
(7 6 a) P_
+
 P FS. = P^ + Ρ Γ8 μ + - ^ 
MR 
υ 6 b) rSy 
Γ u 1 
where again P^ is considered to be the apparent critical PQ , Ρ of 
Eq (5 27) Critical P_ values with and without facilitation are compared 
Table 7-1 
Increase in critical P„ (P -P ) ulth mitochondrial radius 02 cr cr 
R for situation without (No F) and with (Vitb F) facilitation 
(цт) 
Ρ -P (кРа) 
cr er ' 
No F With F 
Quotient 
No F/With F 
0 
0 
6 
θ 
0 
0 
083 
15 
0 
0 
044 
07 
1 
2 
9 
1 
in Table 7-1 for the Ρ_ of 2 kPa and the L- of 0 52 Jim from chapter б 
It is seen that facilitation by Mb can enhance oxygen transport to the 
mitochondria and thus decrease the critical P
n
 m this model The halving 
of the difference Ρ -Ρ can also be interpreted as a doubling of the 
flux to the mitochondria, a flux enhancement of 1 Though appreciable, 
this is much less than the theoretical maximum Δ = 6 , due to the severe 
nonequilibrium near the mitochondria (L„-R ) 
Finally, the parameter for the consumption nonequilibnum, M/kc™, is 
estimated to be low For maximum consumption of about 1 mol-m-1-sec-1 
(Stainsby and Snyder, 1986), k= 65 sec"1 as above and a mean c_ of 0 3 
raol-m"', M/kc_=0 05 or comparable with 5% saturation (close to the satu­
ration differences as reported in the modelling of Federspiel, 1986) For 
lower values of c_ this parameter will become larger but on the other hand 
PT. and thereby the importance of facilitation is less So, in tissue this 
consumption nonequilibnum seems to be of minor importance Its effect is 
a decrease in AS from capillary to mitochondrion 
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7.3: Experimental evidence 
The present state of affairs shows no definitive proof that facilitated 
O2 diffusion takes place in an in vivo situation The available evidence 
only points to the possibility of facilitation, as derived mainly from 
three different approaches. First, there are experiments in vitro clearly 
showing the phenomenon and its importance Secondly, there are model cal-
culations predicting some facilitation on the basis of model parameters. 
In the third place, there are experiments on living systems, muscles, mus-
cle fibers, tissue slices, where facilitation was inferred from comparison 
either with another situation where facilitation was absent or with a 
mathematical model Let us consider these three classes one after 
another. 
• In vitro measurements started with the experiments described by Klug 
et al (1956a) on O2 uptake by red blood cells at nonsteady state and were 
continued by Kutchai, 1971, and Spaan, 1973 Facilitation of O2 transport 
in vitro can be very large especially for Hb solutions (e g , see the Pj. 
measured as represented in Fig 6-4) 
• Hodel calculations for in vivo situations pose difficulties as 
partly discussed above Hoofd et al (in press) found for rat myocardium a 
possible reduction in amount of anoxic tissue Taking into account the 
heterogeneity of capillary spacing they calculated P&ol histograms as rep-
resented in Fig 7-1 (for increased oxygen consumption and blood flow to 
the same extent). Federspiel (19B6) and Groebe and Thews (1986) consid-
ered the combined transport from the interior of the RBC to tissue There 
was facilitation in the RBC up to a maximum of 30% of the total flux with 
a nonequilibrium of only 5% Facilitation inside the tissue cylinder was 
significant and prevented the tissue from being anoxic Both papers pos-
tulated a resistance layer between RBC and capillay wall. Although there 
is evidence for such a layer in rapid mixing experiments on erythrocytes 
(Coin and Olson, 1973, Huxley and Kutchai, 1983, Merchuk et al , 1983, 
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'02 (·• Hg) 
Figure 7-1: Рог histograms calculated for rat myocardium and 
increased blood flow, without (dotted) and with (empty) facili­
tation (according to Hoofd et al., m press) Each column repre­
sents the percentage of tissue with a P02 in between the 
abscissa values. 
Clark et al, 1985) it has not been demonstrated in the capillary. Fur­
thermore, their contention that this offers the explanation for the flat 
Mb saturation profiles as measured by Honig and coworkers (Honig et al , 
1984) is at odds with tissue heterogeneity (Hoofd et al., in press). Espe­
cially a large distance as over 80 pm in Fig.4 of the paper of Honig et 
al. (1964) cannot be overcome by an extra driving force of P- = 2 kPa as 
estimated above. 
• Measurements can be separated into two classes. First, there are the 
papers comparing tissue moasurements in a condition where facilitation is 
possible with the same tissue whore facilitation is blocked. A completely 
different opproach is to measure local myoglobin saturation and to compare 
it with model predictions. 
In the majority of the papers of the first type it was concluded that 
facilitation was present; myoglobin was inactivated by CO (de Koning et 
4 >
 This resolves the old dispute whether there is a diffusional resistance 
in the RBC membrane or not 
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al , 1981), nitrite (Wittenberg et al, 1975, Cole, 1982, Cole, 1983), 
nitrite/phenylhydrazine (Taylor et al , 1986), or hydroxylamine (Driedzic, 
1983) In other papers no effect of facilitation was found, Mb being inac­
tivated by nitrite (Cole et al , 1978) or H2O2 (Jones and Kennedy, 1982, 
Kennedy and Jones, 1986) It is difficult to explain this discrepancy It 
is of course impossible to prove that blockade of the myoglobin was the 
only difference between the two types of measurements For instance, in 
the Discussion of chapter б it was considered likely that CO in the 
chicken gizzard measurements also affected consumption - more specifi­
cally, the consumption model parameter q Such an influence can tremen­
dously affect the conclusions about facilitation - see Fig 1 of de Koning 
et al (1981) More generally, any change of transport or consumption 
parameters will influence the oxygen transport into the tissue and thus 
may lead to different 0; uptake This may mimic, but also conceal a facil­
itation effect Apart from this, it is a pity that in the papers cited 
above no statistical tests were applied, neither for the occurrence nor 
the absence of facilitation 
Direct measurements were attempted in isolated planar tissue slabs with 
determination of the saturation of Mb by cryophotometric methods to find 
out whether Mb facilitated O2 transport or not (Schwarzmann and Grunewald, 
1978) Measured profiles were compared with a mathematical description, 
which is simple for a flat layer (if homogeneous') under well-defined 
boundary conditions With this type of measurements, Schwarzmann and Gru­
newald (1978) found PF=0 2kPa, which is sufficient for a (local) flux 
enhancement of up to 40% 
7 4 Conclusions 
Mathematical description of facilitated diffusion is possible not only 
in simplified in vitro situations, but also in tissue The constituent 
processes can be appreciated in terms of a set of descriptive parameters 
as proposed in §7 1 Solution of the describing equations is possible with 
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(approximate) analytical expressions written in terms of these parameters 
Solutions are easily incorporated into other models, such as the models 
describing capillary blood supply for the oxygenation of the tissue When 
chemical equilibrium can be assumed little extra effort is needed, P.. 
only has to be replaced by Pn +P]:,S, as shown for the well-known Krogh cyl-
inder, Fig 6-3 Accounting for facilitation in tissue PQ histograms as in 
Fig 7-1 required virtually no extra computer time to the calculation 
Facilitation jn vivo is predicted in the literature by model calcula-
tions for some specific situations In these calculations, there is lim-
ited facilitation of O2 transport out of the red blood cell but considera-
ble facilitation in myoglobin-containing red muscle, distinctly 
influencing the P^ field 
u2 
As yet, however, the experimental evidence for facilitation in living 
systems remains inconclusive A mam difficulty is the absence of theoret-
ical modelling of the experimental situation in the respective experiments 
described in the literature The only exception is chicken gizzard smooth 
muscle, where some facilitation was found 
However, the mechanism and the theoretical treatment of facilitated 
diffusion are firmly established This theoretical basis can and should be 
incorporated into any future, particularly also experimental studies 
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STELLINGEN 
1. Bij de bestudering van gefaci1iteerde diffusie in levend 
ueefsel is het essentieel om naast de diffusie ook de com­
binatie met reversibele alsmede irreversibele reactie 
(zuurstofconsumptie) kwantitatief te analyseren. 
Dit proefschrift. 
2. Bij gefaci1iteerde diffusie gecombineerd met irreversibele 
reactie (zuurstof consumptie) is er, althans in principe, 
nergens chemisch evenuicht. 
Dit proefschrift. 
3. Er moet meer onderzoek gedaan uorden aan myoglobine. Met 
name de precieze rol in de spier is nog geenszins duidelijk. 
Dit proefsehrιft. 
4. Bij beschouwingen over gefaci1iteerde diffusie dient eerst 
het regime voor de desbetreffende situatie bekeken te uorden. 
Met name uel of niet evenwicht is van groot belang. 
J.Schultz, J.Goddard & S.Suchdeo (1974): AIChE J. 20.1 
417-445. 
F.Kreuzer & L.Hoofd (1986): Іц: Handbook of Physiology, 
The respiratory system IV, in press. 
5. Eenvoudige modellen kunnen voor de fysioloog van groot nut 
zijn, ook al komen de voorwaarden niet of amper overeen met 
de fysiologische situatie; een (ingewikkeld) computer model 
geeft vaak niet wezenlijk meer inzicht. Een voorbeeld is het 
Krogh model voor ueefsel zuurstof voorziening. 
F.Kreuzer (1982): Experientia За: 1415-1426. 
6. Het fysiologisch onderzoek met behulp van theoretische en 
model vormen dient krachtig ondersteund te uorden. 
Advies deel pi an Disciplineplan Geneeskunde, KNAU, 
december 1985. 
7. Inbouwen van gefaci1iteerde diffusie in een weefsel model, in 
vereenvoudigde vorm (chemisch evenwicht)! is dermate simpel 
dat het routinematig kan gebeuren. 
L.Hoofd, Z.Turek & K.Rakusan (in press): ISOTT Meeting 
Cambridge, 1986. 
8. Mits gehanteerd onder goed gedefinieerde omstandigheden (met 
name goede temperatuur stabilisatie) is de polarograflache 
zuurstof elektrode als ontwikkeld op de afdeling Fysiologie 
te Nijmegen een uitstekend en zeer nauwkeurig expérimentée! 
hulpmiddel. 
H.Kimmich & F.Kreuzer (1969): In: Progr. Resp. Res., 
Vol. 3, Karger, Basel; pp. 100-110. 
L.Hoofd, J.d.Kon ing, F.Kreuzer & A.Lamboo (1986): 
Pflugers Arch. 407: 320-326. 
9. Bij de beschrijving van gastransport in weefsel en bloed 
dient ook C02 betrokken te worden. Met name gefaci1iteerd 
transport door interaktie met eiwitten en daardoor met 02 
transport kan belangrijk zijn. 
P.Stroeve, L.Hoofd & F.Kreuzer (1985): Ann. Biomed. 
Engn. 13: 551-571. 
F.Kreuzer & L.Hoofd (1986): In.: Handbook of Physiology, 
The respiratory system IV, in press. 
10. Ofschoon genoegzaam bekend is dat men bijvoorbeeld in de 
bouw een huizenblok niet kan saneren door alle binnenmuren 
weg te halen wordt deze methode op universitair niveau wel 
toegepast. De gevolgen zijn identiek: het geheel wordt 
onleefbaar en de kans op instorten neemt toe. 
11. Het feit dat Johann Sebastian Bach in de huidige tijd in 
brede kring wordt beschouwd als de grootste componist zegt 
meer over deze tijd dan over de componist. 
12. Indien in een dagblad meerdere pagina's in kleur zijn 
afgedrukt wil dit nog met zeggen dat de berichtgeving minder 
zwart-wit is. 



